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ALBUQUERQUE,
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Martinique

Grows Greater.
The Latest Estimate is 40,000
Dead.
Seventeen Vessels in the Harbor
Went Down Instantly.
CONGRESS

NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 10, 1902

Unique today paying the volcanic eruption there continues and ships are

1ST
Disaster

ffifti

TAKES

ACTION.

NUMBER

142

the conference this morning and after-

afraid to approach the island.
Forty Thousand Dead.
London, May 10. Private dispatches
received late this afternoon from the
West Indies say the eruption at Martinique is decidedly worse. The latest
messages indicate the number of
Several
deaths to be about 40,000.
smaller islands near Martinique have
also suffered. Between 8 in the morning and 8 in the evening, on Thursday,
May 8, St. Pierre was a mass of fire.
i
Eruptions Continue.
.i
Fort De France. Martinique, May 10.
1:43 p. m. The earthquakes have
ceased but volcanic eruptions still con
tinue.
Congress Takes Action.
Washington, May is. The senate
passed a bill introduced by Senator
Fairbanks, of Indiana, appropriating
THE ALVARADO HOTEL OPENED TODAY, MAY 10TH.
$200,000 for the purchase of supplies
for the relief of sufferers by the disaster in the Island of Martinique.
FIRST EVENTS.
THE ALVARADO.
TTIe bill for the relief of citizens of
the French West Indies was presented
to the house shortly before 1 o'clock.
Mr. Underwood, of Alabama, expressed It is Said to be the Finest Hotel in The First Dinner in the Main Dining
the opinion there was no occasion fora "legislative spasm." He said the reRoom.
the Southwest.
oorts miEht be exaggerated ana
thought some official report should be
had before legislative action he taken,
LIST OF EMPLOYES.
MEETINGS AND GUESTS.
It would do no harm to wait until Mon

V

....

J

lit:

Pointe A'Pire, Gaudeloupe, May 10.
The first mate of the Roraima thus
lescrli.es the disaster at St. Pierre:
"Between 6:30 and 7 o'clock on the
morning of Thursday, without warning, came a sort of a whirlwind of
steam, boiling mud and fire, which suddenly swept the city and Roadstead.
day.
Some eighteen vessels were anchored
This morning the first meal was
The first dinner served In the main
Retort Wat Spared.
in the harbor. All except the Roraima
Paris. Mav 10. A cable dispatch served in The Alvarado and from now dining room was on Monday evening
sank instantly and at the same moa beautiful resort on the hotel will be prepared to handle last, when a distinguished party was
says
ment.
situated between St. Pierre and the all business. It has been informally entertained. The following notice ap"Every house ashore was utterly de- crater of Mont. Pelee, was spared.
opened for several days.
peared fti The Citizen of Tuesday:
stroyed and apparently burned under
"The splendid new dining room of
It was built at a cost of $125,000 and
the ashes and burning lava.
is the finest hotel in the southwest.
the Alvarado hotel was last evening
AFTER THE ARMY.
"An officer who was sent ashore penArchitecturally it is modeled after christened by a distinguished party
etrated but a short distance into the Don't Want to Pay Expensee to the the old Spanish missions. The main headed by President E. P. Ripley of
city. He found only a few walls stand
building is 330 feet long. 190 feet wide, the Santa re. The dinner was served
coronation.
ing and the streets literally paved with
Mav 10. The resolu with open court and peristyle. An ar- under the direction of General Man
corpses. The governor of th-- island, tion offered yesterday byMr. Patter cade 200 feet long connects the hotel ager Vlxzetti. who had asked Mr. Rip
who arrived only a few hours before son, or uoioraco, caning upon me in with the new Santa Fe passenger de- ley to be present while the latter was
the catastrophe, was killed.
rnmmpm" commission for in pot, an edifice which Is In perfect har- in California. Mrs. Ford ilarvey and
"Both the English and American con- toratnio
fnrmotlnn na In Rfttntv aiillllanccs in mony with the artistic lines of the Al- Miss Harvey put up the curtains, laid
suls, with their families, are reported use on various named railroads, was varado. The central building is three Navajo blankets and In many ways
to have perished. It is certain no more adopted.
stories high, with wings and annexes beauuned tne rooms.
than forty out of 25,000 could have es
"The entire hotel, from cellar to
was then begun or tne of two stories, and wide verandas. The
Consideration
caped."
nrnrnnriatifin bill. Dill inn the walls are plastered with a cement of a tower, was brilliantly lighted and the
irmv
A telegram from Fort De France
of Ihe bill Mr. Bailey, demo- - drab color, in pleasing contrast to the building presented a beautiful appear
says that hot mud and cinders have reading
ance.
or Texas, orterea an amenamem red tlleu roof.
crat,
been falling all night throughout the nrnv Llltiir that nn nart or the anitro.
"Dinner was served at 7 o'clock and
General Manager B. Vlzettl has been
island and still continue, doing great nrlattnna made in this bill shall be re tireless in his efforts to Ijave the hotel the big round table was unusually at
damage, and when final reports are re- garded as the payment of expenses of ready on time.
tractive with Its new cut glass, new
,
ceived it will be found many people a special embassy
The hotel opens with the following silver and handsome floral decoraauenaing me coro
were killed or injured in other parts of nation or any hereditary King or po force of employes:
tions. Those seated around the table
Martinique. 7 he Uuebec line steam' tentate.
Manager L. Fred Klooz, formerly wew P Ocent and Mrs. E. P. Ripley,
He finally withdraw the
ship. Korona. arrived at the island of
General Manager and Mrs. A. G. Wells,
nt and offered a reslution de of Louisville, Ky.
Superintendent
Dominica yesterday. The captain says daring it to be the sense of the senate
Shephard,
K. B. Mudge, formerly of General
Cashier
Mrs. Ford Harvey, MIsb Harvey. Miss
the eruption at St. Pierre is appar that ihe president had no power to the Casteneda, Las Vegas.
ently from a new crater and accom numa nttiimHsnrinra without the con
Day Clerk H. C. Edgerly, formerly Ripley and her guests, Miss Payson
panying the eruption there seemed to sent of the senate. The resolution went of Denver,
and M'ss Honors; Division Superin
Colo.
be a tidal wave which overwhelmed all over. The senate then passed the army
A. E. Walker, formerly tendent I. L. Hibbard, V. V. Vizzettl,
Night
Clerk
shipping. A message from the island appropriation lull.
of the Harvey system, and Charles F,
of Guthrie, Oklahoma.
of St. Vincent says:.
Boys Henry Connelly, Thomas Whittlesey, architect of the hotel.
Bell
"The Soufrlere has been in a state
"After dinner was served a tour of
Hogan, Claire Roberts, Prosper Sala- TEMPORARY STRIKE.
of eruption nine consecutive morn
the hotel was made and th guests
Hughes.
Louis
zar
and
lngs."
delighted.
Porter Charles Wilson, formerly of were
"At 10 o clock a special arrived and
City.
Kansas
Midland,
The
France Sends Money.
on it were General Manager H. U.
Houseman
Emil Branger.
Paris, May 10. At a meeting of the Miners Will Decide Its Permanency
Mudge. General Superintendent J. E,
Bedford,
formerMrs.
Housekeeper
French cabinet this morning the mlnHurley, Division Superintendent and
City.
Convention.
in
Mass
ly of Kansas
Ister of finance was authorized to ex
Mrs. Nixon, of the Gulf, Colorado &
Augusta
Eva
Howe.
Chambermaids
pend all the money necessary to sucSouthern, General Passenger Agent
MilHellan, May Wormnext and Kitty
cor the sufferers by the Martinique dis
Black, and Division Superintendent F,
ler.
CREATED CONSTERNATION.
aster. An official of the colonial office
C. Fox. All are guests at the hotel.
Scrub Girl Krystina Krazystofy.
sailed for Martinique this morning
Head Waitress Elizabeth Cronin,
with half a million francs in cash. The
The First Meeting.
Coronado.
cabinet further decided to order the
Shamokln. Pa.. May 10. When the formerly of theJosephine
Lewis, Edith
Waitresses
The first formal meeting held in the
half masting of flags on all public bulletins were posted here announcing
buildings for three days and the mln the action of the Scranton convention Pruden, May Carmen, Minnie Hatch, new building was on Tuesday last,
Belle when the summer schedule was dis
ister of colonies was instructed to tele ordering cessation of work until the Delia Feeney, Margaret Holden,
graph the government of Martinique miners could decide for themselves Cloyd, Katherlne Conner, Madge Reed, cussed. The following account appear
the condolence of France.
whether or not to strike, local mem Kate Ryder and Kate Arnot, all form- ed in The Citizen of Tuesday evening:
"An important meeting of railroad
of the union with few exceptions erly of The Coronado.
bers
Recovered Four Hundred.
Pastry Girls Eunice Queller and officials was held at the Alvarado
away from the
would
remain
they
said
New York, May 10. The French
hotel this morning and afternoon, and
They are satisfied President Rose Beatty.
Cable company's offices in this city mines.
Chef Sylvian Hahn, formerly ot the subject of summer passenger train
did all in his power to obtain
were advised today that their repair Mitchell
schedule was thoroughly and practical
for them. From the pres The Casteneda.
steamer Pouyer Queentier has arrived concessions
ly discussed.
Second Cook Herman Frossard.
indications every colliery and
at Fort De France, having rescued 450 ent
"A Citizen representative called at
Butcher P. Flossl.
washery here will be tietl up next
persons from St. Pierre. It will return week.
Vegetable Cook Jone Tesak.
the hotel this afternoon, and, on meet
immediately to the scene of the disaslng Messrs. Hurley and Byrne In con
Pan Washer W. J. Baumhoff.
ter in search of further survivors.
Against a Strike.
versation with Levi A. Hughes, of
Baker Charles Renner.
Santa Fe, and George S. Arnot, of this
Assistant Baker Fred Berzner.
Pnttavlllp. Pa.. May 10. The news
Whirlwind of Fire.
city, asked the railroad officials if they
Monday
Chief of Lunch Counter Marie
work
will
susoend
Ihe
miners
maMay
10.
of
Paris,
The minister
had anything for publication.
formerly of The Castenada.
received with consternation. Jt
rine has received the following un- was
" 'Oh, nothing special,' remarked Mr.
Lunch Counter Waitresses Katie
President
after
sentiment,
was
the
dated tilspatcn from Poine A'Pire Mitchell's failure at arbitration, a Howe, Jeannette Dugan, Ora Thomas, Byrne, 'we have been in discussion
Island of Guadeloupe, from the com
almost all day on the- subject of a unifeared Verna Thomas and Anna McKinney
w.i inevitable, and it is of
mauder of the French cruiser Suchet atrlUa
form time card for summer, and have
Ed Page.
two
Keener
Store
one
a
than
it
that
will
lnn?er
"1 obtained the following informa
concluded to make the No. 1 passenger
Harry
Keepers
and
9 fought hard
Barrett
Bar
ago.
No.
years
District
tion of events yesterday: About
tram, going west, a fast mail train. It
a strike but the sentiment of Joseph Lewis.
o'clock the volcano threw up a consld against
now arrives here at 10:10 p. m. and on
stronger.
Lawson.
Oliver
was
Bar
upper
Porter
districts
two
the
rable mass of smoke and earth. A
rHprt the rlav. The Readins Coal
the new time card, which will soon
D.
Geo.
Sweet
Laundry
Manager
whirlwind of fire immediately fol &
go into effect, it will get here about
swear
to
company
preparing
land.
is
Iron
lowed. Instantly the whole town of
7:1 j p. m. No. 7, now arriving at 10:40
Holmes.
Delia
10
Head
policemen
Laundress
extra
in
hundred
several
St. Pierre was in flames and ships in
p. in., will get here aliout lorty-flvMontoya,
properties.
colliery
Beatrice
guard
their
Laundresses
tae harbor were dismasted and burned
ininwti'S earlier than usual.
Mary
Ortiz.
and
L.
Whithead
E.
Mrs.
The shower of rocks lasted a quarter
"The arrangements, as announced,
All Will Obey.
Washer Basil Branger.
of an hour. 1 arrived At St. Pierre at
will send the south lound mail train
Scranton, Pa., May 10. After issuChecker R. W. Strake.
2 o'clock in the afternoon, and saved a
considerably earlier to El Paso than
few persons from the ships. I saw no ing the order for a temporary cessano'. waa
the
living creature in St. Pierre, to which tion of work in all collieries and
also learned that the trains
Misses Mabel and Jennie Gaston, of
it
a miners' convention at Hazel-toit wa impossible to penetrate. There call for
on Wednesday next, the twenty- - Keytesvllle, Mo., arrived last night on goiim north will be alout as now, exwere numerous corpses near the
eight members of the executive com- N. 1 to visit their aunt, Mrs E. J. Gib- cel, t the limited, which, after June 1,
quay.
instead of
mittee made all possible haste to get son, on West Gold avenue. The young will run as a
They will at ladies expect to remain two or three dally.
back to their homes.
A British Account.
The following gentlemen were In
Ixmdon, May 1. The following ca- onco assume charge of the election of months.
While
blegram was received this morning at delegates to the convention.
the colonial office from Gov. Si? Mitch- there is certain to he a difference of
'-j-opinion as to the advisability of strikf.
.
ell Hodgson, of Barbadoes:
V
"Soufrlere volcano on St. Vincent, ing at once or postponing such action
rA-fe".'
more
favorable for
B. W. I., erupted violently yesterday. untu conditions are
Loud reports, resembling artillery fire winning, whatever action taken by the
as unanwere heard at Barbadoes at 3 o'clock convention will be announced
This is required by the rules
in the afternoon. At 5 o'clock came imous. organization.
The general opindarkness and thunder, accompanied by of the
a strong downpour of dust, which con- ion is the convention will be in session
tinued until night. Barbadoes was cov- several days before a final decision is
ered several inches deep with dust this reached.
Nobody here doubts the miners to a
morning. Have telegraphed the govwill obey the order for a temporernor of the Windward islands offering man
ary strike, and not a car load of coal
all assistance."
Telegrams
mined Monday.
another cablegram from Administra- will be
various parts of the region show
tor Bell, Island of Dominica, is as fol- from
jr.
many miners have already laid down
r;.;'- i
lows:
idle, awaiting
'4
"A terrible eruption has occurred at their tools and areofnow Hazi-ltoconthe
flr.al outcome
the volcano at Martinique. Great dis- the
tress prevails there. I am sending vention.
provisions immediately. All safe at
Alex Jordan, formerly bartender at
Dominica."
the Metropolitan, has quit mixing
iiHnka nil has cone to ranchine on a
Can Not Approach.
London. May 10. The cable com tmall piece of land Just north of the
pany received a message from Mar city.
SANTA FE'S HANDSOME DEPOT AT ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Moine-Roug-

nr

j

.

-

'

.

noon:

"The three general managers H. U.
Mudge, of Topeka: A. O. Wells, of Lou
Angeles, and W. C. Nixon, of GalveV
ton: the two general passenger and
ticket agents, W. J. Black, of Topeka.
and J. J. Byrne, of I.09 Angeles; the
two general superintendents, J. E. Hurley, of La Junta, and F. J. Sheppard. of
Los Angeles, and the three division
superintendents, F. C. Fox. of Las
Vegas; J. F. McNally. of San Marclal,
ami I. L. Hibbard. of Winslow.
"Messrs. Wells and Byrne are accom
panied by their wlv?s. and they, with
the other western officials, expect to

The Guests.
The name of President Ripley of the
Santa Fe is the first on the register.
The guesta entertained up to date have

been :
E. P. Ripley, wife, Francis PayBon
Ripley. Fred C. Ripley, of Chicago: A.
G. Wells and wife. Los Angeles, Cal.;
Miss A. M. Payson, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Bernle W. Sherman. Riverside, 111.; F.
J. Shepard. Los Angeles; I. L. Hibbard
Winslow; R. S. Goodrich, Winslow; H.
U. Mudge, Topeka; W. J. Black. To
peka; J. E. Hurley, La Junta; F. L.
Sturges, Topeka; Mr. Sanders, wife
and boy, Topeka; J. T. Barraclough
and wife. Oakland. Cal.; Mrs. W. R.
Chester and Miss F. H. Chester, Brook- line, Mass.; John J. Byrne and wife,
.og Angeles; Miss Sinclair, Racine,
Wis.; W. C. Hilton, Topeka, Kan.; Mr.
and Mrs. L. J. Tyson, Pueblo, Colo.;
Mrs. W. G. Hill, Mrs. J. L. Wolf. Elk
hart. Ind.; Gordon Tweed, Lowell,
Mass.; Helen Ford, Cleveland, Ohio;
H. Barcalon, New York; R. H. Grtte,
lxnilsvllle. Ky.; W. J. McGuire, Chicago; H. Barcalon. New York; W. C.
Lyle, Denver; J. H. Tettemer, St.
Louis; M. S. Stern. Chicago; F. C.
Toney. Chicago; M. V. T. Landie, Day-ton- ,
Ohio; George B. Buffum, St.
Ix)uls; William Foster, Boston; Miss
Morris. Glrard. Ohio; W. J. McGuire,
Chicago; Charles B. Williams, Denver;
A. M. Placher. Omaha; L. E. Perkins,
Denver; F. T. Woodard, Trinidad,
Colo.; L. McMahon, Chicago; P. S.
Stlner, Chicago; C. E. Mills, Morenci,
Ariz.; D. M. Fitzgerald and wife, Chi- cago.
.

The Rock

and Gulf

Island
Lines.

New

President Elected forthe School
of Mines.
hEW TEXAS ROAD.

St. IjOuIs, Mo., May

the

Post-Dispatc- h

Ark., says:

A

10.

from

.

special to
Jonesboro,

The west bound fast mail train on
the St. Louis & San Francisco railway
was held up last night at Marsh Siding, five miles west, by four masked
men. They flagged the train which
did not slow up quick enough. They
threw the engine, baggage, express car
and smoker on a tiding by turning the
switch under the rear of the first car.
The Pullman was thrown across the
track. The fireman was ordered to
run the forward cars up the track,
where the safe in the express car waa
blown up with dynamite. After fruitless attempts to secure booty the robbers ran the engine west and jumped '
off while going and escaped. The conductor caught the engine later and returned to the train which started west.
A posse Is now on the trail of the robbers, who had a good start.
WILL EXTEND LINES.

Rock Island Will Build to the Gulf
Coast.
Fort Worth. Texas, May 10. S. B.
Hovey. first vice president and superintendent of the Rock Island railroad
in Texas, confirmed the statement the
Rok Island intends to build to the gulf
Two Yeart In Priton.
coast. This it the first official conMay
10.
Mrt.
Catherine
Pittsburg,
firmation of the Rock Island's intena
broth-erBiddle
Soffel, who released .the
tion to extend its lines in this state.
Alleghany
from t!to
JU. in
January, was sentenced today to two
KEYES ELECTED.
penitenyears' imprisonment in the
tiary.
Was Chosen President of the 8chool of
Mines.
W. C. Leonard, who is extensively
Fe, N. M May 10. The board
Interested in Albuquerque real estate, of Santa
regents of the New Mexico School
left this morning for Cerrlllos. where of Mines,
elected Charles R. Keyea, of
he also has real estate interests.
Des Moines, Iowa, president to succeed
e
geoloF. A. Jones. Keyes Is
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
gist of Missouri and Iowa. He taught
In the University of Missouri and traveled extensively in Europe and Africa.
.

cvry

ex-stat-

Notaries Public Appointed

Mineral

A New Road.

Austin, Texas, May 10. The charter
of the San Antonio & Crowther railroad has been filed at the headquarters at San Antonio. The road will be
SURVEYS APPROVED.
sixty miles In length, running from
San Antonio to the town of Crowther.
affording an outlet for the rewly deGovernor Otero appointed George W. veloped oil fields in the locality surKohn, of Rountree, Guadalupe county, rounding the terminus of the road.
and Herman Goodman, of Springer, Boston capital is behind the move.
Colfax county, notaries public.
UNIVERSITY NOTES.
Survey Ordered.

Mineral Survey Ordered.

Prof. Hodgin enjoyed bis visit to the
Las Vegas normal school and returned
with renewed vigor In l work.
President Tight left for Santa Fe
yesterday morning to attend a meeting of the territorial board of education. He Intends to return tonight.
The cast for the normal play meet
tonight at M'ss Hunt's for a rehearsal.
The play is progressing very nicely
Township Survey! Approved.
and a fine production may be expected
LlewO.
Morgan
Surveyor General
for commencement week.
in
office
ellyn filed In the federal land
The graduates for the senior class
townSanta Fe the plats of fractional
1902 are Nellie
Brewer. Minnie
ships 16 north, ranges 4, 5 and 6 west, of
Bruno Dieckniann, Oliver Van
and of township 13 north, range 1 Craig,
west, the survey of which has been ap Wagnen. Linus Shields, Mabel Hunt.
proved by the general land olnce. The Ralph Halloran, Thomas Keener, Jr..
survevs were made by Deputy United Nora Werner, Raymond Nellson, Lou
Edna Manwarin and Irma
States Surveyor John H. Walker, of Hughes, Commencement
week Is from
Santa Fe.
June 8 to 14. The exercises will all be
held at Colombo hall, except the alumMISS WALTON'S PARTY.
ni banquet. Class day will be held
evening and commencement
Tuesday
Delightfully
Her Friends Were
Wednesday. Judge Baker has been seLast Evening.
cured by tne faculty for the commence-nien- t
Miss Jeanette w niton, assisted by
address.
gave
a delightful
Miss Nell Flour noy,
Special Rate to Belen.
party last night in Grant hall.
The
The Santa he will run a special car
room was quaintly decorated with evergreen and huge Japanese umbrellas. to Beleo tomorrow for the benefit of
The music for the dancing was fur- the bowlers and those wishing to see
nished by Professor Di Mauro and the tournament, providing twenty-fivMiss Halithorn, and refreshments were or more people wish to go. The fare
served. One of the delightful features will be $l.t;o round trip. The train will
was a numU-- of songs given by Miss leave Albuquerque at 8 a.m., and will
leave Belen on return about 6 o'clock
Ada Campfleld. The guests were:
Misses Adela Hubbell, Nell Flour- - in the evening. The Belen team is a
Mabel Hunt, strong one and the Albuquerque team
noy, Estelle Lewlnson,
Edith Stevens, Alma Is composed of some good bowlers, and
Mabel Fitch.
Rouenwald, Jetty Rosenwald, Julia this is lively to be the fastest bowling
Lee, Lou Lee, Sadie Jaffa, Irene Saint, game that has ever occurred in New
Louise Saint, Iirunella Mandell, Marie Mexico. The Belen people are loyal enBenjamin, Irma Tacher, Bessie Thom- tertainers and those going will not reas, Lucy Hazeldine, Grace Hawks, Ada gret the trip.
Campfleld. Barbara Hubbell, Euphernia
Badly Burned.
Nelson, Elizabeth Wllley. Bottle Wil
I.ouls Stuckel, in o. town, last night
ley, Carrie Titus: Messrs. H. S. Pick
ard, R. L. Frost. T. N. Wilkei son, Louis poured some carbide dust in a pail of
Huning. Louis Brooks. E. J. Alger, water to see it boll. That he might see
, it better be .used a lighted candle. In
Harry Myers, Ben Jaffa. Sydney
Seymour Lewinson, Fred New- the explosion that followed his face
man. W. R. Thomas, Roy McDonald, and hands were badly burned.
Melville Summers, Charles Whita.
Handsome Charm.
Harry Welller, Leon Hertzog, A."
S. Vann
Son will give a gold
Falier, Fred Otero. Walter Jaffa, Rufu
mounted Elk tooth watca charm to tae
uoourlch. Ralph Hunt, Her!ert
winner of the free for all burro race
Roll KuIuib.
tomorrow. The charm may be worth
There will be a free concert at the (50 and Is the finest specimen of ita
kind ever seen here.
Orchestrion hall tonight.

Surveyor General Morgan O. Llewellyn ordered the survey of the Mary
Richmond group of lode mining claims,
comprising the Mary Richmond and
the Mary C. lodes In the Las Animas
The
mining district. Sierra county.
contract was awarded to George R.
Brown, of Silver City, deputy United
States mineral surveyor.
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Stop it.

'Messrs. Mudge illack and others
will no doubt go north tonight."

1

-

Men Threw a Switch to

return west tonight.

Hag-gert-

semi-weekl-

TRAIN JjELD UP

Ray-nolO-

I
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THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN, SATURDAY, MAY 10, 1902

2

B. S.

DELEGATE

RODEY.

The Alvarado Pharmacy
PURE DRUGS,

.

perfumes,

3

mil

Line or uruggisis-

.-

.

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE

.

sundries.

TOILtl ARTICLES.

Cosmopolitan
Paper

WE GUAllANTEE SATISFACTION.

Patterns 10c

B. H. BRIGGS & CO., Prescription Druggist.

HUGHES

&

Daily

KcCREIQHT,

None Higher

';

CORNER GOLD AVENUE AND FIRST STREET.

jfulniqitcque

-

v-y-'-

--

as to newspaper advertising.

demands

According to Mr. Stead's latest statement Cecil Rhodes was planning to
promote
rea British-Americaunion as long ago as 1877. There Is
something profoundly moving In the
spectacle of this political dreamer
given up to such a purpose while still
a youth of 24, holding It steadfastly to
the last, devoting his many talents to
the accumulation of money to be used
for this one end, and dying with the
sigh: "So much to do!
So little
n

Statehooo done!"

Congress.

WESTERN

Is

'

8 00

i
.

territory.

What could one better do than help

to build a state?

will

Let's get ready to rejoice over the
birth of three new states.
Old man Grosvenor of Ohio is in his
dotage and he should be retired from
congress.
. k

a

r rtt rnnnlDV fnturrnlnliiflnn tViaf
(lit laniug a iiwui Jiatc
in tne military ana naval scnoois or
the country. At west Point Colorado
holds the highest rank of markings ever given a graduate of that institution,
severe as !a its course of study. That
honor was won by General Irving Hale
of Denver, and may never be exceeded. At the recent graduation exercises
at Annapolis naval academy Cadet
Henry G. S. Wallace, of Denver, stood
at the head of his class. Cadet Emory
S. Land, of Wyoming, received a sword
for excellence in athletics, and Cadet
Francis E. Whitten, of New Mexico,
a gold medal for skill as a fencer. This
is a record of which the west can be
proud and extend hearty congratula
tions to the young men who have reflected so much credit on Colorado,
Wyoming and New Mexico.

r.i ".it

1 no
Pally, by mall, three motn.ia..
r
Pally, y mall, one month....
7S
Oally. by carrier, one month
S (0
Weekly, by mall, per year
THE DAILY CITIZEN will he delivered
In the Cry et the low rate of 20 cents per
week, or for 76 tents per month, when
paid monthly. T! se rates are leva than
those of any other dally paper In the

Mexico

BOYS.

Ths Denver News says that it

Terms of Subscription:
IHilly, by tnall, one year
Pally, by tnall, rx month....

With statehood New
grow and prosper.

--I

SPECIAL

Publishers

D. C.

Fifty-Sevtn- t:

"we Avt.TZ

h

Slg-rer-

Mexico

Leon B.Stern',proproo&

5

Interest spectators
CMijtt) might
ai much as he does now. It's the same

Associated Press afternoon dispatches
Largest City and County Circulation
The Largest New Mexico Circulation
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
Copies of this paper may be found
on file at Vasnington In the office ot
our "pedal correspondent, E. O.
818 F street, N. V., Washington,
New

Tilled

"

The Raton Range says: Albuquerque has already commenced booming
Editor the territorial fair which will be held
Thos. Hughes
W. T. McCrelght, Mgr. and City Ed. in that city next October. Albuquerque Is a town that believes in doing
things, and when she has a good thing
Publishe Daily and Weekly.
believes in pushing it along.

from V9

Mail

Orders
Promptly

'

1

t

V

For Saturday Night From 7 to

'V

Delegate Rodey is winning a nutional reputation at Washington, and he
has the good will of the people of New
Mexico because of his faithful work
for the territory. He will be given a
rousing reception in this city when he
returns home from Washington in
June.

9 O'clock,

-

Income

doesn't make prosperity if the expenses are greater. Did you ever figure
out what sickness costs you per year;
doctors' bills, medicine bills, etc., etc.,
to say nothing of the suffering. Rheu
matism strikes like a knire in the iaek
if left alone; with Perry Davis' Painkiller, the terrors of thlR dlease are
headed off. Painkiller relieves muscu
lar cramps, lumbago, neuralgia and
sciatica. 25 and 60 cent bottles.
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE.
Stage leaves Trimble's stable on Sec
ond street, every Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday at 6 a.m.; quick time. A
relay of stock is kept at Zia. Arrives
at tne Springs in time for supper.
Don't be deceived by people who tell
you they will take you just as quick
as the stage, for they won't. Nobody
else has any change of stock on the
route. Tickets for sale at Trimble's.
J. B. BLOCK, Proprietor.

you are in need of Socks or Stockings
yes, tonight.
it would pay you to call
We will not have any music, but the prices
that we will put on Hosiery ought to bring
you to our store.
If

to-nig- ht,

1284 PAIRS OF LADIES' BLACK CO I TON HOSE, STAINLESS

REGULAR

SEAMLESS,

10 CENT HOSE, SIZES 9 AND

716 PAIRS OF CHILDREN'S

WITHOUT

BLACK

RIBBED

COTTON

AND

9!. .. .

Your Choice

HOSE,

for

2

Hours Only

SEAMS, FAST BLACK, REGULAR 10 CENT HOSE,

SIZES 5 TO 8
975 PAIRS OF MEN'S BLACK COTTON

BLACK,

HERMSDORF

READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
ROSENWALD BROS.

TO

A GOOD

HOSE,
10 CENT

FULL

5 cents

FINISHED

VALUE, SIZES 9'2

11

Mrs. Akers. now located in her new
PRESIDENT'S GOOD ADVICE.
500 YARDS OF NO. 22 AND 40 WASHABLE
TAFFETA SILK RIBBON,
The naval academy cadets received home, la prepared to fill all orders for
Delegate Rodey wiped out the some- advice worth treasuring when Home idade bread, cakes and pies.
WARRANTED ALL SILK, REGULAR 35 CENT GRADE. SPECIAL
T CT
amendments to the statehood bill in President Roosevelt addressed them Boston orown bread and baked beans
TWO HOURS ONLY PER YARD
FOR
PRICE
short order.
delivered every Saturday morning.
at Annapolis..
"If the day for battle comes," said Leave orders at Delaney's or old phone
The chances are good that New
the president, "you will need all that 113.
ONE CASE OF MEN'S BALBRIGGAN SHIRTS AND DRAWERS,
IN
you pos3ess in boldness, skill, deterwilt hold a constitutional
PINK AND BLUE, THE HOT WEATHER KIND, SIZES 30 TO 44.
Sheep
Notice
to
Raisers.
ability
punishment
mination,
to
this Bummer.
bear
My sheep dipping vats at Coyote
WORTH 50 CENTS EACH. OUR PRICE FOR 2 HOURS TONIGHT
and instant readiness In an emergency.
though
without these qualities you Springs, 11 miles east of Albuquerque,
Delegate Rodey has proven to be the Rut
for dipping. In first
right man at Washington to defend can do nothing, yet even with them you are now ready and
over 60 feet long
178 PAIRS OF MISSES' AND BOYS' SHOES, THE REGULAR $1.50 KIND,
can do little if you have not the fore class condition
New Mexico's interests.
THOMAS A. GURULE.
thought and set purpose to train your
1624 Barelas Road. Albuquerque, N. M. Vl
FOR TWO HOURS, PER PAIR
"I find," said the Alfalfa Sage, "that selves and the enlisted men under you
j Curtains! 1!
aright.
must
men
Officers
alike
and
I am not fooled by other people half as
Curtains!
Curtain!!
have the sea habit; officers and men rVe are snowing up to date lace cur
often as I am by myself."
alike must realize that in battle the tains In Brussels net. Irish point, Ara
shots that count are the 6hots
net. Nottingham, Bobbin t and
,With statehood New Mexico will only
hit, and that noramlly the victory bian
muslin.
Albert Febar, 205 'Railroad OOOOOOOOCOOCOCXOCXJ a.v
have a half million population when that
will lie wih the side whose shots hit avenue.
Throw It
is
the next

O

A

.

fPtl

.
L.

C

t

fifTl"lU

98 cents

census'

taken.

oftenest.

o

Alamogordo has over 3.000 popula
tlon, and it is also one of the most en
terprising towns In New Mexico.

DETRACTORS OF THE REPUBLIC
Abqut
Are republics ungrateful?
three years ago the valor of our men
of the army and navy was praised
An llustrated sketch of the New by everybody. Our boys in Cuba were
Mexico agricultural college will be victorious, Dewey's triumph in Manila
published in The Citizen next Saiur bay was the theme of speech and song
day.
and the battle of Santiago gave add!

tional lustre to American arms.

READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
ROSENWALD BROS.

Have you seen that blue enamelea
steel ware at the Albuquerque Hard'
ware company's store. It Is the most
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
seen in Albuquerque.
o

screens. They are far superior to any
made In the east at the same price.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
T. Telephone No. 463.
o
DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND THE

Denmark will lose money on those
West India Islands if the sale is delayed much longer. Earthquakes are do
ing much damage to the islands, and a
few more shocks may wipe them out of
existence.

ny.

manders are valiant and honorable?

to the treasury department the general stock of money in
the United States on May 1 was- 12
DJ2.8;2,141,
being a net increase of
$09,337,491 compared with the same
date last year.
According

-

If the statehood bill passes the
a constitutional convention will be
held in this territory this summer.
which would be voted on at the election next fall. At the same time tho
state officers would be elected.

Raton will hold a big Fourth of July
celebration. This would be a good time
for the people of Albuquerque to visit
Raton and get acquainted with the enterprising and patriotic people of Colfax county.

One of the most astounding of recent events is the acquittal, by a
court, of one of the persons suspected of complicity In the killing of
Goebel. No one ever dreamed such a
thing could possibly happen.
Ken-tuck-

y

BAD BILL.

The bill ot Representative Lacey
known as the "cattlemen's" bill, for
leasing the lands of the public domain
for grazing purposes at a yearly rental
of 2 cents an acre, presents such
radical departure from the policy that
has been pursued by the government
under the homestead act that it is
hardly conceivable that it has any
chance of favorable report.
The ostensible purpose of the meas
ure is to encourage the stock raising
industry by the homestead settlers and
small farmers, who win be able to use
and improve the grass upon the public
domain in the vicinity of their holdings. It is claimed by the author of
the bill that it will prevent further
deterioration and monopolization of
the ranges by owners of large herds
of live stock. The bill provides that
the holder of a homestead may obtain
a lease not exceeding ten times the
area of the land included in the homestead. During the continuance of any
lease the lessee may fence in the leased land to protect it from trespass in
any lawful manner.
As the leases are to be for ten year
periods it is urged as a strong objection to the bill that it would prevent
actual settlement of the public domain
for at least twenty years, and thereby
practically suspend the homestead act.
There are now about 525.000.000 acres
of public land open to settlement, of
which more than
are
available for grazing.
The largest
areas of vacant public land waiting for
settlers are in Montana, Nevada, New

GREATEST HOSIERY SALE EVER
ATTEMPTED IN THIS CITY. LEON
B. STERN.
o
See the newest in ladies' neckwear

at The Economist

in Mexican drawn work we are
showing a big assortment. Albert
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.

Amber Lotion
TO MAKE WHITE HANDS.

Amber Lotion
SHOJLD BE ON EVERY
DRESSEP-- .

J.

H O'RIELLY & CO.
Prescription

Druggists

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS
II3

ftmen

you

starved your
nair. wnat did you do that
for? When you saw that
.
...
your nair vss tailing
out,
why didn't you use Ayer's
Hair Vigor? It feeds the
hair, gives it vigor, stops it
-

m

$100,000

Capital

WM. MclNTOSH

West Railroad Avenue.

J. U BALDRIDGE

....

DEPOSITORY

SOLOMON LUNA

A. M. BLACKWELL

South Second Street,
Albngtierone.

V

Mux.

MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLESALE LIQUORS, ClG.6

W. A. MAXWELL

FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA & SANTA FF. RAILWAY

g

THIRD STREET

Automatic 'phone 574.

2161

Statehood.

Bald?

ALBUQUERQUE

OFFICER3 AND DIRECTORS
M. 8. OTERO, President
W. 8. STRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashier

wm. Giaesner,
Tailor.
aooQoocfooocaooQoaoo
a

Mexican drawn work in endless va
at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
avenue.

Bank of Commerce

Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.

HOSIERY. THE BEST
HOSIERY IN THE WORLD; 10c
to 75c PAIR, TO BE HAD ONLY
AT GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS
CO.
TRY OUR 25c TOPSY
HOSIERY.

rL-t-y

THE

SOLD FOR 25

CEN13 PER BOTTLE.

o

0

WEST END OF VIADUCT.
Corner Second atreet and Coal avenue

FOR FACE AND NECK.

pany.

aaoaoaooocooooooooo
TOPSY

The Futrelle FurnitureCo.

Amber Lotion

Bring In your tinware and have It
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware com
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
ROSENWALD BROS.

Handsome and serviceable carpets in beautiful patterns at popular
prices. If we have not got what your
want we can order it on short notice.

FOR ROUGH SKIN.

In Deming you can buy lots for f 100
which will pay you 100 per cent in less

Every senator west of the Missouri
river should vott for the admission of
New Mexico, Arizona and Oklahoma.
Senators Quay ana Elklns favor the
bill and will have charge of the measure when it reaches the senate.
Mexico, Oklahoma, Utah, Arizona, California, Colorado and Idaho. In MonSome merchants who advertise oc- tana alone, a state rich In grazing
casionally in the newspapers, but do land, there are 65.803,307 acres of land from falling, makes
it grow,
not apply the same Intermittent prac- net yet entered oy settlers. In 1901
tice to their display windows, which the railroads selected 2.470,804 acres and always restores color.
show up well every day.
Window of the public domain, while the state
1 was almost bald
before I began
advertising is seen by comparatively selection amounted to 1,243,519 acres.
using Ayer'e Hair Vigor. In a short
few who stop to think about goods
time my hair all came again, and now
and prices, yet la this respect the
Deming ships over 100,000
of it Is thick and heavy."in
merchant doe not abate bia energy. cattle annually; it the centerhead
of the
Mrs. L. Copeland, Altoona, Pa. "
If a window were left empty except
i. Auarauuu.
j. v. Aits CO., Lwu,
lor one day. la the week a merchant west and cattle men all know tala.
three-fourth- s

this-week-

Amber Lotion

o

than twelve months.
We carry the largest variety of Hn
oleums and oil cloths in this city,
Albert F aber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Tin, galvanized iron and copper
work. Albuquerque Hardware compa

You have become accustomed to the-olrag. You do not notice how faded
and worn it is. Time to get a new one- just the time, for we're offering superlative values now, and you can have
your pick by coming quickly. Your
.
dollars will do double duty here

HttH

We make the best door and window

Colorado did not grow till it secured
Rut what a change!
statehood in 1876. At that time Denver
Since then the bravery and the honor
waa not as large as Albuquerque Is ot naval officers and army commanders
now.
has been called into question. Some
of the heroes of a few short years ago
The Santa Fe company should build have been held up to execration and
its cut-of- f road direct from Portales to Judged by the utterances of some of
this city. It Is the shortest and best our own public men our navy and army
are commanded by poltroons and sav
route.
ages.
Are these charges true?
The body of General Rosecrans la
How many true Americans think
being shipped from Los Angeles to
Washington, where It will be laid to so?
Then why the charges?
rest in Arlington cemetery.
Do they emanate from political mo
tives?
There will be no change in the name
they do what shouid be the action
of New Mexico. It would be just as of Ifthe
great mass of patriotic citizens
Benslble to suggest a change in the
believe that our soldiers and sail
name, of New York, New Hampshire who
ors are brave men and that our com

and other states.

IH.O'BiellyiCo.

Away

Meal Market
A11oriTe$h and sail Meals.
STEAM SAUSAGE

We candle everything In our Une

fACTOKY.

Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor & WiUia J
Louisville, Kentucky
. First SL. Albuquerque. N. VX
111

B. A. SLEYSTER,
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL E8TATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
CROMWELL BLOCK,
ROOMS

E MIL KLEINWORT, Prop.
MASONIC

BUILDING.

N. THIRD STREET

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
R. P. HALL,

Proprietor

12-1-

Automatlo Telephone 174.
Deming offers the same opportunities now that the most prosperous
cities in the west offered several yean
MO.

Iron and B ast; Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Grade bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts (or Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK, ALBUQUERQUE, N. If.
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Mother Gray's Sweet Powders

SPORTING NEWS
YESTERDAY'S

BALL GAMES.

American League.
At Cleveland

Cleveland

8

Chicago

12

Batteries Luneara and Bemis;
lahan and E. McFarland.
At Detroit
Detroit
!
St. Louis
Batteries Mercer and Buelow;
and Sugden.

Cal-

2
3
Sud-hcf-

f

At Philadelphia
12
Baltimore
6
Philadelphia
Batteries Hughes and Roblnsoy,
Kenna and Powers.
At Boston

Boston
,
Washington
Batteries Dlnneen, Warner and
Lee and Drill.
At

4
6
Crl-ge- r;

National League.
Cincinnati-Cincin-

nati

"Boston

Batteries Stimmel and Bergen;
Willis and KIttredge.

3
4

At St. Louis
6
St. Louis
Philadelphia
5
Batteries Murphy and Ryan; Iberg,
Magee and Dooin.
At Chicago

Chicago

5

New York

0

Batteries St. Vraln and KUng.
and and Bowerman.
At

Pittsburg-Pittsb-

Ev- -

urg

was unable to check the aggravation,
let alone cure It. I bought a
box of Doan's Ointment at my drug
Tannehlll and Smith; gists, used it, and it cured me. If any
Batteries
Donovan and Ahearn.
one in Albuquerque wishes to know
more about Dean s Ointment send
Western League.
them to me for a personal Interview."
At Peoria
Ask the Alvarado Pharmacy what
0
Peoria
customers report about this prep
their
2
Omaha
aration.
Batteries Gill and Wilson; Graham
Doan's Ointment, 50 cents per box.
and Gondlng.
for sale by all dealers.
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
College Games.
United Sttf.tes.
At Cambridge
Remember the name Doan s and
6
Cornell
7 take no other.
Harvard
12

Brooklyn

Tale

Phillips-Andove-

9
2

r

Save the Children.
Statistics will prove that a large percentage of deaths among children may
from
le traced to complications arising
the early souring of milk by bacteria.
Cholera infantum Is the most fatal disease of infancy, and common, especially with bottle fed infants. Perry
Davis' Painkiller in the emergency is
the best remedy and saves many a
child's life while the doctor is coming
25 and 50c bottles.
SILVER CITY.

Special Correspondence.
Silver City, N. M., May 9. Silver
City will have a big Fourth of July cel
ebration this year and preparations ror
the event are- - now in progress. The
Elks of this city will have the cele
bration in their charge which will
last two days. They will have a carnival night and an Eltcs circus and numerous other sports.
There are at the present time more
buildings in course of construction
in this city than there has been for
some time. Still you will hear persons
state that Silver City is no good on ac
count of the inactivity in mining oper
ations and the recent closing down of
the smelter located here. While bus!
ness with tne merchants is not as good
as it was when copper was up and the
smelter running the businessmen state
that they have no cause to complain
Dr. Lane and wife and J. M. Klnner
and wife will leave ihe first or tne
week for a couple months camping
trip to the Gila.
The reDorted erection of a small ca
pacity smelter In the Burro mountain
mining district is an assured iaci ana
eastern parties who are putting it In
"have the order for the machinery in at
the foundry and the work will com
mence Just as soon as the material
can be gotten on the ground.
Mrs. Bay Shannon, of Clifton, Ariz.,
Is visiting her sister, Mrs. A. s. uooa
ell. of this city.
Ranchers who have orchards and es
peclally on the Mimbres, state that
from the present outlook the fruit crop
of all kinds will be the largest this
year that has ever been known in the
southwest. Tho Mimbres country is

Ba-2a-

Pattern.
All Patterns
10 and 5 ets,

No Shoes, Clothing

Profitable to the Customer

Shirt Waists, Suits or Tub Gowns

mm II'

Mr

Shirt Waist Suits
Made of a Striped Chambray; colors, blue, pink. linen. The
skirt made with a deep flounce, blouse trimmed with banda
of plain Chambray; only
$3.50

Mi

Tub Suit
Made of Plain Chambrays; colors, pink, blue, oxblood and
linen color; 2 styles trimming; blouse trimmed with embroidery and small pleats, the other style of same goods, trimmed
with bands of Pique; skirts made with deep flounce and at
top of flounce edged with embroidery insertion; prices $4.50

and

5 styles to choose from, all made blouse trimmed with
lace of same; skirts all have deep flounce; prices range $4.00
$5.00. $6.50, 7.50, $8.50. $10.00 and $12.50. One suit made exactly like cut here illustrated made with small oblong pleats
in skirt, also on blouse with 2 rows linen lace insertion, exactly like picture here illustrated, is our
$8.50 Suit

5, 1902.

F. L. MYERS, Agent.

SPECIAL SALE OF BOY'S WAISTS

,

Final return

x

night.
Highland Methodist church. South
Arno street. M. Hodgson, pastor Sun
day school at 10 a. m. In place of the
regular study of the lesson Rev. Mer-toSmith will conduct a children's
service. Preaching at 11 a. m. by Evangelist Smith. Let all the children
be in their places by 10 o'clock and as
many parents as possible with them.
Let us give all the children the benefit of Mr. Smith's ministry.
Presbyterian church. Silver avenue
and Fifth street. T. C. Beattle, pastor
n

'

street

25

line of Boys' Windsor Ties to make a selection from, in solid colors and fancy stripes; all
25c
Inches wide by 36 inches long, &nd made of silk; a regular 35c value

A big

are

6

THE ECONOMI81

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

Subscribe for The Citizen.
PHANQ S

o

Ill

Our entire line of Boys' Waists and
Little Men's Skirts, especially low
priced for this week to reduce stock.
See window display.
Our entire stock of Mother's Friend.
K. & E. Brand, white and colors, Boys'
Waist, regular values 50c, 60c and 65c,
placed on sale at only..... 39c each
Mother's Friend Little Man'a Shirt, a
regular 75c value, collar and cuffa at50c each
tached, in Percales only
White Fontleroy Waists, elalioratety
trimmed with big collars, of fine
these waists are regularly
sold at $1.50. $2.00, $2.50 and up to
We put our entire stock
$3.50 each.
on sale at the uniform price of $1.50
each.

WINDSOR TIES

Notice.
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals

in the city at 15 and
orders. 5 cents up.

$5.00

Linen Wash Suits

o

GUARANTEED SILK GLOVES, 50
PAIR, ROSENWALD
CENTS
Francisco Gonzales Killed at Tecolote BROS. PER
Near Las Vegas.
Francisco Gonzales was a victim of National Baptist Anniversaries, St.
our first thunder storm yesterday, he
1902.
Paul, Minn, May 20-2being strucK by lightning and killed
of $43.00 for round trip. Tick
Rate
instantly, says the Las Vegas Rec ets on sale May 17 and 18. Final re
ord.
turn limit May 31, 1902.
Mr. Gonzales was on his return te
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
his home in Tecolote from Las Vegas,
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
with his two brothers, each in a separate wagon and when about a half mile ROSENWALD BROS.
o
this side of Tecolote a bolt of lightning
Special Rate to California Points.
shot from the clouds, striking him on
Albuquerque to Los Angeles and
the head and killing him instantly.
The bolt ran through his body and tore San Diego. 35.00.
Albuquerque to San Francisco and
off one of his shoes. The only scorch
on his body was on one side of one of return, $55.00.
Tickets on sale every Tuesday,
his feet. The bolt injured one of the
horses also. The unfortunate man was Thursday and Saturday, May to Sep-

cents. Short
North First

o

Carpets! Carpets! I CarpetsllI
Our new spring line is complete
come and see us. Our prices are the
muslin. Albert Faber, 305 Railroau
avenue.
o
Demlng has Just been Incorporated.

A

9!'

O

Chickering Bros.

Ov
Or,

Pianos

Or,

oto
0.40
o-iO-j-

SEE?

(See Window Display.)
We have a strong line of all the desirable style In Lawns,
Chambrays, Linens and Pongee, and they're not afraid of the
tub. (They wilt all wash.)

International
Triennial Convention,
Sunday School Association, Denver,
Colo., January 26 to July 2, 1902.
Rate of $18.85 for round trip. Tick
ets on sale June 24. Return limit July

1902.

N

Prices arc decidedly in the favor of the buyer at this store.
Any partiality on our part is always shown to our customers rather than ourselves; that's why this is a good place to
buy dry goods. We quote some very attractive prices below

o

driving the middle team, but neither tember, inclusive.

Orders

But Everything In Dry Goods.

or Groceries

IT WILL BE TIME WELL IN
VESTED TO READ OUR ADVER
TISEMEN T. ROSENWALD BROS.

limit November 30, 1902.
of his brothers was injured.
F. L. MYERS, Agent,
Mr. Gonzales was only twenty-sio
years old and had been married only
Ladies' Desks.
about six months. He will be buried toJust received at Futrelie's furniture
morrow.
store a fine line of ladies desks and
music cabinets In quartered oak, all
WHERE TO WORSHIP.
French polish. $7.50 and up. See our
window display.
Congregational church, east end of
viaduct, W. J. Marsh, pastor All serv-ice- s
CORSETS ON SALE AT AN UN
as usual except in the evening. HEARD OF FIGURE. ROSENWALD
Sunday school at 9 : 45 a. m. Preaching BROS.
at 11 a. m. Junior Endeavor at 2:30 p.
Do You Want Carpets 7
m. Miss Mabel Anderson will sing a
Call and examine our samples. Our
solo at the 11 o'clock service. All cordially invited. We Join in the evening carpets are shipped direct from factory. We can save you money. J. H
in the union tent meetings.
The tent meetings increased in in- Shufflebarger, 214 West Gold avenue.
terest and power with every service We are sole agent for Wheeler &
during this week and many lives have
the best on
been greatly benefitted by them. They Wilson sewing machines, 305
Railroad
will continue next week, at night, in the market. Albert Faber,
the tent, and in the afternoon at the avenue.
Lead avenue Methodist church. Let
Demlng water and pure ezone make
everyone be at the tent on Sunday strong and healthy
people.

Mail

Solicited and
Filled the
Same Day that
They are

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

1

none higher.

F. L. MYERS, Agent,

n

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

ar

Tickets on sale June 6. 7. 13 and 14,
and June 24 to September 12, inclusive.
Final return limit October 31, 1902.

VICTIM OF llGHTNING.

At Andover

Agents for
McCall's

$46.50.

50-ce-

1

Foster-Milbur-

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

for children. Mother Gray, for years a
nurse in the Children's Home in New
York, treated children successfully
with a remedy, now prepared and placed in the drug stores, caned Mother
Gray's Sweet Powders for Children.
noted for Its magnificent fruit and They are
as milk, pleasant
large orchards and tho ranchers will to take andharmless
never fall. A certain cure
reap a rich harvest undoubtedly .this for fererlshness,
constipation, headj ear.
teething
and stomach disorders
ache,
ofassay
A.
sold
John
Hullt has
his
remove worms. At all druggists
fice and left last evening for Arizona and
25c. Don't accept any substitute. Samwhere he has an offer of a position.
ple sent free. Address Allen S. Olm-steaThe section of the country enjoyed a
Le Roy, N. T.
This section of the country enjoyed
a heavy shower of rain yesterday and Service at
a. m. Mrs. Chamberlln
from reports the rain was genera"!.
sing. Sunday school at 9:50 a. m.
This Is the first neavy rain to fall in will
There will no evening service on acthis locality In May for many years.
the evening service in the tent
Clyde Smith, the popular office dep count of corner
uty at the court house has gone to the at the avenne.of Fourth street and
Sisters' hospital located In this city, Railroad
Conception Early mass
for a short stay. Clyde has been very at Immaculate
7 a.
High mass and sermon at
much under the weather of late with 10 a. m.in.Sunday
school at 11:30 a. m.
lung trouble and thinks that a rest Vespers,
vows for first comof
renewal
up
again. municants and benediction
and good nursing will fix him
at 7:30 p.
m.
READ ALL OFTHIS.
Lead avenue Methodist church, corned Lead, avenue and Third street, C.
You Never Know the Moment When A. Bunker, pastor Sunday school at.
This Information May Prove of
9:45; morning preaching at 11 o'clock;
Infinite Value.
young people's meetings at 6:30 p. m.;
any
citi
It is worth considerable to
a special Epworth league service, an
zen of Albuquerque to know the value niversary exercises.
Graduation of
and use of a medicine, for if there is Junior leaguers and reception into the
no occasion to employ it, in the mean- Epworth league and Installation of oftime, frail humanity is subjected to so ficers. All cordially Invited.
many influences and unforseen continMessage in the Ocean's Tides,
gencies that the wisest are totally una- or "The
Kind of a Revival Do We
What
ble to gauge the future. Know then, Need? How Much of a Revival Do
that Doan's Ointment will cure any We Desire?" are questions to be ancase of hemorrhoids, commonly known swered
tomorrow morn'.ng at the Bapas piles, or any disease of the cuticle tist church.
Regular Bible school and
or skin, generally termed eczema.
morning worship w.vh welcome for all.
Mr. C. L. Kline, of 1851 Champa Union evening services in the tent.
street, Denver, Colo., says: "In 1883
in Minneapolis, I had my feet frozen
Special Summer Excursion.
or suffered from chilblains or someAlbuquerque to Chicago and return,
thing akin to them, which drove me 151.50.
half crazy with itchiness. I have often
Albuquerque to Kansas City and re
taken off my shoes, threatened to tear turn, $39.00.
out my toes, and do what I could I
Albuquerque to St. Louis and return,
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Remember, we are cash buyers That 13 the reason it will pay
you to correspond with us.
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PRICE BAKING POWDER
CHICAGO.
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Superlative
in strength
and purity
Improves the flavcs? and adds
to tne nealtnfolness of tne food.
NoTK.
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There ara Imitation baking pov.'den sold cheap by
many g roctrs.
f hey rrc msdo from nlum, a noison- ous an. :j,
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Music and Musical Merchandise in the
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Territories.
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The Square Music Dealers,
204 South Second Street,
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SURE WAY
THb
prevent pneumonia

PRESIDENT RIPLEY.

to

nterviewed

nd Says

and consump-

tion Is to cure your cold when It first
Santa Fe Has appears.
Acker's English Remedy will

"lamps

"7

r.ANJPAINTED CHINA
ICE CREAM FREEZERS,
COOKING UTENSILS,
HAMMOCKS,
MEXICAN ORAWNWORK,
DINNER SETS,
INDIAN PO I TERY,
MEXICAN HATS.

J.

bron-hiti- s

W. M ALETTE,
Successor to

OPEN EVENINGS.
OCODOOOOCCOCOOCOO

A.

INTERESTING

stop tne cougn in a night, and drive
the cold out of your system. Always a
ulck and sure cure for asthma,
and all throat and lung troubles.
GIVES OTHER FACTS.
If it does not satisfy you the druggist
will refund your money. Write to us
for free sample. W. H. Hooker & Co..
P.ronzpfl In eomnUxlon. of vlnmniis Buffalo. N. Y. J. H. O RIelly & Co. and
action and clear in voice President K. B. 11. Rrlggs & Co.
INDIAN BLANKETS,
P. Ripley, of the Santa Fe. was at the
CARVING SETS,
depot Wednesda
A Ten Pound Boy.
afternoon and between whiffs at his cigar discussed'
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Oilman, of
PICTURE,
railroad topics with an ease that South Walter street, are rejoicing over
CUT GLASS.
showed his eight hours horseliack rid- a ten pound baby boy, which arrived at
CHAMBLR SETS,
ing and golf playing every day nt his their home yesterday morning to help
KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS,
winter Dome in souuiern vauioinia elcbrate the first anniversary or tne
have not deflected him from his busi- parents' arrival in Alouquerque. Mr.
JARDINIERES,
ness, says the Topeka State Journal. Oilman is the handsome and polite soi.
$
President Ripley was on his return to licitor for tha Imperial laundry, but he
New York from Santa Barbara, t'al.. ad no time tor the laundry business
where he hns been spending several CRterdav. He was about the proudest
months.
man in town, and was down street at
When asked about the reported
o'clock in tha morning sending telestruggle between the Santa Fe anil rnms to "Grandpa" Oilman, and lay
Ilnrli Island for St. I.ouIr terminals ing in a supply of cigars, ine mother
B. McGaffey & Co.
ending last week when the latter road and child are doing nicely.
Kansas City
216 WEST RAILROAD AVE
secured the St.
Thanks thr Oepartment.
Colorado line and the Wiggins Ferry
nrminrtv President Rlnlev denied that Albuquerque Fire Department, Lieut.
Louis Hanlen In Command.
there ever had been any fight between
Sir: Please accept our thanks for
the two systems or mcir representatives for securing the same. "There our prompt response and excellent
nover wna anv struzrle between the w ork at yesterday's fire. Only by your
Santa Fe and Rock Island, to my indent work a disastrous fire was preFurniture,
knowledge. All I know about tnat is ented.
Yours truly.
what I saw In the newspapers; and I
Crockery,
know that the Roek Island
Hnn't
BORRODAILE & CO..
7 Gold Avenue.
made any such move as is credited
has
Granite ware,
to It. though I presume that is correct.
A lunch, fit for royalty, will be
We are not trying tc secure any line
of onr own Into St. Louis and have not served by Quickel & Hothe at Zeiger's
been, because we already have nn ar- Cafe tonight. Everything eatable free.
Squares,
o
rangement whereby our business beThe very best of pale lager and bock
City and St. Louis can
Kansas
tween
:
Mattresses,
beer on draught at the White Elephant
be carried cheaply enough."
"Mlas there been an effort on the part tonight. Invitation to all to attend.
Springs,
of the S.mta Fe to take In the Choctaw
&
Northern and other Oklahoma
New and Second roads?"
; ,
CLASSIFIED ADS.
that
Into
our
already
lines
have
"We
Household Goods country and are extending all the time. Note All classified advertisements
I suppose that the acquisition of the or rather "liners," one cent a word for
Minimum charge for
Sizes-$3.0- 0 Choctaw & Northern by the Rock Isl- each Insertion.
ny classified advertisements, 15 cents.
and la a valuable one and In line with
the general Idea of that road. Rut the In order to insure proper classification
extension of the Rock Island will not all "liners" should be left at this of
interfere with our business in any way. fice not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
The fact of it Is tnat the trouble with
FOR RENT.
western railroads for the last three or
four years has not been to secure new FOR RENT A large furnished 14- room boarding house, close to the
lines or to get more business, but to
a way in which that they already
railway shops, to responsible party
Albuquerque N. M. find
or parties. Address J. V. Torllna,
had could be taken care of. The carrying trade has been something very
this city.
New
crop
California
orange
of
heavy. The
FOR RENT To family without child
year,
the
but
was a little short this
ren, from June 1, completely fur;? k Hand
vegetation along the line is fresher
nished four room house. Call 309
be
from
would
than I had supposed it
Roma avenue or see H. S. Knight.
Kansas
in
the reports. The whvat
FOR RENT A new up to date piano.
looks a little brown, and may have
Inquire at the Whltson Music comseems
pomewhat,
but it
been Injured
pany, 114 South Second street.
crop.
large
to me there will still be a
FOR RENT Two rooms for light
It appears to be rather dry In New
housekeeping. Inquire at 300 North
of
Mexico, but otherwise the condition
Broadway.
vegetation all along the road" seems
'..
FOR SALE.
to lie fine."
President Rinley says that the use
of oil as a fuel on the California and FOR SALE Furniture, stoves, crock
ery and a sewing machine at 412
Texas lines of the Santa Fe is highly
South Broadway.
successful. "There is nothing different
In the situation though." said he, FOR SALE Horse and phaeton and
harness; no better family horse in
"from what there was twelve years
the territory; leaving town the only
ago when wc first began tstu it. exreason; also nice milch cow, giving
cept of course its use has been, extend2 Mi gallons milk a day; will be fresh
ed. Wo are running
In September; $35 will take her. Call
as far east as Sefigman, Ariz., and find
613 West Gold avenue.
its use on
it a cheap fuel. Of coursewill
never FOR SALE A desirable corner lot on
the lines in this locality
Copper avenue, also residence propcome about unless the oil is discovered
erty on Lead avenue; will be sold
here. Rut for those of California nn
cheap if sold before first of May.
TovDa xvn fin A tt pver so much cheaper
Call on or address owner, 609 West
than coal shipped from other places.
Lead avenue.
When I went to uaiuornia a iew
he, FOR SALE Several bea'iitul homes
months ago I was not well."I said my
have
fine.
and city lots. These are bargains
'but now I am feeling and
carry on my
and must be seen to te appreciated.
stenographer with me
No trouble to show property. See
husiness'all the time. I put in the time
Jno. W. McQuade.
every day from 10 to 6 riding horseNot Opposed Rock Island,

0UR

AND SEE

NEWS
IN ADVERTISING IT IS AT ALL TIMES OUR AIM TO INFORM
OUR READERS OF SOMETHING WORTh KNOWNO. IT IS NOT
OUR OBJECT TO FILL OUR SPACE WITH MANY WORDS AND
VAIN BOASTS, WHICH CAN NEVER BE SUBSTANTIATED.
TODAY'S NEWS 'SHOULD PROVE EXCEPTIONALLY INTERESTING, FOR WE BELIEVE YOU HAVE NEVER HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF SUCH VALUES AS WILL
HOLD SWAY A i' OUR BARGAIN COUNTERS DURING THE NEXT
WEEK.
THERE ARE MANY MORE ITEMS
READ THIS CAREFULLY.
WHICH SPACE WILL NOT PERMIT US TO MENTION.

-

Tailor made suits before taking your summer outing you will need
we offer while they last, your choice of any suit in the house for

one

$12.50

includes some of those beautiful $27.50 garments. The price
we asu is less than the cost of manufacture.
Thomson's Glove Fitting and F. C. Corsets, H. & W. Corset waists, 5
85c o
they sell for $1.26; sale price
Triumph Guaranteed Silk Gloves that sell for 75 cents; the sale g
price
...50c
$3.00 j
"Gusher". White Lawji Waists that sell for $4.00; sale price
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $3.25; sale price, .... ,$2.t0 g
"Gusher White Lawn Waists that Sell for $2.75; sale price. ... .$2.00
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $1.50; sale price .
85c
This,

BORRSDAILE & CO.

-

...

e--

1

"

Tinware,
Art

WE HAVE FORTUNATELY RECEIVED ANOTHER SHIPMENT
.
.LVET RIBBON (SATIN BACK) WHICH W;ILL BE SOLD
PRICES.
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF
SUCH UNHEARD OF BARGAINS.

OF

1

AT-SAL-

ROSENWALD BROS.

Iron Beds All

Up.

Household Goods on
Easy Payments.
117 Gold

Avenue

0. W.

and Second
Goods.

House Furnishings,

STRONG & SONS,

Undertakers and Embalmers.
Fairview, Santa Barbara and "B'rai
Brith" Cemeteries.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.

Superintendent

Both 'Phones in Our

This Space

9(l1 911

Office.

something really choice here. Spring
lamb, spring veal,- - broiling "chickens,
all of finest quality on the market.
No Inferior stock, whatever.. And Its
well known to the discriminating
housekeeper that the best is the cheapest always. Prime cuts of beef at the
lowest prices. Our motto: Excellent
meats, reliability, promptness.

r.

repository and
ee the largest stock in the southCall at Korber's

.

Prices lower than ever before and
we will make you easy terms.

Whips, Harness and Top Dressings,
Axle Oils and Saddlery.
English

2
2

Canopy

Tops,

Sun

Shades, Umbrellas, Bow Tops, Etc.

& Co.,
Korber
oooocoooecooeoooooo

ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW MEXICO.

J.
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PAGE & VOORHEES
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS.

be? to announce that on or about May ibth we will open
a first class Drug Store in the Harnett liuildin, next to!
post office, and that we will keep for sale a complete line of
Drugs, Chemicals, etc., together with a splendid stock of Sta-- j
tionery, l'atent Medicines, Cigars and Druggist s Sundries.
We will endeavor to give you prompt and efficient service and
trust we may receive a share of your patronage.
Very truly yours,
econd Street next to postotlice.
PAGE A VOORHEES. i

"

e

street.

A woman to cook and do
general housework.
Call at 1023
West Railroad avenue.
carpenters, eight
Good
WANTED
hours, $3. Planing mill men, lathers,
plasterers. Steauy work, summer
and winter. Address "Herald, box

WANTED

3000. Los Angeles. Cal.
young lady to
WANTED-- A

clerk

candy store. Call at once at the

R.

It.

V.

C

pbit of fractional township 13 N

1

1

W.

On and after the above date we will
be ready to receive applications for
land in said townships.
MAN'l'KI. R. OTKRO. Register.
FRICD Ml'LI.KH, Receiver.
Notice to Tax Payers.

are hereby notified thu: the sec
ond half naviiicut of the taxes for the
year l'jol are now due and paahlo and
that: the same will become delinquent
June 1st, i .to;!, after which date the
usual penalties will accrue.
You

('HAS. K. NKWIIALL.
Tax Collector Hernalillo County

Screen Doors.
John A. Lee, the North First street
lumber merchant, has received a car
load of screen doors. Now is your time
to put in your orders.
Don't forget the New England bak
ery for delicious ice cream vanilla
chocolate, strawberry, etc. Fine cake
served with every order.
o

Bring your family to the Columbu
hotel for dinuer tomorrow. Delicious
ice cream.

118

S

BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

Qold Avenue.

Th? Bristles Sta, in.
When we lecommend a tooth brush to any of our patrons, it can be depended upon to be a good one, one in which the bristles will stay sound
and secure. The prices are various, the cheapest 10c, others at 15c and 20c.
None 6o cood, however, as our 25c brush. Fancy handles and longer bristles at 3oe, 40c and 50o. As a tooth cleanser nothing surpasses William's
Saponaceous Dentifrice.
ic'!i.'

appearance to better his position;
Bank cierk. bookkeeper or teacher
preferred. Address, box 334. City.
WANTED Chambermaid at once; $15
a month; wire for ticket. P. N. Yun
ker, Windsor hotel, Socorro, N. M.
WANTED A salesman to sell our
B. WILL I A
makes of blankets, flannels and
dress goods direct to the retailer on
commission; good side line. Frank
117 Railroad
D. La Lanne & Co., Philadelphia, Pa
Wealthy, respectable young widow, no Twenty years experience.
children or near relatives wants true

MS,

GEORGE

and home loving husband.

Hiller.

go. 111.
AGENTS

91

Prescription Druggist
Avenue.

Address

Washington street,

Chica-

$10 daily, introducing our
brilliant gas light burners. Families,
business houses, banks, churches,
private ud public buildings, buy at
sight. These burners are what the
people are looking for. They do not
require a chimney (to break) or a
wick tc trim, and make no smoke or
dirt. Fit any coal oil lamp without
expense or trouble, and produces me
best, cheapest and cleanest light. It
is a great money maker for agents.
200 per cent profit. Write at once
and get to work right away. Sample free. Enterprise Manufacturing
Co.. B. 667. Cincinnati. Ohio.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Free lunch tonight at the White Ele
phant.
$148 earned and paid on every $100 invested since Jan. 1. If you want a
Carpenters'
ot
tools
machinists'
and
Dentistry.
Cordial Invitation extended to old
In these profits send for our
share
Careful, reliable work; reasonable all kinds. Albuquerque Harware com- customers and visitors to partake of
free booklet, which shows how. Davthe free lunch at Zeiger's Cafe tonight
rates. Dr. B. Barnes, dentist, room 2, pany.
enport & Co., World building, New
O
N. T. Armljo building.
mi
York.
Have you tried Scott's ice cream
LOST Yesterday afternoon a large
Agricultural lands In Demlng are un- If not, try It tomorrow
Al'
your
plumbing.
Let us figure on
cameo pin.
Person finding same
surpassed for fertility, production of
buquerque Hardware company.
please leave at this office.
fruits and Tegetables of all kinds.
Statehood.

GOQOCOOOCXXXXXXXDOOO

GARDEN HOSE
LAWN MOWERS

In

Man of good address and

WANTED

Brockmeier & Cox,

Via-

fice.

plat of fractional township 16 N.

1

Full line of supplies, Lap Robes,

WANTED Girl for general house
work. Inquire 601 South Second

duct candy store.
are important, referring, particularly WANTED
Woman for general house
to those of tne mecnanicni in'inmr"i
work; two in family. Apply from 10
at Point Richmond, san uernaruwu
to 12, 701 Roma avenue.
The Needles and Alouquerque.
WANTED A draughtsman; one ac
customed to tracing. Apply at once
Official Notice.
to J. L. La Drlere, architect, room
Notice is hereby given that the plats
25, Grant building. West Railroad
of the following townships will be tiled
avenue.
in the I'nited States land ottlce at San
ta Fe. New Mexico, on July 1. 1002. to WANTED A first class waist finisher.
immediately.
Mrs. A. B. Shattuck
wit:
room 23, Armijo building.
16 N
1 plat of fractional township
WANTED Good saddle horse with
R. 4 W.
saddle and bridle. B. K.. Citizen of
16 N
1 plal of fractional township
R. 5 W.

Wm. Fari

WANTED.

o

nr

0KCOO0OC0
YOU CAN ALL RIDE
west.

back and playing golf."
President Ripley traveled In nia prl-ot919 unit with him was his
familv. He will stop off in Chicago
.iovii nnil thence will eo to New
mat-toYork. 116 takes much interest In
Lrnnohi tn his attention while
vo trin armsa tne country.
and Wednesday afternoon as the train
pulled out he went to me rear platform of his car and leaning out over
h roiiin.r vipttpd with close attention
extensions
the Topeka shops and thesays
umi n
that are being made, ne company
win
Improvements whlcn tne
i,
ho western lines of the road

Strict.

FOR THE DAINTY APPETITE

15

Reserved
for
"Statehood"

Nnrth SftPftnd

.

POST & CO.
HARDWARE
.

Ml

GARDEN TOOLS, LAWN MOW.
ERS, LAWN RAKES AND

SPRINKLERS.
GARDEN HOSE AND HOSE

NOZ-ZLE-

BEST GRADES COTTON COVERED AND RUBBER HOSE.
GOODS GUARANTEED.
LOWEST PRICES.
WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE.

5
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NOT AN

OUNCE

OF CAST IRON ABOUT THE

INDIGESTION

MRS. JULIA BROWN.

Great Majestic Range

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

Her Death Recently at Farmlngton,
San Juan County.
A gloom was cast over the entire
Except In the Fire Box.
community on Monday evening by the
i
messenger of death entering the once
5 .ii
Steel and malleable Iron used in the happy home of our esteemed fellow
construction of these ranges. We also townsman. R. Lee Brown, robbing hjm
of a noble wife and his three little boys
hare a complete line of
aged 2. 4 and 6 years respectively of
an affectionate and loving mother. Mrs.
Brown had been ill only a few days
but the dread peritonitis set in and
.
all mortal man could do was to await
DOUBLE HEATING BASEBURNER3 the end. A messenger was dispatched
to Cedar Hill for her mother and sisThey have no peer or rival In the ter, who arrived here the morning of
base burner world In the point of ele- the day of her death, her father, now
in Arizona, being unable to reach here.
THE GREAT MAJESTIC
gance and high finish.
The funeral was held Tuesday afternoon from the family residence, a
large concourse of friends following
the body to its last resting place, in a
private cemeterv on the mesa, north
120 Gold Avenue.
of the Brown ranch.
Mrs. Julia Brown, nee Mcintosh, wae
born in Warren county, Iowa, twenty-eigh- t
years ago, and moved to San
Juan county in the summer of 1893,
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. A. D.
.kL?Ji5?j3SZ2
Manufacturers of
Mcintosh and was married to R. Lee
at Farmlngton on December 1,
Brown
Fronts,
Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store
1895, the union being blessed by three
little boys who are now left motherOffice and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn
less, when a mother's care is most
oring and Mill Work of all kinds to
needed. May those she has left behind, however, find comfort in the
der. MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.
thought that their wife and mother
was a good, true woman, who had in
life and esteem and respect of everybody, and may the three little boys
ever be guided by the memory of her
many kind traits and honest purposes.

paSi

"

."Art Garland"

Albuquerque Hardware Company,
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILLCo
.

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

W$

DECORATIVE
EFFEC 1

Is a most Important factor in the
Jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooches, pins, etc., are of that high art
and quality found only in Jewelry of
the finest make.

T. Y. MAYNARD,
JEWELER.
Watch Inspector A., T.
and S. F. P. Railroads.

& S.

F.

PELTIER BROS.

Plumbing and Heating.
Orders from the outside solicited and
promptly attended to.
206 West Gold Avenue, ...

N. M.

Albuquerque,

ooooooooooooooossDtt

la the e.use of more discomfort than-another ailment If you eat the
things Hint you want and that are good
for you. you are distressed. Acker's
Dyspepsia Tablet will make your di
gestion perfect and prevent dyspepsia

DROPPED.

It was a few B. Williams. Denver; A. M. Placher,
F. T.
weighty facts that has struck the citi- Omaha: L. E. Perkins. Denver;
L. McMa
Colo.:
Trinidad.
Wnndard.
zens of Albuquerque In their experi- hon
Chicaeo: P. S. Stiner, Chicago
ence with us. That is that we give you C. E. Mills. Morenci, Ariz.; D. M. Fitz
honest weight, clean,
gerald and wife, Chicago.
high grade coal at all times, and at as
St ii roes' European.
reasonable a price as we can do hon.Tnhn Denlin: R. Koula, city; L. Skln- npr N. Francis: L. McMahon, Chica
orable business on.
Abe
A. Miller. Paducah. Ky.;
imWOOD AND KINDLING.
Edel. Cincinnati; J. M. Weil, Chicago;
Mrs. Horey, Texas.
with a dull, hard thud.

well-screene-

-

J. S. BEAVEN

.T

Hotel Hlohland.

n. Suear. Cerrillos:

G. B. Wood
PROPRIETOR CLARXVILLE YARDS ward, city; Upton Hays, Las Vegas;
H. A. Gartleln. Kansas City; W. II
Automatic 'Phone No. 2C6
Kennedy, Cerrillos.
Bell Telephone No. 4

5oioiooe)oio5o5o5o

Still a Growing
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
pounds. We wish to double that in 1902, and In order to do so we are
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cent per
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the moBt of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
As to teas: Everyone knows that we keep the very beBt to be had
v
'
in the territory.

L

RrRTi

TARfR
i

nuLii,

nLULii

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

satis-fled-

.V.

jgte J

II. Hooker & Co.. Buffalo. N. Y.
H. O'Rielly & Co. and B. II. Brlggs

& Co.

COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES.
Will Begin Tomorrow Major Llewellyn Will Address Cadets.
The Citizen acknowledges the re
ceipt of an Invitation to the fourth annual commencement exercises of the
New Mexico Military Institute, at Ros- well, Cliavos county, on May 11 to 14.
The following is the program:
Sunday, May 11. 11:00 a. m. Com
mencement sermon by the Rev. B. F.
Wilson.
Monday. May 12, 8 a. m. Tennis
tournament; 3 to 6 p. m. field day ex-

ercises: r 30 to 6 p. m. battalion
rade; 8:30 p. m. club reception.
:

5

to

6 p. m.

pa-

battalion drill;

Cleaning

Brings- to the eye of the careful housekeeper the blemishes of
-

Rossini
Overture
Orchestra.
By Willard
2. Waiting, song
Miss Ida McCune.
3, Lily Waltz, two mandolins and
iiiauo
ui MRU
Selections from Somnambula. Bellini
Misses Coster and Damiano.
Horna
Vocal Solo, Forbidden
Julia Renison.
Violin Solo, Selections from Mar- itana
Misses Hayes and Houghton.
Solo for Cornet
Mr. Patterson.
8. Vocal Quartet
A fine free lunch at the White Ele
phant resort tonight.
Semicamide.

........

BADARACCO'S SUMMER GARDEN
Just North of the City Limits.
Metropolitan.
Onen dav and niKht. Bar supplied
C.
Cal.;
Angeles,
J. B. Galivan, Los
with best of liquors and cigars and ice
B. Goode. Topeka, Kan.; H. F. Belcher, cold bottled beer. Ball and concert
Dickinson, N. D.
every Saturday evening, and concert
every Sunday afternoon. Bowling alley
Grand Central.
to visitors. Lunches served. GarJ. J. Harris. Denver, Colo.; A. Dulo free
den has swings and nice shade trees.
Paso.
hery, El
Everybody Invited and good order preserved.
Statehood Delegation.
o
New Mexico should send a large del

the

carpets under her supervision. When necessary to make renewals in
Carpets, Rugs, Mattings, Linoleum, Curtains or Draperies, visit our
establishment and see our well selected stock before buying. Ton
will find it a time and money saver. Our spring display beats anything we ever offered.
..
t ,!.,

8

PART II.

1.

:

Time'

Tuesilay, May 13, 9:30 a. m Compe
titive drill; 2 to 4:30 p. m. base ball

game:

House

irap&

m. oratorical contest, B. M. Thom
as, T. H. Wren and L. G. Gallegos.
Wednesday, May 14, 10 a. m. Com
mencement exercises, valedictory ad
dress, Lloyd T. Buell; annual address
to the cadets, Major W. H. H. LlewelSONG RECITAL
lyn; delivery of diplomas; 12 m., dismissal nf radets; . p. m., final ball.
Program of the One Given by Mi
The graduate are Lloyd T. Buell, of
Heimbeck.
The. following is the program for a Santa Fe county, and Earl Patterson
song recital to be held this evening in and George W. Reed, of Chaves
the studio of Miss Heimbeck, in the
E. R. Bowie, of the class of 1903, will
Commercial club building:
be chief marshal at the commence"The Viliage Blacksmith"
ment; and B. M. Thomas, F. Bruegge- Mr. Harvey Bittner.
mann and B. Totzek, of the class of
"Happy Days"
19U3, will be marshals,
Miss Gertig.
"A Red, Red Rose"
Di Mauro'a Concert.
Miss Edie.
Prof. Di Mauro's concert the 23rd of
"Oh. Thou Sublime Sweet Evening
this month promises to be a musical
Star"
treat to the people of Albuquerque. A
Mr. Arthur Raabe.
dance will take place after the follow"Ave Maria"
ing program Is rendered:
Miss Thomas.
PART I.
"Madeline"
1. Overture, William Tell, by Rossini
Kuhns.
Mr. Robert
.
Orchestra.
"Tell Her I Ixve Her So"
Suppe
Lila's Romanza
Gertig.
Miss
Mabel
Anderson.
"I Know a Bank"
Violin Solo, Martha Fantaslo. . . .
Miss Edle.
Flotow
"Love's Sorrow"
Ike Singer and Miss Paliadino.
Mr. Bittner.
Cavatlna, from Barber de Seville
Piano Selected
Rossini
Miss Susie Johnson.
Mips Heimbeck.
'Oh, Wondrous Youth"
De Beriot
5. 7th Air Varla
Mrs. Raabe.
Prof. Di Mauro and Miss Hanthorn.
"My Ixve Farewell"
6. It Is I
Pinsute
.
Mr. Raabe.
Bellini
Castadlva, from Norma
'Song of Thanksgiving"
Mrs. Cuneo.
Miss Jenks.
Conceit for Mrs. Himeo
ChUfcering piano furnished by Hall
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Loarnard.
George B. Buff urn. St. Louis; William
Fostpr. Boston: Miss. Morris. Olrard
Ohio; W. J. McGuire, Chicago; Charles

Al

i

and its nttendant disagreeable symptoms. You can safely eat anything at
any time, if you take one of these tablets afterward. Sold by all druggists
under a positive guarantee. 25 cents.
.
Money refunded if you are not
Send to us for a free sample.

Alvarado.

SOMETHING

y

.,.

ESTABLISHED 1878

"OLD RELIABLE"

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Carries the Lartait
aatf fleet Extaaslve
tack el

Flour, drain
md Provisions.'
Car lets

StapleQroceries
foaa4 southwest.

apccUlty.

FARfl AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue
KXSA4

I

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
U.

DEPOSITORY

S.

x

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To-peand Santa Fe Railway Companies.
$500,000.00
Authorized Capital
.. .$200,000.00
Paid up CapitalSurplus and profits,
officers And directors:
Joshua S. Raynolds, president ;'M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
- - - A B. McMillan.
Ravnolds.
H. F.

ka

...........
---

---

FOUND A HOME,!
S.VANN&SON,
Jewelers and Opticians.
TO POSTOFFICE.

REMOVED NEXT

J. C.

BALDRIDGE

Native and Chicago Lumber.

Paper

ALWAV,;?oc.
Building
Statehood.
Sherwin-Williaegation to Washington to urge tne pas- PLA8TKK,
BLINDS,
DOORS.
Long-e8A8H,
I
Wears
of the statenooa Dm oy me sen
Best
Highland Buffet.
Covers More! Looks
LIMK, CKMKN'T, GLASS, PAINT, Kte
ate. Governor Otero snouia neaa me
I
A. J. Robertson, proprietor of tke
Meet Economical I Full Measure
delegation.
Highland Buffet, extends an invitation
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
to the patrons of his pleasant resort
was
who
oculist,
Dr. Grove, the
to visit him tonight and partake at his
south on bus ness. is due to return to expense a fine free lunch. The best of
liquors handled and served to customthe city on Monday morning.
Frank Hall, the deputy nited States ers.
u
marshal who was at Santa re on of
Statehood.
ficial business, returned to the city last
night.
SIMPLE iSD CLUB ROOM.
R. B. Thomas, the well known mana O
FINGER O
KAYSER PATENT
214 W. Railroad Ave
eer of the Cerrillos smelter, is in the
O
TIPPED SILK GLOVES ARE
Finest
city to enjoy the Sabbath with hi O PRETTY TO LOOK AT, AND O
Whiskies,
family.
WEAR WELL; WE WARRANT O
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
Brandies.
O
GOLDEN
O THEM,
PAIR.
60c
England
120 W. Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.
Wines, etc.
Just received at the New
O
O RULE DRY GOODS CO.
bakery a fine line of fresh candies.
Integments
CO. Brilliantly Pedal
KELLY
free to everybody, at
Residence, Automatic Thone 299
illuminated and artistically Y.i Hot luneh,
utomatic Thone No. 516.
Cafe
tonisbt. Don't forget
iter's
comlubricated for the infinitesimal
No. 115.
Telephone
Bell
pensation of 10 cents per operation by th" place.
(Incorporated)
Mr. Coieman or his assistant at Hahn's
statehood.
immTri
inimi
barber 6hop.
Visit Our Boys Department.
Races at the fair grounds Sunday af
We have put in a tine line of boys'
WHOLESALE GROCERS. ternoon.
lack suits, vestees. two and three- o
,.f l.ntj on.l
1...
We sell more shoes than all
Stern, the
nisiiing
goods.
Simon
stores combined, lou know tne
Wool, Hides,
It.iilroad Avenue Clothier.
Leon B. Stern.
o
Deming Is the great mining center
Races at the fair grounds Sunday af of the aouthweri.
We handle
I
ternoon.
K. C. Baking Powder,
o
Paces at the fair grounds Sunday
Deming, the seat of the now county
Navajo Blankets,
noon.
LOCAL UNDERTAKER 8ANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
of Luna.
o
Curtice Canned Goods,
o
Statehood.
Colorado Lard and Meats.
In Santa Fe, eat at
Races at the fair grounds Sunday af-- t
moon.
Houses at
Races at the fa.r grounds Sunday
o
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI
Ruppe's drug store open all nigQt,
every
night '
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
Statehood.
ETA, N. M.
Keep
your ye on Demlnsr.
Take your Sunday dinner at the Coc
lumbus hotel and enjoy the young
.Statehood.
CMAS. MAUSARD, Proprietor
lamb and mint sauce.
Zeiger's Cafe free lunch tonight.
QUEEN QUALITY. THE FAM- - O
Everybody invited.
OUS
O
SHOES TO BE HAD ONLY O
N. M.
THE LARGEST AND BEST MILLS IN NEW MEXICO
There Is nothing better than Scott's O AT COijDKN RULE DRY GOODS O
O
CO.,
O
$3.00.
cold
milk
FLOUR AND BRAN IN CAR LOTS A SPECIALTY
shakes.
Board and lodging $7.50 per week. Transportation of guests free of Ice
OOOOOOOOOO OOOOOOOOO
o
Anthony Xydias keeps the best Ice
charge, from Glorletta and return. Located in the famous trout f thing secDeming water Is chemically pure-eq- ual
cream in the city at the New England
reserve.
For
particulars
address
forest
Pecos
tion of the
to Polan Springs.
bakery.
New Mexico:
Albuquerque,
oafSunday
grounds
Races
fair
the
at
Sunday
af
Races
at
grounds
fair
the
N.
M.
Dr. WILLIAM SPARKS, Prop., Willis,
ternoon.
ternoon.
r
st
1

THE
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GROSS.

Paint
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I

.

Pelts

1
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Bon-To-

COMHERCIAL

n

CLUB

BUILDING.
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MAUSARD'S MILLS

The Mountain House,
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New Mexico Towns

is hard for our monlcd Interests horc
to feci sure of the copper In the ore
hereabouts and the promoters propose
to "sUht thorn." Once this is don
the Investments should go ahead

BiiriBHiin"
time here from June 19 to 22 Inclusive,
nt which time their district convention
From the Range.
will be held. The district takes in the
ImThe rontrart lias lieen let for the
territory from Allmqueriue north and
provement of the Sugarlte canyon road a great mnny young folks from outand the work will be completed about side v ill no doubt be In attendance.
the 25th of this month.
S. E. Leamnn is in charge of
The new city board of education
held Its first meeting and organized ly
the election of T. McAulirfe as presiLAS VEGAS.
dent. Dr. Connett vice president, and
Sydney W. Clark as clerk.
From the Record.
C. R. Van Houten, the lig ranchman
J. Minimum brought In a fine string
from Cimarron, visited the city. He of bass from the lakes.
says his section has received more
In these days of rain we can see
moisture during the past few months where Las . egas needs paved streets.
than any other portion of tho county,
11. W. Sundermeyer, of Albuquerque,
yet the range Is suffering from want of is selling butcher supplies here.
rain.
Miss Margareta McNary arrived
The May day entertainment, given from Pittsburg and will assume her
by Professor Butterick's dancing class duties as teacher at the Normal at
of children, at the opera house, was as once.
pleasant and pretty an affair as one
J. M. Held and J. M. Whitlock will
could wish to attend. The entire class leave for New i ork city, to attend the
showed the good effects general assembly of the Presbyterian
of twenty-fou- r
of training. Nine little girls. Bessie church. They go as delegates from
Parsons, Edith, Virginia and Maylell New Mexico.
White, Marguerite Preston, Neva
Two spring flowers are In the city,
Buckley, Myrtle Shaffer, Elsie Breug-gema- A. Peach and A. Lilly. The Peach is
Mooie,
and Viola
elicited of the Omaha variety and the Lilly is
rounds of applause when they danced a bloomer from Denver.
Iney ore
gave it traveling men.
request
the skirt dunce and ly
Mayhell
a second time. Miss
White,
The pinochle party given by Mrs.
"the littlest girl," was crowned queen Byron T. Mills was a most pleasant
o the May, after which the entire class affair and the ladies had much amuseJoined in the dance around the Mav. ment out of the German game.
Mrs.
pole, after which the floor was thrown Bailey won first prize and Miss Jean-ett- e
open for general dancing.
Richley had to be satisfied with
the consolation.
Frcm the Gazette.
G. W. Butler came In from San Pablo
Mrs. E. C. McPherton and daughter, for supplies. Mr. Butler has been In
MIes Bessie Noble, returned from a ten the mining business for twenty-eigh- t
months' eojourn In Illinois anJ Mis- years and he said that all great mining
souri.
districts looked Just lute the one here,
Stockmen report sheep and cattle there being Just as much trouble getdoing poorly on account of dry weath- ting it started. He thinks San Pablo
er and short ran?e. and the railroad Is all right.
men say water for the enrirrs along
Judge Mills, Sec. Romero, W. E.
the line is about to play out.
Gortner, C. A. Spless and Judge Long,
J. B.. the
son of Dr. J. T. came In from Mora, where they attendBills, of Johnson park, died in this city ed court. They report the rain general
at the home of his uncle, James Bills, from Mora down, and were dodging
of scarlet fever. The remains were thunder and hail storms during their
laid to rest In Fairmount cemetery.
entire Journey, which they made In
Mrs. R. M. Voorhees stopped off here alout three and a half hours. Court
on her return from California to visit adjourned at Mora yesterday morning
a day with her nephew,. A. C. Voor- at 10 o'clock.
hees. Mrs. Voorhees is the wife of
An effort Is being made by some of
Judge R. M. Voorhees, of Coshocton, the local mining enthusiasts to put tn
Ohio, and bad been to the coast for an experimental reduction plant at the
her health.
Ludeman mill. The intention is to get
The Epworth Leafue, of Raton, is a few vats, crush 100 tons of ore and
making great preparations for a big reduce it by the Gardiner process. It

M.TIOORE
(ESTABLISHED

From the New Mexican.
C. L. Bishop and son left for Albuquerque, going overland on horseback.
Mrs. Bishop and Mrs. R. J. Crlchton
left for the same point yesterday via
the Santa Fe railway.
Dandelions are invading local lawns,
and unless they are checked they will
become a great nuisance. The best
way to get rid of them Is to root theni
out before they bear seed.
In the case of J. P. Connor vs. Dr.
En og Andrews, to recover $90 for work
performed in erecting a wind mill on
the grounds of Loretto academy. Judge
McFie gave a judgment in favor of the
plaintiff for $55.05.
Sheriff Teodoro Roybal and Deputy
Francisco M. Lucero. of Mora county,
delivered Nicolas Gutierrez to the penitentiary. The sentence is one year
for assault on his wife.
District Attorney E. C. Abbott returned from Red River. Taos county,
and will leave tomorrow forenoon for
Tlerra Amarllla to attend court. Others who will go to Tlerra Amarilla are
Court Stenographer v. J. McPberson,
Deputy
District Clerk Samuel J.
Wrtghtman. Interpreter Jose D. Sena
and Attorneys A. J. Abbott. A. B. Rene-haand R. C. Gortner. Attorneys W.
H. Pope and N. B. Laughlin will leave
for Rio Arriba county court on Monday.
n

8AN JUAN COUNTY.
Farmington.

Palmer rented his farm this
week to J. E. Ross, formerly of OklaJ.

M.

homa.
Mrs. A. C. Hippenmeyer has been
spending the last two weeks down at
the Jewett Mission visiting with Mri
Eldredge and other friends.
D. J. Craig was kicked In the stomach by a horse last Saturday and has
hardly been able to be around since.
He is able to be In town today.
Frank Cienfuegos leaves Monday for
Gailup, where he goes to bring over
Santiago Lopez, who
his father-in-law- ,
will make his home here.
B. A. Wheeler, president of the First
National bank at Telluride. is in town
looking over the opportunities ofTered
for investments in our town and
county.
J. B. Ashcroft. of Fruitland, was in
town Wednesday with Judge Hand.

high beef
Teaches You that

SlPOIUj

Are

vou?
The dial of lhe winch
ing machine won't
answer mat question.
Strength depends on
nutrition. When the
stomach and other organs of digestion
ana nuinuon are diseased, the body fails
to receive its fall supply of nourishment
and hence prows weak. That
nn
man is stronger than his stomach.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
cures diseases of the 6tomach and the
Allied Orcrnntt nf rlicTActtrtn an1 tutrifisM
The foofeaten is then perfectly digested
ana assimilated and tlie body is made
strong in we only possible way Dy

ABSTRACT8 OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES.
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND NON RE6IDENT8.

MANAGER OF

Albuquerque Abstract Company

"I wn troubled with ImHeCTtion for about two
rvnn," writes Wm. Bowker. Esq., of Juliactta,

Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222,

Latah Co., Idaho.
I tried differ rut doctor and
remedies hut tn tin Avail until I wmte tn vnu
you
and
told me what to do. I suffered with a
pain in my utomacn and left aide and tnouRnt
that it would kill me. Now I am lad to write
thia and let you know that I am all right. I can
do my work now without pain and I don't have
that tired feeling that I used to have. Five bottles of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
nd two vial of hi ' Pleasant pellet ' cured
me."

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellet

the liver.

a

Better Health

Greater Strength
in

Come from

rape-Nut- s

Lemp's
St. Louis Beer

Try the change and "cut out" meat for breakfast.
Our word for it you will feel "Fit as a Lord" in a week's time by
breakfasting on Grape-Nu- t
and cream, a little fruit and perhaps one
or two soft eggs.
If you ever try this experiment, you will always bless the day of
high beef that waked you up.
There's a reason why Grape-Nut- s
furnishes power to the body and
brain. The food contains selected parts of the field grains that h
phosphate of potash in a natural state that can be assimilated by
the human body, this joins with the albumen of food and forms the
soft filling of the brain and nerve centers.
Feed skillfully and you can "do things.'.'
,
Grape-Nutgreatest
The
brain workers in America eat
Ask one or two they'll tell you.
You meat eaters who are ailing in any sort of way might take a
valuable hint from the following statement of Chief Chemist Wiley, of
the Agricultural Department, in the Daily Press from which we give
the following extracts:
fur-uis-

s.

is not essential to human life, and that men can be well
"There U uo doubt of the fuct that
nourished without resorting to flesh diet.
"I think the statement may bo accepted without question that, as a rule, we I eat too much, not only of
meat, but of all forms of food. The question of limiting the diet Is bused primarily not on the principle of
economy, but on the requirements of hygiene.
"At the early breakfasts which Americans are wont to indulge in, ihat Is, a hearty meal before going to
their daily work, the emission of meat is to be earnestly advised.
"It U well known that men who are nourished Tery extensively on certain cereals are capable of the
hardest and most enduring labor. Meats are quickly digested, furnish an abundance of energy soon after consumption, but are not retained in the digestive organism long enough to sustain permanent muscular exertion.'
Grape-Nut- s
will feel
meal
meat-eatin- g

v

the energy of
You
longer than any
of
meat.
food costs about one cent per meal for
Remember Grape-Nut- s
grocers
sell it.
each person, and all
Made at pure food factories of Postum Cereal Company, Limited,
Battle Creek, Michigan.
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RUPPE,
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Aztec.
New arrivals are favorably impressed with the chances for development
and money making in this county.
Rev. R. M. Craig, who was unavoidably detained from being present last
Sunday, is expected to preach in the
Presbyterian church at Aztec Sunday
morning.
P. C. Barrett and Mr. Paschal liought
the Harry Allen
ranch and
dairy farm on the La Plata. Consideration. $1,000.
The sale was made

V

?

WE ARE THE DISTRIBUTERS OF THE CELEBRATED BEER
PRODUCED BY THE WILLIAM J. LEMP BREWING COMPANY,
AND INVITE THE TRADE TO AFFORD US AN OPPORTUNITY TO
SHOW PRICES AND QUALITY IN COMPETITION
WITH ANY
OTHER BRAND IN THE MARKET.

PRESCRIPTIONS

I

Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerque.

Railroad Avenue and Second Street.

nine-roo-

n

&

DISTRIBUTERS

.

J. Cra'g was severely kicked by
a horse, several days ago, but Is now
up and around again.
John Bullard and family, accom
panied by Mrs. M. W. Milligin and chil
dren, lefr for Durango, to be gone
about ten days.
George E. Allen, San Juan county's
fruit king, says there are ten times
too many fruit buds, but all conditions
considered the present outlook points
to the greatest fruit year San Juan
county has ever enjoyed.
A. M. Amsden was thrown into the
Farmington ditch last week, by his
horse backing the buggy ofT a bridge,
and the following day he fell from a
severely injuring his side.
A bank cashier's life isn't any smoother than a newspaper man's.
A dispute In accounts, resulted last
week in the Hyde Exploring Expedi
tion attaching property belonging to
D. A. Lewis, of the La Plata. How
ever, Joe Prewitt, as expert accountant
for Mr. Lewis, is gradually straighten
ing matters out, with Indications of
amicable and satisfactory settlement.
J. R. Pond and wife have purchased
the Mrs. C. E. Peacock property on
Main street, consisting of a
residence and nearly two acres of
ground. Mr. Pond intends opening a
livery and boaramg stable and hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Peacock and family will
depart June 1 for a summer visit
among relatives in Kansas.
The La Plata Ditch & Reservoir company was organized on the La Plata,
Saturday last, electing the following
D. A. Lewis, Joe
named directors:
Prewitt, L. C. Grove, Granville Pendle
ton, Ed. Olson, J. A. Stinson and Chas.
Price. The purposes will be to con
struct a Fertes of reservoirs along the
La Plata valley, and otherwise assist
in develoning lha; portion of 'he county. Hustler.

0000f0
GIOMI

00
BACHECHI

stimulate

Mr. Ashcroft Is the local manager of
the Coolidge ditch and Judge Hand
speaks In very complimentary terms of
his management, and the work he has
accomplished.
The First National bank, in Its first
day's business yesterday, received re-posits to the amount of $5,458.03. In
the afternoon a party desiring to purchase some of the bank stock offered
a premium, but no stockholder could
be found who was willing to selL
Mrs. A. K. Peacock has soid her resi
dence on Main street to J. R. Pond for
a consideration of $2,500. Mr. Pond
will soon erect a livery stable and use
the Peacock property for a hotel. The
Peacocks will leave for a visit In Kan
sas next month. Times.

step-ladde-

1883.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

HOW

D.

A BENEFIT
,

J.

SANTA FE.

RATON.

If it
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Belen Roller Mills
AND
ELEVATOR
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through Judge Granville Pendleton,
the real estate man.
C. D. Smith. M. D.. of transport.
Ind., has liought sixty acres of the
Frank Brown ranch on La Plata, and
on which is situated the Center school
house. Mr. Smith is a physician, and
comes here well recommended and will
doubtless have a good practice in that
When you want to buy Flour and
section.
Jim i ay lor, of Cedar Hill, has disWheat, write
posed of all his thoroughbred bulls, the
last one having been sold to William JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.
Swire, Sr.
It was a
Shorthorn, weighed 780 pounds and
the price was $95.
Miss Ora Maud Brown and John B.
Austin were united in the holy bonds
of matrimony at the Presbyterian
church in Aztec. A large audience of
the friends and well wishers of the
cotnracting couple were present to wit- Mall Orders Receive Prompt Attention
ness the ceremony, which was per-

Bran, or want to sell
to
BELEN, N. M.

IT. PALMER.
J.
flay,' Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.

formed by Rev. J. R. Cooper.
A large number of the members of
501 North
lodge. No. 23, I. O. O. F., and Hope
lodxe. No. 12, attended the services at Farmington upon occasion of
anthe celebration of the eighty-thirniversary of the founding of Odd Fellowship in the United States. The visitors were well pleased with the enterRe-bek-

Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching

Flrt Street

Albuqueraue

Nw

Mexico.

d

tainment, the Farmington brothers and
sisters having arranged a most delightful program for the occasion.
InOex.

The Durango Democrat says that
San Juan county. New Mexico, is pre
paring for the greatest fruit yield in
the history of northern New Mexico.

Toti & Gradi
DEALERS

GROCERIES
Telephone

AND
147.

IN

LIQUORS.

Free dellyery to al

I
1

Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
and Grain.
Imported French and Italian
Qoods.
Sole agents for San Antonio Lime.
parts of the city.
213, 115,

!817

North Third Street
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Railroad Topics
The mail on the Santa Fe Pacific is
being weighed this month.
Tne places made vacant ly the decrease In the foice the last of March
have been ordered filled, owing to a
rush of stock trains.
T. J. Helm, agent of the Denver &
Rio Grande at Santa Fe, who has been
confined to his home with illness the
pa3t few days, is able to be out again.
The train and engine mem have been
requested to report to the trainmaster
as soon as possible for examination for
the new book of rules going Into effect
June 1.
The Citizen has received a copy of a
booklet, just issued by the Santa Fe,
entitled, "Coronado and Some California Missions." it is appropriately illustrated.
The Central Pacific railway Is going
to build a bridge foity miles long over
a portion of Great Salt Lake, shortening their line forty-onmiles in a distance of 143.
Almost every week brings forth a
new claimant for the record of the
longest straight stretch of railway
The line from Nyngan to
track.
Bourke. New South Wales, runs 126
miles without a curve.
Engine 825, a new oil burner from
the ealt. en route to California, has
arrived here. It is fitted with the patent Vanderliilt fire box and the traveling engineer of the California division
is accompanying it through.
The entire mall carried by the California flyer that was wrecked this
week near Flagstaff, Ariz., was de
stroyed. The mail came from south
ern and central California and was
destined for points east of Albuquer
e

que.

Train No. 3 struck a freight car
above Trinidad Thursday morning and
smashed it. The car had been switched on the main track and was forgot
ten, and is now no more. The pilot
on the engine wa3 torn away and ihe
front end generally bunged up.
Dr. Norris, camp physician of the

Pennsylvania Development company
at Kennedy, was struck on the neaa
by a stone from a Mast. He was rendered unconscious for a time, but re
vived and managed to reach the camp,
His injury was attended to by Dr
Ayers, of Albuquerque.

The Toneka State Journal says:
Boilermaker Ernest Wynecoop closed
ills sever, or eight years' service with
the Santa Fe as an employe at Topeka
shops and today .eft for Raton, N. M.,
where he will follow his trade. Sev
eral other boys here are talking about
going west.
R. E. Pelldw and wife expect to leave
Albuauernue In a few days for Wins
low, where, it is said, he will have
charge of the Harvey eating house
there. For the past few months Mr,
Pellow was In charge of the eating
house in this city, and his friends here
wish him success at Winslow.
The Gazette suvs: C. M. C. Houck
who has ably assisted the Santa Fe
company at Raton the past eight years
has resigned and accepted the agency
for the express company. Mr. Houck
is an able business man, popular with
the neonle and will be a first class employe for the new company which he
now represents.
Work on the Santa Fe Central railway at Kennedy is being pushed rapidly. The pile driver and scoops are
working to the limit or tneir capacity
and the sound of dynamite blast is
heard at frequent intervals. New men
and new teams are being put on daily,
and passengers on Santa Fe trains
passing Kennedy notice the long lino
of teams at worn.
J. F. Yale, traveling freight agent of
rethe Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe. hascomsigned. He will go with another
oany aa traffic representative in an im
portant capacity. Mr. Yale's successor
will scon be announced from headquarters at Galveston. It is expected that
Mr Yale's res enatlon will mean sv
eral important changes in the traffic
department of the road.
years
After a service of twenty-onan master mechanic of the fourth di
vision of the Rio Grande railroad
George H. Shone has been asked to
resien and his successor. J. bcniuing,
from the Wabash system, has arrived
at Alamosa. Colo., to take the position
It is rumored In railroad circles that
Superintendent Harris of the rourtn
division has also been asked to step
out the first of June.
The Southern Pacific company has
Wi(Vd to take under its own manage
mpnt the patina: houses and lunch
places or. its entiie railroad system of
mere than
nines in taiuunim
Nevada. Utah, Arizona, New Mexico
Texas and Lo.iit.lana, and to assume
direct supervision of the restaurants
ferries
in the San Francisco trans-babetween San Francisco and Oakland
and San Francisco and Alameda.
At a camp about a mile and a half
east of Doming, on the line of the
Southern Pacific railway, a man who
was only known "to his companions as
Van." became unconscious irom mor
phine poisoning. Dr Cassell had the
man removed to tne twining uosimai
There
whine ho died the next day.
were no papers to establish his tdenti
e

,)

y

tv. He had but 5 touts In tun pother.
He was buried at the county's expense.
The New Mexican says: T. J. Helm
general agent of the Denver & Kio
Railroad company in mis raj
has been informed, although it has not
yet been officially announced, that Superintendent F. S. Harris, of the fourth
division of the road, which comprises
tho line from Santa (e 10 Aiamoa
from Antonio to
Salida. l.e Veta andsuperseoeo
Dy .nr,
T'urargo. is to be
Egan, and Master niecnauic u.
Shone Is also to le supcrstucu.
A dispatch from Omaha. Neb. of
Mav 8 says: "There is not a word of
truth in it." said M. A. Low. general at
torney for the Chicago, kock
todav. discussing a re
uoifi. railroad
port from Chicago to the effect that
is negotiating for the
the Rock Island Chicago.
Peoria & St.
purchase of the
Chicago dispateaes
Louis railroad.
the road
Btate that by the purchase ofany
other
mentioned, as good a line as
would be established between here and
Chicago.
Th Aral nikp of the Kansas City,
Mexico & Orient railway in the United
fifntoa wiia driven at Anthony. n.an,
The first rails ol the track that is to

.I,,

s
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NOW

DESOLATE.

.
From Chicago
The descent from Nazareth to the
Sea of Galilee is very rapid. That village lies at an altitude of about 1,100
feet above the Mediterranean, and the
hills around it are from 2.000 to 4.000
feet high, while the sacred lake Is 680
feet below tide water. Few people
realize that the greater part of our
Ixrd's ministry was performed In a
natural trench washed out by the Riv
er Jordan at some remote period of
geological history. It is a curious formation of nature.
As the carriage descends along the
rough road, which in wet weather is
almost impassible, we pass from spring
to summer. Travelers who visit the
Sea of Galilee later than April must
expect oppressive heat, and the con
trast between the heavy and humid at
mosphere of the lake basin and the
pure and exhilarating ozone of the
hill country around Nazareth Is keenly
felt by people who are sensitive to climatic changes. Tne vegetation be
comes tropical as we approach the
water. Trees which are never seen on
the hills grow in thick Jungles and
groups of palms decorate the scene In
every direction. The lake has the shape
of a heart, thirteen miles long and
eight miles wide. A Jewish rabbi once
said: "Jehovah hath created many
lakes, but the sea of Gennesaret is his
WILL COLONIZE.
delight." It resembles the lochs of
Scotland, and its resemblance to the
Santa Fe Evolving Big Schemes for lakes of northern Italy is often point
Colorado.
Southeastern
ed out, although the foliage Is more
The Santa Fe is putting into shape scanty and by no means so beautiful,
the most extensive plans yet evolved and the villas and towns cannot be
for the colonization of southeastern compared for a moment.
Colorado and western Kansas. E. H.
The lake Is encircled by a white
Andrus. who. a few months ago, re strip of beach. At the northern end it
signed the position of land agent for Is formed of smooth white sand, shells
the Union Pacific at Kansas City, has and pebbles, and the southern end of
now been appointed to act In a similar gravel and black and white bowlders
capacity for the Santa Fe. Mr. Andrus' Evidences of volcanic agencies appear
work will be largely to arrange settle frequently, and on the southern banks
ments with the owners of the land to are the famous hot baths of Herod
le occupied, and thus help the pur who utilized a group of sulphurous
chasers of tax titles tcecure clear springs and built an fitted in great
titles to their property. He will also luxury. In Imitation of the Romans, a
be engaged In disposing of large tracts collection of bath houses that have
which the Santa Fe originally received never been surpassed in the east. The
as land grants, but later sold to large water of the springs has a bitter and
syndicates.
nauseous taste, and smells like antl
It is believed several tnousana peo- ouated eggs, but amid all the wrecks
along
the of fortune with which the locality is
ple can bo settled in lands
Santa Fe, according to present plans. strewn they still minister to the ills
was
ago
western Kansas
Fifteen years
of humanity with great relief. Rheua most promising country, but with the matism, gout and other diseases can be
failure of rainfall, tne early seiners jured by using them and Invalids come
were forced to mortgage their homes. here from all parts of Syria. The
and, in many cases abandon them. springs were famous throughout the
Thus, whole sections passed into the ancient world, but the present accom
hands of the loaners, who could not modations ' cannot be recommended.
sell and would not pay taxes. In the The bath houses are dirty and lncon
last few years conditions have improv- ven'ent, and the surroundings are re
ed, until people are finding that it pays pulsive. There is a Protestant hoFpi-ta- l
to buy tax titles to pieces of this land
and a missionary medical station
on which alfalfa, Kaffir corn, sorghum near by, both of which are supported
and broom corn can be grown. Mr. by the Free Church of Scotland, and
Andrus will soon be in Denver to con- furnish neat but limited quarters.
sult with General Agent Hail In regard
The baths were called Hammath in
to the Arkansas valley.
the Old Testament, but are known as
George S. Arnot, who was at Las Ve- Hummon now. The springs are four in
gas on business,, returned to tne city number. The water has a normal tern
perature of 144 degrees Fahrenheit,
last night.
and its chief properties, as shown by
analysis, are carbonate of lime, mur
CEREALS OR MEAT.
iatic salts and chloride of magnesium
is a cave in the hill upon which
There
A Prepared Food Helps to Solve the an old castle stands, which is supposed
Problem of Good Living.
to be connected by subterranean pas
sages with the springs, for it has a
PRICES OF MlAT GO UP.
high temperature and is continually
'While the average housekeeper may filled with steam. Persons afflicted
be ignorant as to whether a beef trust with gout or rheumatism receive at
has been formed or whether the in- most immediate relief by sitting in this
crease in the price of meat is due to cave and submitting to the continuous
other causes, if she is a woman of and profuse perspiration which its
moderate means, she has become con high temperature excites.
vinced that she must turn to some
Down in this pit, in the days of the
thing txcept animal food for the main crusaders, the ambition of christen
fare of the family, says the Buffalo dom was scorched to the heart. Tempt
Express.
ed by treachery, the knights of the
"It is not an entirely new thing, this cross attacked Saladin. The dust and
advance in the price of meats, and it Is heat were intense, for there bad been
even rumored thai prices have not yet a long drought and the earth was
reached their limit, but certain It is parched. The Arabs set fire to the
that the cost of living for the average trees and shrubbery. The knights chok
family has increased rapidly of late ed in their armor. The foot soldiers
until meat has become an article of blinded by smoke and dust, were tram
diet that must necessarily be elimin- pled down by the Bedouins. Although
ated from the daily fare of the very they fought sun, fire, heat and sword
poor and has become almost a luxury with terrible desperation, their defeat
even to those who have a moderate was utter. The entire force was anni
and usually adequate amount to spend hilated, and nearly every man who es
upon the family food.
caped death was captured and taken
"Today domestic science and puldlc into the desert as a slave.
imopinion have joined in teaching an
Above the beach, around the lake
portant lesson to rich and poor alike, is a saccession of. grassy slopes and
the necessity of consuming body build- rocky cliffs with groups of oleanders
ing food, supplying material that will whose blossoms are more brilliant
keep nerves, muscles, bones, flesh and than can be found elsewhere. At the
brain in the proper condition, feeding head of the lake the entrance of the
into the human engine the fuel needed River Jordan is marked by a rich green
to make good the constant waste.
plain. The river comes down through
A food expert at Battle Creek, Mich., rocky gorges with a succession of
has produced a food especially intend- foaming rapids, passes through a Jun
ed to supply more nutriment than gle of luxuriant oleanders and then
,
fish or fowl, and that costs the
Into the clear waters of Galilee
consumer about one cent a meal. It Is bursts
A group of five palms and a clump of
"Grape-Nuts,more
has
and
called,
trees mark its mouth. On the
nourishment for the body and greater thorn
where the Jordan leaves the
strength and vitality for the brain and south,
It
enters a muddy plain, and si
lake.
economy
system,
an
is
nervous
and
cuts
lently
its way through the banks
housekeeping
of
cost
that reduces the
clay
and other earth In solu
gathering
same
time
to the minimum and at the
very turbid. Upon
becomes
it
until
tion
pleases the palate.
of
lake the desert
side
the
eastern
the
Grape-Nutfood,
and
Is a condensed
to the water. Vegabout four teaspoonfuls with creain is sands come almost
fertility is found almost
sufficient for the cereal part of a meal. etation and upon
the western Bide, and
It requires no cooking or preparation exclusively
of any kind, and is ready for imme- it has always been so. It is believedIs
eastern shores
diate use and suited to the laborer, that me soil of the
might be as easily Irathlete, brain worker, epicure and in- Just as rich and
rigated, but through all the centuries,
valid'.
contains and until recently, it has boon exposed
One pound of Grape-Nutmore nourishment that the system to the forays of the Bedouins, who do
will absorb than ten pounds of meat. not hesitate to harvest other men's
An experiment was tried by a man who fields.
At present there are no farms and
found that by leaving oft meat altogether at breakfast and lunch and tak- few houses and the only lights to be
seen are the camp fires of the Bedouing in its place four neaping teaspoon-lul,
he began to gain ins.
of
flesh and strength and before the full
SPRINGER.
pound package was gone had gained
four pounds in weight, whereas he had From Springer Stockman.
been losing on his meat diet.
J. A. Kremis and family are sojournPresent conditions, therefore, regarding the price of meat, are solved to the ing for a short time in Lob Angeles,
family provider by supplying Grape-Nut- s Cal.
The Springer public schools have
to the individuals of her housnot only recom- closed until the latter part of Septemeholda food that economy
and pleas- ber or first of October.
mends itself by its
Joe Schwerlnger and Miss Edwards,
ant taste, but y its
properties and its ability to build up who has been teaching school at marthe past winter, were
flabby muscles, restore color to the
cheek, brightness to the eye and re- ried here. They went to eastern points
place the daily loss occasioned by on a wedding tour.
Mrs. Gussie Dyer, sister of Mrs. J.
brain and nervous work.
costs 15 W. Quick, of this city, has arrived from
A package of Grape-Nut- s
Ellzabethtown on her way to Raton.
cents and makes 14 meals. All
She will stop over and visit her sister.
Record-Herald-

tni-at-
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Grape-Nuts-

health-sustainin-

g

Eliza-bethtow-
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RELIABLE WATCH
ONLY

FOR

$1
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Of The Woman's Catholic Order of
Forresters, Chicago,

Curtis, Surrounds Famous Water,
BANK

A

iECRETARY GLEASOGI

Tropical Scenery, Writes William E.

City to ihe west
reach from Kanf-acoust of Mexico were spiked down and
the work of construction thus begun
will c,o steadily on ns fast as men can
build .t. The road bed is graded from
Anthony 100 miles southwest. Officers
of the road estimate that In eighteen
mouths or two years the road will be
completed to the Mexican Pacific
coast.
Santa Fe errplcyes will have totr.ke
more 6trenuor.s examinations in the
future, as it has betn decided by the
superintendents of that line tnat a now
ode of questions will be arranged. 1 he
questions will deal more with educational qualifications than in the past.
and other things will I e taken into
consideration. Several roads in the
United States have siarted similar
campaigns and it is likely that educa
tion qualifications will play an important part in railroad employing In the
future.
Arrangements are being made by
the Chicago & Alton with the Santa Fe
whereby the former road is to get for
a few weeks one of its new Prairie
freight engines the 1069 for experimental purposes on its line between
Kansas City and Slater, Mo. Tne Al
ton has been doing considerable test
ing of this sort wituln the last few
months, and the present plan seems to
be to determine the efficiency of the
Prairie freight locomotive for all
around use, for passenger as well as
freight.
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St, Francis Xavier Court No. 174, Endorses Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Foma women are tirelesi In their homo vrork. other in their rrorlt la the
church or their favorite society or club ; they laugh and sing- and are happy.
But think of the poor one tvIio Is loft al home, utterly unable to make any
effort whatever, broken hearted and despondent.
The horror of female ooirtplnints ia upon her ; she is oppressed Vy that
distressing bearinj-dowfooling, backache, her nerves aro all gone, don't care
to move and wants only to be left alone.
O, Vnr stster, don't rou know by thistitno that Ljditi I' Pinkham's
VcjroLiblo Compound vrill surely reach the cause of all this trouble and
make you well and strong t It certainly will cure you as certainly as the sun
shines. Read what Mrs. Glcason says :
,
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Nickle case, Stem Wind and Stem Set
a good reliable watch. Same watch in
ladies' size, only $2.50, by mall 10c

extra.

EVERITT,
Wholesale and Retail Jeweler.
THE DIAMOND PALACE.
Albuquerque,

N. M.

Homestead Entry No. 7004.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., April 28,
1902.

Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the United
States commissioner at East View, N.
M., on June 7, 1902, viz: Juan Chavea
y Gavaldnn, for the SWV4, sec. 24, T. 6
N., R. 6 E.
He names the following witnesses

to prove his continuous residence

up-

on and cultivation of said land, vii:
Jose Manuel Montoya, of Chlllll, N.
M., and Isldoro Perea, Carplo Apodaca
and Juan Jose Montoya, all of Torreon,
N. M, .
MANUEL R. OTERO.

Register.

"I Trant every

miS.

M. G LEA SON, Chicago,

The Union
Market

111.

woman to know that T..ydiaI3.1inliam,s Vegetable
Compound has been of untold value to a large number of women of
our order. I know positively that it has cured many of the most distressing diseases of the pelvic organs, falling of the womb, ovarian
troubles, and painful menstruation. There is no question in the world
but that it is superior to any medicine for women. I have used it myYours truly, Mrs.
Gleason, 654
self and know whereof I Rpeak.
West Taylor St., Chicago."
Two More Sufferers Cured.
d
I wa
Bkar Mrs. Tinkiiaii : I
"Dear Mrs. Piwkh.m:
daily from backache and stomick with female weakness. 1 took
all kinds of medicines, you might ach ache. Menstruation was suppressed for six months, and then
say, and was operated on by doctors,
appeared again, but very painful and
but they did me no pood. After taking five iKittlcsnf Lyd 111 I4e lMnk-liain- 's irregular. Instead of consulting a
Vegetable Compound 1 doctor I thought I would try Lydia
K. Pinkham's Vegetable Comfound relief and am now enjoying
pound. I now feci as well and
rood health. Since taking your medicine I hare become the mother of a strong as ever I did, and since taking
it I hare given birth to a little boy,
little bov. I will praise your medicine as long as I live." Mrs. Kabaii and we do blcsa your medicine. I
E. Rkkdeb, Arosden, Ohio. (Dec. 77. will advise all sick women to use it."

207

i-

sui-ferc-

Mrs. InA. rKTTCKsozt, Box 63, Am-asMich. (March 1, 1001.)
Mountains of gold could not purchase such testimony as we are constantly
nublishinir: aly the unquestionable merit of Mrs. Pinkham's great medicine
can accomplish so much. Write to Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass. if you are
ill. The efficiency of her advice is proven by thousands of letters from women who have been cured of female troubles by her guidance and medicine.
1900.)

West Gold Avenue.

WM. GOETTINQ

a.

K

-

A.

CO, Proprietor.

i

$5000

vis-itln-

pro-iioM--

inti-mati'- d

at what a grand sanitarium site
that place would make, and none ran

dispute" it.

ADVERTISEMENT
UK AD
OL'K
1()!1 TAILOR MADE SUITS ROSEN

are showing the most extensive
of men's and boys'
tint lies between Denver and
Simon Stern, the Railroad
Clothier.
n
liomlng has Increased 60 per cent, in
popujation In four years.
ready-to-wea- r

An-(icV-

s

Ave-jm-

c

.

Peming

o

baa"

a magnificent

achool

o

special parasol opening
Economist

Attend
The

t

VELVET RIBBONS. VELVET
VELVET RIBBONS. ROSEN-WALBROS.
RIB-IION-

MONUMENTS.

kinds of stone and liable work.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
All

H.

a MAURINO.

Statehood.
o
The Percales we sell at 6 cents per
Leon B. Stern.
very
scarce.
yard are
Attend special parasol opening at
The Economist
Statehood.

o

BUSINESS

For Consumption.

LOCALS.

Coughs, Colis

and all THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.'

Economize by trading at Tbe Econo-

,

This wonderful medicine positively
Copper, tin and galvanized Iron cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds
Bronchitis, Asthma, Pneumonia,
work, Whitney company.
Hay Fever, Pleurisy, LaGrippe,
Learn-aryou
&
pay
see
will
to
Hall
It
Hoarseness, Sore Throet and Whoop
before purchasing a piano.
Investments In Demlng lots will Ing Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
mist.

d

doubU and treble In one year.
No tuberculosis preservaline or coloring In Matthews' Jersey milk.
Kleinwort's Is the place to get your
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice

meat.

Deming has an abundance of water
for Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or

gardens.
Buy lots and build In Deming. Your
rental returns will be 20 per cent on
the Investment.
Orders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
Hardware company.
Deming is a great health resort
has no superior in climate for the cure
of pulmonary troubles.
Look Into Kleinwort's market on
North Third street. He has the nicest
fresh meats in the city.
We are sole agents for Wheeler &
Wlison sewing machines. Albert
305 Railroad avenue.
Why buy high priced lots when you
can get them cheap in Deming now,
with certain advance assured?
Demins needs one hundred new
houses to supply the demand, and
needs them now. This demand continues to grow.
Mrs. Isola Bambini, at her parlors
at tbe corner of Railroad avenue and
North Fourth street, is prepared to
give thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparations of complexion
cream builds up tbe skin and Improves
the complexion, and are guaranteed
not to be injurious. She also prepares
a hair tonic that cures and prevents
dandruff .ind hair falling out; restores
life to dead hair; removes moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Give her
a trial
Fa-be-

o

We

system.

THOUSANDS 8AVED DY

WabaradepMitedwlth thaNational City Bank of Lvna.ffiOO,
KKWAKI).
which will be piil 18 any iowoo who can And that the abora testimonial letter
ara not genuine, or wets published bofora obtaining tba writer' apaelal
Lydia K. l'lnkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Ma .

Mrs. Dyer has Just closed a very successful term of school at the mountain
metropolis.
Art Sayers, for several years a resident of Springer, where he was very
favorably known, but now living at
Dalhart. Texas, came in from the north
and his friends were all pleased to see
him. Mr. Sayers is grand organizer
for the Woodmen of the World for
New Mexico and Arizona, and is kept
very busy in his large field.
Dr. Charles E. Davis, an old friend
g
of M. W. Mills, spent a week here
his friend, part of the time at the
big orchard ranch thirty miles southeast, leaving Thursday evening via
Denver to his home at Oberlin, Ohio.
Dr. Davis also conducts a large sanitarium at Eureka Springs, Ark., and
has made a fortune out of it. He is
also interested hi a number of railroads financially, and i3 considerable
of a promoter and speculator, and is
ii
now interested in one of the new
southern roads out of Kansas
City. His visit here anil to the big
orchard lanch of Mr. Mills may mean
smiK thing, as Mr. Mills has often

W.U.D BROS.

All kinds of Fresh Meati handled.
Sausage making a specialty.
,

(RICE

Homestead Entry No. 6796.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., May 1. 1902.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albuquerque, N. M , on June 10, 1902, viz; Juan
Alderete. for the WV4 NE4. WVs
sec. 34, T. 9 N., R. 6 E.
He names the folowing witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Calletano Ourule, Calletano Alderete, Manuel E de Acuna. of Escobosa,
N. M., ami Jose D. Quintans, of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL P.. OTERC. Register.

r.
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THE

-

DOES
NOT
THAT
SET
STRETCH TO BE HAD ONLY
AT GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS
CO.; 0c to $2.50 EACH.

1902

1882

F.

6. Pratt &

Co.

Sole agents for casino and O.a brand
Canned Goods. Dealers in

Staple and Fancy Groceries
street.
Creamery Butter Best on

214 South Second

Hlllsboro

earth
Orders solicited.

Free delivery.

The ICEBERG
STEVE CALLING, Prop.
We handle the finest line of Liquor
and Cigars. All patrons and frien.i
cordially Invited to visit tLe Iceberg.
109-11- 1

ooooooooooooooooooo
COR- D
R. & O. CORSETS,

0
O
0
0
0

NO CURE. NO PAY.
50c. and $ 1 . TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.

fjouth Second

street

A. E. WALKER
0
0
FIRE INSURANCE
0
Secretary
Mutual Building issoclatloa
0

0000O00O00 oooooaoovi

Office

U 3. i. Baldrldge's Lvnber

yaxdj
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS,
Leonard Skinner, the well known
Golden merchant and saw miller, came
In from the north last night and e x-

-

perts to remain until after the
bath.
Mr. Abousleman

Sole Agents for Standard

Patterns.
Mail Orders filled same day
Received,

Goods People Wants.
ALWAYS Prices People Likes.
Matchless Values.

Sab-

and wife, of tlio

Jemez hot BprinRs, are here today, and
it is understood that the wife will remain here for tome time for medical

-

ticatmrnt.

The federal bunding site,

la honnmlnir

meetings of citizens

Always Fashionable
pair, of our women's dandy oxford, strap sandals or slippers.
They are made of the most reliable leather, over the newest lasts
and we guarantee them to give satisfaction.
DONGOLA OXFORDS. .$1.5.) to $1.75

Ifcr iTaF

BLACK KID, HAND TURN
$2.25

I
I

EIX

""Ny,

i!3

X3
VS.

feljlvY

BLACK K,D

P

PATENT

f

f

'2-2-

$3.00

to

3.00

KID, HAND TURN

WELTS

OR

Svs

WELT8

to

$3.50

K,D STRAP 8ANDALS

1

$U!5
KID SHIPPERS

...$U0

10

$2-5-

to $1.50

J. L, BELL

-

here.
Mrs. Louis Baer and little daughter
arrived in the cHy on the flyer today,
and many friends were at the local do-pto meet them. They will probably
remain here during the summer

For One Week Only.
One of those

T. MUENSTERMAN.
most reliable kind and the best grade
City news.
of findings are used in their construcExamine them at C. May's Popular Priced Shoe Store, 208 West Railroad avenue.
Just received a large shipment of
Japanese and Chinese matting. Albert
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Demlng, the coming city of New
tion.

Doming, the gateway to the beat
Van of Old Mexico.
Window shades In all colors and
widths at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
Demlng, the railroad center of New

Mexico.

Fresh Cut Flowers.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
In Demlng another good hotel la
needed to accommodate the enormous
Increase of population.
Wnitson Music company can sell you
pianos that have been sold In the territory for twenty years. People know
the quality of their goods. They are
the genuine articles. No Imitation.
Payments only $10 per month.
( fn Demlng
the demand for rental
houses Is five times in excess of the

Mexico.

MONEY TO LOAN.
On diamonas, watches, etc., or any
good security; also household
goods
stored with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue,
o
Special Preparations.
We have specially prepared for the
confirmation exercises by putting in a
nice line of boys' black suits; all sizes;
8 to 20 years.
Simon Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.

apply.
.Reliable and stylish are our children's shoes and slippers. They look
neat and yet give enough room to prevent corns. Nothing but leather of the

Races at the fair grounds Sunday

WATCHES
We can sell you a good Waltham or Elgin gold filled watch for $15.
We will duplicate any prices of catalogue houses. Send us your mail

EVERITT, The Diamond Palace
RAILROAD AVENUE

.
" "'- nr.... v.,.. , t, ...cootl. HIT ft
th'u season, tmk to ee Stein Jlloeh Clothes."
-

11111,

'Tennis
Oxfords
JUST RECEIVED A FULL
LINE OF TENNIS OXFORDS
IN BLACK, WHITE AND GRAY

-

FOR MEN AND BOYS

Ira

50c to $2 per pair

Icxxxxcoocoocxocoocxxxxdcooo

1

T

XI7

A

New 'Phone OCOOOOCOOOCOCOCOOOOOOCOOOCCOOCXXXXXXXDOa

Old 'Phone

152

59.

J. W. Edwards
balmer.

Open day and night. Calls are
promptly attended to.

I

Also Sell Monuments
and

Office

parlor- -

N. Second

Telephone Service

;

5

YOU WANT?

jUj

j

QUICK AND RELIABLEI

;

3

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE

is

Nothing gives us greater satisfaction than
who wants to know all about the merits of the
buy. Such knowledge helps both the customer
ing la made to sell on Its flashy appearance.
spection. That kind Is not to be found here.

to serve a customer
clothes he Intends to
and us.

8ome cloth-

It will not stand

in-

it

ND TELEGRAPH

CO.

'IP

i

MONEY TO LOAN

6

v

On diamonds, watches or any good

i

security. Great bargains la watches
of every description.
A. H. YANOW,

South Second street, few doors
north of pestoffice.

209

GENTLEMENI

Our selection of over two thousand
spring samples, comprising all the
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
suitings, fancy Testings, overcoats
and fulldresb suits, are ready for
your Inspection. Our tailoring and
styles are unexcelled and the prices
talk. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
215 South Second street.
Demlng has now a large Ice plant
and electric light system under con
tract.

xoKooxoooooog

ONE THOUSAND NEW SUITS
at $10 to $15 and $18 are here for your Inspection. More than have
ever been displayed under one roof before In New Mexico;

Also an Immense Line of New Boys' Suits
to which we call particular attention.
in two and three piece Suits at

SIMON STERN, The

Whitney

SONS

Crockery and

o

SPECIAL

$5.00

CANVAS PORCH SWINGS $1.00
PORCH CHAIRS
.....$2.50
$4.50
PORCH SETTEES
BARGAIN TABLE
FOR

Kitchen

As is well known we carry the
est stock and best grades of Garden
Hose to be had in the territory. Nothing flimsy, all goods having been tested
Hose
to 300 pounds pressure.
We are headquarters for Hose Reels, Nozzles and General Supplies,
Lawn Mowers, Grass Catchers and Garden Tools. White Mountain Ice
Cream Freezers (the best In the world). Remember we are the largest Plumbing bouse west of the Mississippi River. Send us your

Uteosils.

7

South First street.
Phones: Aut.

larg-niy-

Albuquerque, N.

201-21-

1

NORTH

SECOND

ST.

O0O0O0O00O0C0

il

LI.

24S; Bell. So.

CKXXXXXXOOOOOOOCOCCOOOOOOCC

In Demlng good safe loaas can tx
had at better rates than In the old es
tabllshed towns.
o
STOVE REPAIRS.

Borradaile

OTTTMTrv

-

OUR

Company

Hiflh firarfp fiarHpn

Glassware

SEE

R. R. Ave. Clothier

WHOLESALE HARDWARE

Furniture,

Transfer

prices.

g

G

&

company
have moved 113
pianoa since January 1, 1902.

We have all the new things

money-savin-

oocooooexxoco

0.W-STRON-

o

U'l uuuu.

11 1

i
i

J

Order your Sunday ice cream from
the New England bakery. All flavors.

L. L. VVAbridUmN.

LOOK I WTO IT!

Progressive Mortician and Em

o

T

at a Reduction of 25 per cent

Do Not Miss This Sale Of All Sales.

Hares at the fair grounds Sunday af
ALSO A FULL LINE OF
ternoon.
LOW CUT SHOES IN VICI,
This evening, at the White Elephant
a fine free lunch will le served, to
CALF AND PAT. LEATHER
which everybody cordially invited to
partake. The White Elephant la one
of the city s nicest resorts.
to
niiv narrpla and h.ipirairA lollv0rp1
by tne Parcel Delivery to any part of
me city, umce svo west uoid avenue.
T
Automatic pnone no, zuz.
is
Races at the fair grounds Sunday af-

$3.50

Addition

All kinds of Table Covers

Everybody invited and expected to
attend grand free lunch at the Zciger
Cafe tonight. Tale lager and bock beer

113

are quick

We will place on sale 170 pair Lace Curtains which we purchased
at half price, which will be sold same way. ' All Tapestry and
Chenille and Silk Stripe Madras Curtains, will be sold at 25
per cent reduction.

Hon. Matthew G. Raynolds, of St.
Louis. United States attorney for the
court of private land claims, was.-a-t
Santa Fe yesterday. This evening he
will pass through Aluquerque for Phoenix, Ariz, where the court meets on
May 15. He will be accompanied Dy
Stenographer Francisco Delgado, the
only local official of the land court
who will go to Pnoenix.
Ihe court
will meet at Santa Fe on May 20.
The New Mexico Presbyterian mis
clossion scnooi or Aiouquerque
ed a very successful term yesterday.
The closing exercises, which were held
yesterday afternoon, were witnessed
and enjoyed oy quite a large crowd of
people from the city. The program
was rather long and the numbers were
well rendered. The majority of students
left last night for their many homes to
enjoy the four months summer vaca'
tion. which follows the eight months
of study.
Joe Harris, who last year pltehed the
Santa r e base ball team into the cham
pionship, and who beat the Albuquer
que Browns on three different occa
sions, something no other pitcher in
the country has ever done. Is in the
city on business. He is not playing ball
this season with the Santa Fe team.
owing to some differences as to who
should constitute the make up of tne
team.

The McSpadden

that Housekeepa

be sold at a reduction of 25 per cent,

Superintendent Ross, of the Presby
terian school, is sending away to their
homes the scholars who attended the
school the past year. Three left this
morning for the north, while last night
half a dozen or more scholars left for
the west and south.
The two ladies, Mesdames Hill and
Wolf, who are registered at the Alvarado from Eliviiart, Ind., enjoyed the
winter months at Las Cruces, thus Indiana and southern New Mexico were
renresented at the informal .opening
of the big hotel this morning.;
Bachechl & Giomi, the First; street
wholesale liquor dealers, have a map
of Albuquerque, made in 1882. At that
time half of the present town of Albu
querque was not laid off, and the adver
tising cards printed alongside or tne
map show only one man then la business now here, and that Is "Commodore" F. H. Kent, the Third street real
estate agent.
Carey D. Richards stopped off be
tween trains in the city last night. Mr.
Richards was on his way to the Las
Animas valley, Colorado, with a large
number of Pueblo Indians, who are
destined to work In the extensive sugar beet fields of the valley. The employment of Indian labor In the sugar
beet fields of Colorado has been found
quite valuable.
The Citizen was Informed today that
a certain young business gentleman
with his family expected to leave In
a short time, probably June 1, for New
York, and would remain there indefinitely in the' future. This paper was requested to "keep the name out of print
for a few days, in the hope that a
change may be made that will cause
the gentleman to give up entirely the
New York trip.

on tap.

sales,

RIGHT-ON-TIM- E

to take advantag
here's a ring to these values that will
surely interest you. Our entire Stock of Lace Curtains will

Mrs. Mary McCausland, a sister of
Rev. W. I). Clayton, has- arrived from
St. Louis and will visit for several
weeks here, after which she will con- inue west, her objective point being

ning.

So many ladies have complained
that they could not get a child's good
shoe or sandal. The trouble has been
that they bought them at "Cheap John"
A fine shoe costs more than an Imitation, but wears 10 times as long, fits
and looks better. We have just open
ed the finest line of children's sandals
and shoes ever brought to this city.
Sandals 3 to 8 black, red, white and
blue; all sizes, lace and button, for
children. Please call and examine.

aj

Curtains

& CO.

Children's Shoes

'oj

Lace and Muslin

Seattle, Wash.
CRACKERS
The Cerrlllos Register says: G. Var
MADE. AS WELL AS THE FINEST gas, of Albuquerque, was in town a few
BISCUITS, WAFERS AND CAKES, days this week, looking after the business of Hall & Learnard. While here
COME FROMJ. L. BELL & CO.'S, BE- he placed a fine piano in the home
CAUSE THEIR GOODS ARE ABSO- of A. F. Fames, at Madrid.
LUTELY FRESH.
THEY CARRY
Prof. M. E. Hlckey, of this city, and
NONE BUT THE BEST OF EVERY- Prof. C. M. Light, of Silver City, pass
THING, IN BOTH FANCY AND STA- ed up the road for Santa Fe this morn
ing, to attend a meeting of the territo
PLE GROCERIES, AND THEIR BUT- rial board
of education which convenes
TER IS DELICIOUSNESS ITSELF.
at tne capital this afternoon.
The management of the Alvarado
wishes to announce to the public that
dinner on Sunday will be served in the
evening from 6 to 8. and funch from
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second SL
12 to 2. On week days dinner will be
served at midday and lunch In the eve

'if.

nr iiti

SALE OF

months.

THE MOST DELICIOUS

ip.&MT.w!:'-

Golden Rule Dry Goods Co's

'

i

that location have been held the
past week.
John T. Baraclough. of the Crystal
Ice works, with his wife, who have
been in the city the past few days,
will return to their home at Oakland,
Cal., tonight.
A. H. Yanow, in business on Smith
Second stret. whose sad mission to
Nebraska has already been mentioned
in The Citizen, returned to the city
night before last.
J. E. niondin. the miner, who Is operating In a good district north of tne
city, in concrtlon with W. D. Kemp,
left here tnla morning for his mine,
after a pleasant stay of a few days
and

A

I

In this clt.y
nnrl aavuMt
interested In this

.ntfrPAtlnir

& Co.,
117 Gold Ave.
o

Ruppe's dm; store open all nlgut
every night.

PIONEER BAKERY
First street

BALLING BROJ., Proprietors.

Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
We desire patronage, and we
s
guarantee
baking.
207 8. First street, Albuquerque, N.
flrsfc-clas-

M.
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Adjourned Regular Session of County
Commissioners.
Albuquerque. X. M., Oct. 14, 19il.
The board nut pursuant to adjourn-

cus-pador-

W. A. Smith. $5.44.
Jesus Romero, $640.15.
Thomas McMillin. $3.60.
New Mexican Publishing Co.. $148.36.
C. A. Hudson, $26.93.

ment.
Pedro Castillo, $279.10.
Present, Hon. E. A. Mlera, chairP. F. McCanna. $340.
man; Jose 1,. Miller and Adoiph
Mutual Automatic Telephone Co.,
Harsh, members, and J. A. Summers,
$64.36.
clerk.
A. J. Crawford, $73.53.
Minutes of previous meeting read
Democratic Publishing Co., $374.15.
and approvsd.
Ed. Clouthier, $30.95.
The following bills were allowed and
J. C. Baldrldge, $573.82.
the clerk was instructed to draw warThe following accounts In favor of
rants on the treasurer lor the payment
J. M. Sandoval for commission as as.
for the same:
Mariano C. Brown, constable fees, sessor, were approved:
Territory, $153.33.
,11.75.
County, $269.72.
L. B. Americano Pub. Co., letter
City of Albuquerque, $84X5.
heads, envelopes and blanks, assesCity schools, $37.27.
sor's office, $18.50.
Licenses, $35.
Jesus M. Sandoval, assessor, making
Adjournment to meet at the call of
poll tax books for years
$240.
Alijandro Sandoval, making poll tax chairman.
E. A. MIERA, Chairman.
books for year 1901. $120.
Alijandro Sandoval. 200 postal cards, Attest: J. A. SUMMERS.
County Clerk.
300 notices, 600 blanks, $22.50.
E. Tafoya, river commissioner, quarRegular Session of County Commister ending September 3o, 1901, $16.50.
sioners.
Francisco Gonzales, river commissioner, quarter ending September 30,
Albuquerque, N. M January 6, 1902.
1901, $13.
Hon. E. A. Mlera. chairman; Jose L.
Francisco Gabaldon, river commis- Miller and Adoiph Harsh, commissionsioner, quarter ending September 30, ers, and J. A. Summers, clerk.
1901, $17.
Minutes of previous meeting read
R. Montoya y Apodaca, river com- and approved.
missioner, quarter ending September
An agreement was entered Into be30, 1901. $15.
tween the Iniard of county commissionRafael Chaves, river commissioner, ers of Bernalillo county. New Mexico,
tjuarter ending September 30, 1901, party of the first part, and the United
$20.
States of America, by C. M. Foraker,
B. Ilfeld & Co., supplies for county United States marshal of this district
jail. $7.
of New Mexico, party of the second
A. B. McGaffey & Co., supplies for part, whereby the board leases unto
court house and jail, $8.75.
the said United States of AnYcrica
W. H. Hahn, coal for court house
rooms In the county court house
and jail, $85.
for the period of one year from Janstationery for uary 1, 1902, viz.: The large court
S. E. Newcomer,
clerk's office, $10.
room used for holding court, an office
S. E. Newcomer, stationery for as- room for the United States marshal,
sessor's office, $7.25.
United States attorney. United States
J. W. Edwards, coffin for Frank Phil- Jucige. United Sttttes clerk and room
lips, $15.
lor grand and petit juries.
Jesus Romero, supplies for county
In the matter of the claim of F. W.
jail, $105.
Clancy for the refund of tax paid erUpor. reading and filing
Southwestern Brewery & Ice Co., for roneously.
court house: June, $5.25; July. $6.50; the patltion of the Bald F. W. Clancy,
August, $6.75; September, $6.25;
and upon examining the tax return of
$24.75.
said Clancy for the year of 190, the
Brockmeier & Co., plumbing at court
lioard finds that through an error of
house and Jail, $30.
computation in tlie office of the asburial ex- sessor the valuations of the property
O. W. Strong & Sons,
penses George McNew, $15.
of said Clancy as shown by said reO. W. Strong, burial expenses, turn, was so footed up as to make it
O. M. Johnson, $15.
appear Eight Hundred Dollars larger
O. W. Strong, burial expenses, than it really is, and that sail Clancy
Merritt Carter, $15.
has paid on said $800, the sum of
O. W. Strong, burial expenses, $43.96 to the collector of the county,
Bonita Micchi, $15.
when there was no tax due thereon.
O. W. Strong, burial expenses, It !s therefore ordered under the proLouis Roelby. $15.
visions of section 4070 of the comp'led
burial expenses, laws of 1S97. that said sum of $43.96
O. W. Strong,
Pablo Aragon, $15.
be refunded to said F. V. Clancy; that
Hughes & McCreight. publishing de- the clerk draw a warrant on tne treasprolinquent tax and commissioners
urer for the same, and furnish a certiceedings, September 30, 1901, $578.95. fied copy thereof to the collector and
Hughes & McCreight, tax receipts, treasurer, that he may under section
reports, etc., treasurer's office, $106.20. 4071 of the compiled laws of 18'7 obHughes & McCreight. 2.000 commit- tain credit from tne territorial auditor
ments, Spanish and English, sheriff's for the territorial portion of said
money so refunded.
office, $11.
Hughes & McCreight. index, estates,
The following accounts In favor of
guardian's slips on binding, new pa- Alejandro Sandoval for commission as
pers, $34.40.
assessor for the year of 1901 were apDemocratic Pub. Co., 5o0 citations, proved :
500 vouchers and publishing redempCounty, $1,472.33.
Territory. $863.14.
tion warrants of, $21.
J. C. Baldrldge, glass, sash cords
City. $593.33.
putty,
$9.85.
and
School. $202.08.
fees,
Archibuque,
constable
Juan
Mdse. licenses, $39.70.
12.50.
The following accounts in favor of
oil
coal
and
one
case
Ed. Clouthier,
J. M. Sandoval for commissions as as4 dusters. $5.
sessor were approved:
F. L. Peria, repainting sheriff's ofCounty, $34.03.
fice, $30.
Territory. $16.43.
In
company,
repair
leaks
Whitney
City, $8.69.
pipes court house, $2.
Schools. $3.84.
P. E. Herroun, taking levels and
The following account was approved,
grades (sewer county jail), $13.90.
balance due on approved account which
Esquipula Gallegos, constable fees, had been settled in part under the proTerritory vs. H. Easterman, $U75.
visions of the Bateman act:
Luis G. Ortiz, taking testimony in
Antonio Jose Garcia. $5.40.
case of Territory vs. Easterman, $4.
following accounts were approvThe
Reyes Lucero. J. P. fees, Territory ed and the clerk was ordered to draw
vs. H. Easterman. $3.50.
warrants on the treasurer in payment
P. Griego. J. P. holding Inquest, body of the same, for quarter ending Decern
of unknown person, $3.50.
ing 31. 1901:
M. Automatic Tel. Co., telephone In
J. M. Sandoval, material and labor,
court house quarter ending September recoverina Carrales bridge, $5.
30. 1901, $36.
Seferino Crollott,, road supervisor,
W. L. Trimble & Co., teams and precinct 13, account $5o, paid
labor, repairing road to university. $97. $25.
J. H. O'Rielly & Co.. medicine ac
Pedro Aranda. road supervisor, pre
count supplies for jail, $35.
14, account $20.50, paid
cinct
W. W. Strong, repairs for collector's $10.25.
office. $18.92.
Max Chavez, road supervisor, pre
,
Joseph T. Johnson, upholstering cinct 3, account $42.50, paid
couch judge's chamber, $8.
$21.25.
Totl & Gradi, oats and corn. $21.06.
Jose Chaves y Chavez, road super
A. Borders, burial expenses H. Earle, visor, precinct 11, account $30, paid
$15.
$15.
O. A. Matson & Co., T. W. paper and
Jose y Montoya, road supervisor,
paper,
$2.35.
carbon
precinct 24, account $30, paid
noman Baca, material used In re 115.
bridge.
$10.
pairs Pena Blanca
Salvador Armilo. road supervisor.
Cochiti Gold Mining Co., refund of precinct 9, account $50, paid
surpreliminary
amount advanced for
125.
vey for bridge. $1o.
Miramon T. y Garcia, road supersuas
school
F. A. Hubbell, salary
visor, precinct 10, account $25, paid
Septemperintendent, quarter ending
$12.50.
Armijo, road supervisor, preber 30. 1901, $375.
Ricardo
Hughes & McCreight. publishing
5. account $17.50, paid
cinct
of teachers examinations. $48.10. $$.75.
Democrat Publishing Co.. publishing
Leandro Sandoval, road supervisor,
$19. precinct 31. account $50, paid one half,
notices of teachers' examinations,
apThe following accounts were
$25.
proved, balances due on approved
Jose Crespin, road supervisor, . prewhich have been nettled in past cinct 23. account $43, paid
under the provisions of the Bateman $21.5o.
act:
Manuel Galkgos, road supervisor,
precinct 34, account $43.50, paid
Juan R. Duran. $25.50,
$21.75.
Fred Kornoff, $75.
Amado Lopez, road supervisor, . preJohn Clark, $P'1.25.
cinct 22. account $37.50, paid
John F. Peara. $'!;.
1889-190-

cer-tai-

"

n

--

one-hal-

one-hal-

one-half-

one-hal-

one-hal-

one-hal-

f

one-hal- f

no-tic-

one-hal-

one-half-

one-ha-

'

Dodd

&

Leml-ke- .

$1.;:.

G. V. Crosby, $3.57.
O. W. Strong, $284.30.

lf

$345.

T. S. Hubbell, sheriff, paid wood. Adjourned Regular Session of County
lime and hauling, $15.25.
Commissioners.
Jose F. Gonzales, road supervisor,
Albuquerque. N. M., Jan. 7. 1902
one-halprecinct 7. account $50, paid
The board met persuant to adjourn

,

$25.

$145.

Jose L. Miller, commissioner, salary
as commissioner, mileage, ending quarter December 31, 1901, $136.
Adoiph Harsh, commissioner, salary
and mileage, quarter ending Decemner
31. 1901. $125.40.

Frank W. Clancy, salary as district
attorney quarter ending December 31,
Esquipula Baca, salary as probate
Judge, quarter ending December 31,
1901. $150.
J. A. Summers,

salary as district probate clerk, quarter ending December
31. 1901, $250.
J. A. oiimmerfl, postage, express
charges and typewriter ribbon, $20.75.
Thomas Warner, interpreter for probate court, $35.
Pedro J. Martin, Janitor court house,
quarter ending December 31, 1901,
Cadogan

records,

Hatcher Mfg.

Co., 2 deed

$33.60.

Rafael Armijo. road supervisor, pre28, account $50, paid one-hal-

cinct
$25.

Amlceto

precinct

road supervisor,
f
paid

Armijo,

2, accTunt $50,

one-hal-

$25.

N. Martinez, road supervisor, pre$25.
cinct 5, account $50, paid
Jose Sena, road supervisor, precinct
f
$25.
17. account $50, paid
Gregorio Garcia, road supervisor,
f
precinct 8, account $50, paid
one-hal- f

one-hal-

one-hal-

$25.

Jose N. Maras, road supervisor, pref
$25.
cinct 25, account $50, paid
Selso Sandoval, road supervisor, pref
$25. Chaves.
cinct 20, account $50, paid
Precinct
C. B. Chavez, road supervisor, pref
$25. Sena.
cinct 85, account $50, paid
Precinct
M. L. Garcia, road supervisor, pref
Precinct
cinct 10, account $25, paid
one-hal-

one-hal-

one-hal-

rea.

$12.50.

17

Pena

Blanca,

Jose

18
19

Jemez, Pablo Montoya.
Algodones, Ignacio Pe

Naclmlento,

Francisco

La Ventana, Pablo

Do- -

TIJeras. Amado Lopez.
San Antonio, Jose Cres- -

.

$25.

court, precinct 13, $2.
Venceslao Sanchez, road supervisor,
f
precinct 6, account $50, paid
one-hal-

$25.

J. M. Perea, road supervisor, precinct 19, account $5o, paid
$25.
John F. Pearce. amputating right
hand of Antonio Casadoes. $25.
Jesus Romero, merchandise, furnished for county jail. $63.5o.
Hughes & McCreight, publishing
proceedings, binding,
commissioner.!
papers, etc., $92.50.
F. I Pearce, glazing windows in
court house. $25.
J. Roger Haynts. M. D., salary as
county physician, quarter ending December 31, 1901, $b0.
J. Korler & Co., iron 6traps and
iolts lor bridge, $24.
John A. Lee, lumber. $454.
W. B. Dana company, advertising
one-hal-

Ii.95.

O. A. Matson

& Co..

county clerk's office,

stationery for

$3.30.

repairing Barelas bridge

Albuquerque Railway Co.. hauling
cinders to exhibit hall. iu.o.
Albuquerque Street R. R. Co., open
lnu ditch to river from jail sewer, $2')
W. L. Trimble & Co., team 4 days
sprinkling, repairs road to university,
$61.
V.'. H. Hahn, coal and wool for court
house and Jail. $229.16.
Foundry & Machine
Albuquerque
repairing stoves county jail,
Co..

Park commissioners, Old Town, work
and material furnished. $50.
Mandell & Grunsfeld, blankets fur-

nished county jail. $18.
A. Borders, burial of Jim Price, $15.
Broc kmeier & Cox, repairing water
clo'-e- t
and water pipes, court house,
$15.

E. J. Pott & Co..
sheriff badges, $15.55.

J.

C.

1

dozen

Bablridso, lumber.

Crescendo

Albuquerque, N. E.

Ste-

Atrlsco, Rafael Armi
San

Isidro

,

Leandro

La Jura, Vicente

Gu-

deputy

$64.97.

one-half-

I

4, 1902.

849.59;

ances,

disbursements,

$3X89 40.

School

Receipts.

fund

disbursements,

balance.

Receipts.

fund

disbursements,

$21,179.90:

balance,

$17,412.72;

$3,767.18.

Bonds refunding

disbursements,

$4.906d6.
Bonds.

$19,213.-98-

$4,391.14;

Receipts. $6,808.94; disbalance, $1,687.-9-

$5,221.03;

Bonds. 1895

bursements,

Receipts,

9.838.27;

Receipts,

Road fund

Bounty fund

dis-

$8,334.98; dis-

balance,

$5,998.79;

ance, $719.09.
Survey fund
ance, $719.09.

1.

balance,

$7,862.36;

Bonds, 1897

bursements,

;

balance,

balance,

$3,030.28;

Bonds. 1892

bursements,

Receipts,
$14,307.93;

Receipts.

1891

disbursements,

bal-

$36,057.25;

$24,400.83;

$11,656.42.

Court

$31,260.19;

Receipts,

$719.09;

Receipts,

9.

bal-

$719.09; bal-

Receipts, $146.63;

dis-

bursements, $2.50; balance, $144.13.
Special school No. S fund Receipts,
$181.83;
disbursements, $63.38; balance, $118.45.
Special

school

Special

school

No.

29

fund

Re-

51

fund

Re-

ceipts, $16i.36; disbursements, $46.68;
balance, $120.68.
ceipts,

$89.01;
balance, $15.87.

Bridge

fund

disbursements,
$509.67.

No.

disbursements,
Receipts,
$8,259.13;

$73.14;

$7,749.46;

overdraft.

District schools fund Receipts,
disbursements, $31,339.45;
ance, $9,515.92.
Totals Receipts. $191,295.89;
bursements, $149,272.41; balance,

$40,-855.3- 7;

baldis$42,-533.1- 5.

at tea.

clerk.

Minutes of previous meeting read
and approved.
RoGonzalitos, Jose E.
Now comes E. Vigil and presents a
mero.
warranty deed, conveying to the counPrecinct 34 Chilill, Manuel Galle- ty a piece of land 67x40 feet for the
gos.
purpose of opening up a public road in
Precinct 35 Duranes, Jesus Maria Barelas, precinct No. 5, and in payGarcia.
ment thereof the cierk was ordered to
Precinct 37 Bland, J. H. Overhuls. draw a warrant on the treasurer for
Precinct 38 Powers.
the sum of $50.
E. A. MIERA. Chairman.
Adjournment was then taken until
Attest: J. A. SUMMERS.
March 18. 1902.
County Clerk.
Approved.
E. A. MIERA Chairman.
Adjourned Regular Session of County Attest: J. A. SUMMERS,
County Clerk.
Commissioners.
Albuquerque, N. M.. Jan. 8, 1902.
Adjourned Regular Session.
The board met pursuant to adjournAlbuquerque. N. M.. March 18. 1902.
ment.
Present: Hon. E. A. Mlera, chairThe board met pursuant to adjourn
man; Jose L. Miller and Adoiph ment.
Harscii, members, and J. A. Summers,
Present: Hon. E. A. Miera, chair
man; Jose - Miller and Adoiph
clerk.
Minutes of previous meeting read Harsch. members and J. A. Summers,
clerk.
and approved.
Minutes of previous meeting read
In the matter of the petition for the
opening of a road In Barelas In pre- and approved.
The board appointed Emilio de la
cinct No. 5, the board appointed Atan-acii- )
llarela, Robert Miller and J. Fe- O constable for precinct No. 17, Pena
lipe Hubbell commissioners to view, Blanca.
The following accounts in favor of
examine and report as to the value of
the ground required for a public road the 6herlff were approved and the clerk
was ordered to draw a warrant on the
furty feet wide.
In the matter oi ti.e complaint of treasurer in payment of same.
T. S. iiubbel, for feeding prisoners
Mrs. Alexander Jordan, setting forth
that Mrs. Ella L. Lockhart has fenc-ei- i for moniu of July, 1902. $555.
T. S. Hubbell, preliminaries, justice
in eight feet of a public road
in precinct numbered 35, thereby of the peace courts, for month of Febshutting her off entirely from ingress ruary. 1902, $164.
Now conies Charles K. Newhall, tne
or gress to and from her premises,
the aid road running east and west treasurer and collector for the county
treasurer of
fioin Fourth street to the government of Bernalillo and
Indian school, and asks the board to the school funds thereof, and In acthe road supervisor of Faid cordance with the statute, presents unpivinct to remove the obstruction, to the board his annual report of the
nnil therupon Mrs. Lockhart stated to receipts ad disbursements as such, and
the board that said road is a private therewith files with the board vouchroinl through her property and not a ers, warrants, Interest coupons and
public one.
other duly approved evidences of disThe board desiring further evidence bursements.
on the matter adjourned the case until
And whereas the board has compared the evidences of payments with the
tomorrow.
The commissioners appointed to
orders thereof and has carefully checka certain piece of land In Bare- ed each item with the book of said
las. precinct No. 5. for the purpose of treasurer against those of the clerk of
opi ning up a public highway, make this beard, and have found the satue to
be true and correct.
the following report:
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan 8. 1902.
The treasurer also presents $78,000
To the Board of County Commission- 7 per cent court house bonds issued in
1S85 and
for a like amount
ers of Bernalillo county. N. M.
Ii. ar Sirs; The undersigned board of 5 per cent" refunding bonds, that tne
of appraisers appointed by your honor- vald Newhall has correctly and propable board to amuaise a certain niece erly issued said refsnding bonds in exof land situated in Los Barelas, pre- - change for the old indebtedness.
in.-tn- ut

'!!

$14.70.

Guadalupe,

Febraary

Therefore be It. resolved by the
board of county commissioners of the
county of Beriiklillo, that the annual
report of the said Newhall, as treasurer, and
collector and treas-ute- r
of the school funds, be and the
same is hereby approved and found
to be n correct and complete statement
of all the monies received and disbursed by h!m as such, covering the period.
January 1. 1901. to December 1, 1901.
and that the said report together with
this resolution be spread upon the
Journal of commissioners' proceedings.
To the Board of County Commission
ers. Bernalillo county.
Gentlemen: Here below please find
statement of the receipts and dis
bursements of the office of the treasurer and
collector, for the year
ending December 81, 1901:
General county fund Receipts, $34.- -

justice of the
Maximo. Martinez,
Overdraft $509.67,
peace for precinct No. 33, tendered his
Net balance, $42,023.48.
resignation, and by authority of the
E. A. MIERA Chairman.
chairman of the board of county com- Attest: J. A. SUMMERS,
County Clerk.
missioners a commission was issued
to Jose E. Romero to fill the vacancy,
and also to David Lobato as constable
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.
for said precinct 33.
Approved.
Miss Shimer Accepts Position Alfredo
E. A. MIEhi Chairman.
Sanchez Goes to Walla Walla.
Attest: J. A. SUMMERS,
I. B. is giving loving cups to his lady
County Clerk.
admirers.
Miss Myrta Comfort was Miss PhylAdjourned Regular 8ession.
lis Deenier's guest for the field day
holiday.
Albuquerque, N. M., March 17, 1902.
College girls are discussing Dr.
The board met pursuant to call of
other brother. Comment is
the chairman.
Present: Hon. E. A. Mlera, calr-ma- very favorable.
Professor and Mrs. Lester entertain
Jose L. Miller and Adoiph
Harsch, members and J. A. Summers, ed Rev. Mr. McConnell and Miss Baker

I-

S. Benjamin & Co.. clothing furnished women prisoners at county jail
$16.35.
J. H. Drury,
J66.50.

Wallace, Jose E. Monto.

e

Modesto C. Ortiz, interpreter, J. P.

bonds.

This report we pubmlt to you unanimously.
J. FELIPE HUBBELL.
ATANACIO BARELA.
ROBERT MILLER.
Board of Appraiser.
The beard agreed to pay one-hal- f
of
said amount, or fifty dollars, cf the
above amount, the other halt to be
paid by the parties Interested In the
opening of the road. Vigil to convey to
the county by warranty deed, the said
land.
The following accounts In favor of J
M. Sandoval for commissions a assessor, were approved:
County and schools, $C16.8H.
City of Albuquerque. $48.03.
School purposes. $52.44.
Territorial. $132.'2.
Adjourned
until tomorrow at 10
o'clock a. m.
E. A. MIEKA Chairman.
I
AtttBt: J. A. SUMMER?.
County Clerk.

.

8eferino Crollott. interpreter to' Precint 20
loard and holding inquest, body J. Atenacio.
Precinct 21
Bush. $9.50.
Mariano Armijo y Otero, 150 copies minguez.
EngPrecinct 22
of new road laws, Spanish and
Precinct 23
lish. $10.
Whitney company, base burner stove
Precinct 24
and stove board. $54.
ya.
Alejandro Sandoval, assessor,
stamps and rubber stamps for
Precinct 25
stamping role, $10.50.
Salas.
Roman Baca, care taken of and rePrecinct 26
vens.
pairs of Pena Blanca bridge, $18.
J. M. Sandoval, laltor and material
Precinct 28
recovering Carales bridge, $729.
jo.
Bandera American Pub. Co., mara
Precinct 31
riage certificates, contracts, appeal Sandoval.
bonds, etc.. $2f 25.
Precinct 32
Hermanjeldo Chavez, road super- tierrez.
Precinct 33
visor, precinct 16, account $50, paid
one-hal- f

-

VlKll.

i"

,

one-hal-

post-offic-

cinet No. 5. and belonging to E. Vigil,
and recorded on the 4th day of May,
l'.ioo. in book 32 of records of deeds
and conveyances, page 639. of the record of Bernalillo county. New Mexico,
of said property In the um of $100,
which amount shall be paid to said E-

,

1901. $160.

$13o.

NUMBER 142

ment.
Present Hon E. A. Mlera, chairman; Jose L. Miller and Adoiph Harsh,
commissioners; J. A. Summers, clerk.
Minutes of previous meeting read
and approved.
Be it resolved by the board of county
commissioners of Bernalillo county,
that la compliance with chapter 40.
section 2, of the laws of 1901. the
board nereby appoints the following
Adjourned Regular Session.
named persona as road supervisors,
Albuquerque, N. M.. Jan. 9. 1903.
for the several precincts of this county for the year 1902:
The board met pursuant to adjournPrecinct 1 Bernalillo, J. A. Mon ment.
toya.
Present: Hon. E A. Mlsra, chairPrecinct 2 Los Carroles, Ceclllo man; Jose L. Miller and Adoiph
Harsch, members and J. A. Summers-clerk- .
Sandoval.
Precinct 3 Alameda, Melqulades
Minutes of previous meeting read
Martin.
Precinct 4 Ranchos de Albuquer and approved.
que, NIcanor Martinez.
In the matter cf the petition of Mrs.
Precinct 5 Barelas, Picando Armijo. Alexander Jordan asking the board to
Precinct 6 Las Padillas, Venceslas cause to be removed an obstruction
placed on a road running through the
Sanches.
Precinct 7 San Antonio, Jose L. property of Mrs. Ellen Lockhart. In
precinct No. 35.
Gonzales.
The board after fully considering the
Precinct 8 Los Grlegos, Gregorio
testimony offered as to whether said
Garcia.
Precinct 9 Ranchos de Axtrlsco, road la a public or private one declared the road to be a private one, and
Salvado Armijo.
Precinct 10 Chillt Miramon Lu the petition was therupon dismissed.
The board, however, seeing the neccero.
Precinct 11 Rajarlto, Jose Chavez essity of opening up the said road
y Chavez.
for the use of the public, the following
J. F. named persons were appointed to view
Precinct 12 Albuquerque,
and appralBe the land, viz., Edward
Sulzer
Precinct 13 Oi. Albuquerque, Se Steiner, Thomas Werner and Albert
Blake, and to file with the clerk of this
ferino Crollott.
Precinct 14 San Ignacio, Pedro board a sealed report, which report
shall remain unopened until the next
Aranda.
Prectnr t 15 Casa Salazar, Aus- - meeting of the board.
Adjourned to meet at the call of the
taclo Sit ndoval.
Prefe&e t 16
Las. riacltas. ... H. halrman,,.,
:, ...
.'

E. A. Mlera, commissioner, salary as
county commissioner and mileage,
quarter ending December 31, 1901,

Ralph Halloran. lefund of money
I1S.75.
paid in error. Insurance license, $lo.
Vicente Guiteriez. load supervisor,
O. W. Strong, lied springs and mat,
precinct 32. account $1'), paid
tresses. $15.
$2'..
O. W. Strong & Sons, burial of R.
Maximo Martin, road supervisor, pre Tagua, A. Savara and Jos. Bush, $15.
one-half-

If. Uuppe, $U'S.58.
O. W. Strong & Sons. $2M.4o.

W. Y. Walton, pair of crutches for
$25.
cinct S3, account $50, paid
Jose H. Montoya, road supervisor, Claude Doane, $3.5o.
precinct 1. account $41.80, paid oneJ. H. O'Rielly & Co.. supplies of medhalf, $':..9.
icine for prisoners county jail, $55.20.
T. S. Hubbell, sheriff, board of pris- Albert Fill er, rug. lincleum and binding. $10.01.
oncis. month October. 1901, So 7.50.
A. U. McGaffey & Co.. dusters,
T. S. Hubbell, sheriff, board of pris
oners, month November. 1901, $542.50.
and brooms. $33.20.
F. A. Hiiblieil, ra'.ary as school suT. 8. Hubbell, Eheriff. board of pris
oners, month December, 1901. $526.50. perintendent, quarter ending Decern
T. S. Hubbell, sheriff, preliminaries. ber 31. 19"1, $375.
Frank A. Hubbell. visiting schools.
month October, 1901. $135.
T. S. Hubbell, sheriff, preliminaries, $675.
Emillo Valles, bounty on wild anl
month Novemler, 1901. $5.
T. S. Hubbell. sheriff, preliminaries. mals, $60. ,
E. A. MIERA. Chairman.
month December, 1901, $93.75.
T. S. Hubbell, sheriff, paid jailer and Attest: J. A. SUMMERS,
' County Clerk.
assistant, quarter ending December 31,
one-hal- f
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Those who knew Mrs. Smith, a student here last year, will be pleased to
hear that her health is improving.
On Wednesday Mr. Center visited
the college for the purpose of getting
views of the different departments for
the next catalogue.
Dr. A. C. True, director of the United
States experiment station, Washington, D. C, spent Wednesday here, looking over the work and expenditures of
this station. Dr. True came to this
place trom Oklahoma, and has gone on
to Arizona.
Miss Elizabeth E. Shimer, principal
of the Fourth ward school of Albuquerque, has accepted a position in the
preparatory department of this college.
Miss Shimer has proved herself a capable and efficient teacher, and a warm
welcome awaits her appearance among
us.
Mrs. Coats' horse ran away one day
last week. Three of the college boys
were driving him along the college
road when he became frightened and
ran away in the most approved style.
One of the young men was thrown out
and injured slightly, and the shafts of
the buggy were broken. The animal Is
the large black horse which Dr. Sanders formerly owned.
Alfredo Sanchez has received a government appointment, and will leave
here for Walla Walla. Ore., immediately after commencement. He will
travel six months of the year, and the
other six months will be spent In
Washington. There Is not one of ua
who does not rejoice In Mr. Sanchez's
good fortune. In the meantime. Professor Tinsley Is looking tor some one
to take bis place In the experiment
station work. Correspondent in Las
Unices Progress.
On the first of April the railroads
commenced weighing mails and it was
to be kept up for thirty clays in order
to arrange the rate fcr paying railroads for hauling government mail.
When the month was up the mail wss
ordered to be weighed until the lath,
prcbaidy owing to the fact that the
government thought the mails imd
been stuffed during the fiift thirty
days. The mail weighers at the Galveston &. Houston depot iu El Paso
think the weijhlng will be kept u;i

until June.

If the statehood bill is pushed as it
should be by the frb'iiJs of the measure, it will pass the senate with little
opposition.
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win II. Smith, of Philadelphia, and the
Girard Trust company, of Philadelphia,
for the following rolling stock for the
new Choctaw System:
1.200 cars of
60.000 pounds capacity; 3oo stock cars
of 60,(oo pounds; 100 flat cars of sn.ooo
pounds; '6oo coal cars of jio.oon
pounds; 6 first class and 5 second
class passenger coaches; 5 chair cars
and CO locomotive engines. These are
specimen find measured four feet four for the Outhrit-Halleyvillline. 143
Inches from tip to tip.
miles long, the main line of the new
The suit of I)r. Grace vs. Mrs. H. M. system.
Reed was heard ct I'ena Blanca and
Reveals a Great Secret
resulted in a verdict for plaintiff. The
case of B. H. Shaw vs. Mrs. Reed was
It is often asked how such startling
In favor of plaintiff.
cures, that puzzle the best physicians,
William Rogers returned from Santa are effected by Dr, King's New DisFe. accompanied by his daughter. Miss covery for Consumption.. Here's the
Ora, who has been attending the mis- secret. It cuts out the phlegm and
sion school In territorial capital for the
mucus, and lets the
past several months.
oxygen enrich and vitalize the
blood, it heals the inflamed, cough-worA Revelation.
throat and lungs.
Hard colds
If you will make inquiry it will be a and stubborn coughs soon yield to Dr.
revelation to you how many succumo King s New Discovery, the most infalto ktdney or bladder troubles in one lible remedy for all throat and lung
form or another. If the patient is not diseases. Guaranteed bottles 60c and
beyond medicad aid, Foley's Kidney $l.oo. Trial bottles free at all drugCure will cure, ll never disappoints. gists.
Alvarado Pharmacy. .
o

Notes
Gallup, Cerrillos NeWsy
From
and Bland
Exchanges
GALLUP.

e

From the Republican.
The now well at the round house
has been completed; It la 430 feet
deep.

Assessor Canatan Is making a trip
through the eastern part of the county
on business.
Mrs. W. H. Wolff, who has been
in California for the past two
months. Is expected home next week.
Misses Clayton and Murphy are not
applicants for positions as teachers In
the public schools here next year.
On the 28th Inst... Referee Sabin
heard the evidence in the divorce suit
of Mrs. Luella Miner vs. L. H. Miner.
Mr. Granger, a brother of the gentleman who was here last summer and
who Is Interested In oil lands hero, is

vis-Itln- g

Spending a few days in Gallup.
Mrs. C. V. Imrson, wife of local master mechanic of the Colorado Fuel &
Iron company, recently arrived from

germ-infecte-

t

8ot

"AFFIDAVIT"

life-givin- g

d

n

ST. LOUIS WORLD'S

S IV! OKIE

e-s-

S
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GOOD WORK FOR KENDRICK.

FAIR.

Minneapolis Paper Speaks of Former
Northern Pacific Man.
Chiefs of Departments Report on New
There is so much being said now
Mexico Exhibit.
Two new base ball teams have been
Two representatives of the St. Louis about the radical changes on the Santa
organized, one at Gibson and the other
Fair have Just returned to Fe, due to Third Vice President Hen-drlcat Weaver. Tom McAllister is mana- World's
that city from a trip of 7,000 miles,
that the following Item from the
ger of the Gibson team.
Minneapolis, Minn , Times is interestMrs. Whitsen. of the Whltson Music visiting eighf states, sixteen important
company, Albuquerque, Is In town'and cities, and conferred with seven gov- ing:
ernors, Frederic W. Taylor, chief of
"Under the general management of
Is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. T, C.
the department of agriculture, acting J. W. Kendrick, formerly of the NorthD. C. Russell, of the firm of Rupsc 11 chief o: the department of horticul- ern Pacific, increase in traffic, Increment In earnings and decrease In ex& Elsie, has purchased property nt ture, and Charles M. Reeves, secrelegislation, penses of the Atchison, Topeka & San
Point Richmond. Cal., and it is said tary of i he comr.iitteo on news
of the ta Fe railway have been marked and
the firm will move their Etoek ot goods and give most encouraging
ncivc Interest In the exposition to be gratifying to the stockholders. There
to that place slioitly.
Mis. M. E. White, wife of loarph found throughout those parts of the Is notnlng surprising in this to those
who know Mr. Kendrick, his methods,
White, the Indian trader at Onega, west over which they traveled.
"We stopped first at Albuquerque, N. his experience, his capacities, his keen
died on the 24th u!t. after an Illness tf
The funeral took M., said Mr. 'laylor, "where we met intelligence as an executive."
several moruus.
Governor Miguel Otero and held a
place at the home on Sunday last.
Stand Like a Stone Wall
A sister of Mrs. John Rains arrived meeting with the New Mexico commisbetween your children and the tortures
here from her home In Arkansas. Mr. sion, who are alive to the importance
and burning eczema, scald-heaJones, a friend of the family, also ar- of the exposition. Let me say here of itching
or
other
skin diseases. How?
we
found
throughout
trip
our
that
that
mornplace
same
from
this
the
rived
the exposition was regarded strictly why, by using Bucklen's Arnica Salve,
ing.
A picked nine of Gallup ball players from a business standpoint. While the earth's greatest healer. Quickest cure
for ulcers, fever sores, salt rheum,
went to Fort Wingate last Sunday and people of .the west have an abundance
and civic pride cuts, burns and bruises. Infallible for
made a score of 6 to Wingate's 1. of natrlotlc sentimentgreat
educational piles. 25c at all druggists.
Some of the boys tried to explain on and believe in the
value of the exposition, they look upon
their return how it happened, but they the
iteming has Increased 60 per cent in
opportunity which tne world's fair
didn't seem to make- anybody underpopulation
in four years.
a
as
offer
business
will
Louis
at
St.
stand. They were treated In fine style proposition
of very great Importance
by the soldier boys.
ASK
MIes Emma J. Campbell left here to them and purpose to make the fullconference with the
for the coast. She will 6top off at Los est of It. Ourproved
satisfacour
to
commissioners
Angeles and take in the sights at ftie
floral carnival and then go by boat to tion that New Mexico would make a
for
strong showing of her mining interher home in San Francisco.
10 CENT
George Sampson has purchased the ests, her agricultural and horticul
Weidemeyer place at Cienega an has tural resources and a considerable dis
TRIAL SIZE.
opened a general store, including play of her forestry products. The
orwell
are
liquors.
In addition to the Indian plans of the commission
and we have reason to look Ely's Cream Balm
traae at that place, J. H. Owen, the ganized,
contractor, has about fifty men em- for a splendid representation.
Ghrw Pellet at ones.
ployed on the Catholic school buildcleanses, soothe and
It
Dangerous If Neglected.
heals the diseased memings. The men are paid
St"rx
brane.
It cures Catarrh
Burns, cuts and other wounds often nil H rl.na
in cash, and the Job will last six or
vw .
JAY FEVER
1
eight months. Ed. Dugan has charge fall to heal properly if neglected and in thjl HmA
la absorbed.
Urals and Protects the Membrane.
become troublesome sores. DeWltt's Kcstores
of Sampson's Rock Spring store.
the Senses of Taste and HmelU Full size
WTitch Hazel Salve prevents such conTrial Sire inc.: at DrtiKKteta or by mail.
60c:
Bad blood and indigestion are deadly sequences. Even where delay has ag
JLT UKOTHEH8, M Warren Street, Jew York.
enemies to good health. Burdock Blood gravated the injury DeWltt s witcn
a
had
cure.
a
"I
Hazel Salve effects
Bitters destroys them.
o
running sore on my leg thirty years."
Ind.
Yankeetown,
says H. C. Tartly,
CERRILLOS.

The best 2 for 25 cents cigar
in the market.
All the leading saloons in the
city are handling them.

Le-Sho-

of
SMOKERS' ARTICLES

A Most Complete Line

d

Druggist 5ATABBH

semi-monthl-

Solicit outside orders and give prompt attention

t t

t t

Westerfeld & Bro.
MAKERS.
207 West Railroad Avenue.
H.

Of

y

m

After using many remedies, 1 tried ue
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. A few boxes
Fri- healed the sOre." Cures all skin dis
day.
eases. Piles yield to it at once. BeProfessor Giltner returned from his ware of counterfeits. J. H. O'Rielly &
mlr.es in the Sandias.
Co.; B. H. Brlggs & Co.
Tom Hull, of Las Vegas, was a busiCerrillos.
ness visitor in
A CROOKED PREACHER.
W. P. Gould, of Pecos, transacted
business in Cerrillos.
Lordsburg Ministers Found Out His
It. B. Thomas left for a ten days'
Record Just In Time.
business trip to Chicago.
Rev. Bruce Goddard, who has been
Mrs. W. H. Kennedy went to Albu- stirring
communities in Arizona,
querque for a several days' visit with dropped up
into Iordsburg the other day
Mrs. W. E. Dame.
that he would like to
Charles Hull and mother and brother and intimated
a revival in Lordsburg and save
started on their overland trip to Kan hold
many of the sinners who needed consas.
While the trustees of the
Joe Sheridan, territorial mine in- version.
church were considering
spector, who had been transacting bus- Methodist
matter a friend handed one of
iness at Madrid, took the train here the
them a copy of the Silver Belt, printed
for the south Saturday evening.
at Globe, Ariz., which devoted a little
Rev. J. H. Messer returned from
to Mr. Goddard, intimating that
where he had been to fill his reg- space
he was a whited sepuicner, ana condol
ular appointment.
local preac her for being
Miss Burta Rogers has taken sp a ing withbythe
a man with such a record.
select school since the public schools caught
claiming the local preacner was
closed, which has an attendance of but to
be hlanied. for Mr. Goddard car
not
about a dozen.
such a front that it would not be
Ed. McNulty, who has been spending ried
he had deceived a
the winter in Arizona, returned last surprising to know
let alone an unsophls-tlcateweek. Mrs. McNulty and the children bank cashier,
preacher of the gospel. The
remained at Gallup for a visit with paper was
handed to Mr. uodiiarci, ana
Gibson.
at
friends there and
w as ask 3d If he was the same man.
he
De
Jones,
Thomas
Messrs. Thomas
reading the Silver Belt. Mr. GodLallo and a number of other small boys After
his application for the
dard
withdrew
band,
and use of
have organized a whistle
and took the next
church
the
evening
will give a band concert each
leaving the lordseast,
for
the
train
through the summer.
burg
to
salvation in some
find
up
were
son
John R. Humphrey and
Lordsburg
Liberal.
manner.
other
They
from the Manzano mountains.
' No Loss of Time.
report the mining camps of that region
booming. Mr. Humphrey says he conI have sold
Chamberlain's Colic,
siders that the richest copper region Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy for
he has seen in the territory.
years,
would rather be out of cofThe picnic season was formally fee andand
sugar
than it. I sold five botopened last Snnday by Messrs. Wells, tles of it yesterday
to threshers
Brown and Ede and their families and could go no farther, and they arethat
at
Henry Wesley, who spent the day out work again this morning. H. R.
at San Marcos pueblo. This pueblo is Phelps, Plymouth, Oklahoma. As will
one of the most interesting spots in be seen by the above the threshers
this region, and an ideal picnic ground, were
able to keep on with their work
and the party reported a very enjoya- without
losing single day's time. You
ble time notwithstanding the wind should keep a abottle of this, remedy in
which was quite strong during the lat- your home. For sale by all druggists.
ter part of the day.
GATES GET MONON.
If you are troubled with Impure
blood. Indicated by sores, pimples,
headache, etc., we would recommend Will Combine It With the Louisville &
Nashville.
Acker's Blood Eilxer, which we sell unA railway system embracing the Chi
der a positive guarantee. It will always cure scrofulous or Byphllltlc poi- cago, Indianapolis & Nashville ( Mori
sons and all blood diseases. 50 cents on and the Louisville & Nashville,
and 1. J. H. O'Kielly & Co. and B. H. will. It is said, soon be in operation beBrlggs & Co.
tween Chicago and New Orleans. It
was learned, according to the Daily
bland!
News, that John W Gates, and those
working with him, have secured conFrom the Herald.
of the Monon. This was done by
trol
gone
to
Santa
J.
has
Barber
Phil
buying $3,000,000 worth of stock in the
Fe.
open
and by the purchase from
David Springer has returned from Gen. market
of $6,000,000 addiSam
Thomas
Santa Fe.
gives
72,
at
stock
the Gates syntional
from
B. F. Bruce returned
Thornton. dicate $9,000,000 of the $15,000,000
capagain
move
was
on
Real estate
the
ital stock of the road.
this week.
Fred Grant was in from his ranch
What Is Foley's Kidney Cure?
Saturday.
Answer:
It is made from a urescrin- George Buck returned from Albutlon of a leadine1. Chicago
. - ,
. i Tihvsiclnn
i j
querque.
and one of the most eminent in the
Joseph Routledse returned from a country.
The ingredients are the pur
trip to Santa Fe and Glorieta.
that money can buy, and are scienWayman Callendar went to Cerrillos est
tifically combined to eet their utmost
and he will visit Santa Fe before re- value. Alvarado
Pharmacy.
turning.
George White, otherwise known as
New Equipment for Choctaw.
"Cockney," has left town, accompanied
The Choctaw Rvstpm re.roriv mir
by his dcg.
chased by the Rock Island, has filed
Wayman Callendar killed a large wun ine secretary or UKianoma a copy
mesa hawk. U wae an unusually fine of a lease between the company, Ed

m

From the Register.
The Cerrillos schools closed last
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RACKS

ARTESIAN COYOTE
MINERAL WATER

TOPHAM'S

EXAS

Is sold at all the principal Hotels, Saloons and Drug Stores.

fl NEW FAST TRAIN
Between 8t. Louia and Kansas City and

OKLAHOMA CITY,

11

WAFER IS
ACKNOWlfO&ED

WICHITA,
DENISON,
SHERMAN,

A

:.

TMtefST

.

h

and principal points In Texas and the Soutb-wKThis train Is new throughout and u
made up of the finest equipment, provided
with electrio lights and all other modi. re
traveling conveniences. It ruua via our now
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FORT WORTH
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klONEV, LIVER
AND STOMACH

TROUBLES.
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Completed

Red River Division.

Every appllanoe known to modern car
building and railroading has been employed
of this service, inoludiUK
in the make-u- p

Cafe Observation Cars.
under the management of
Harvey.
Fred.

Full information ua to rates and all details ot
a trip via this new route will be cheerfully
furnfoheU, upon application, by any representative of the
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AlBUQUEROUt.N.M.

makes a delicious lemonade and blends well with wines and liquors.
We are the first and only shippers of Mineral Waters In car load
lots in the Territory.

(i5

This wonder Mineral Water was dis- -,
covered on the property of T. J. Top-ham
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PRINTING;

in Coyote canyon near Albuquer-

que, and, being analyzed by Prof. John
Weinzirl, of the University of

V.

?;;;

P v.i
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modern type,
Modern Presses,
Modern Ideas,

5:

New-Mexic-

it was found to contain most
wonderful medical properties, taking
first rank with the leading waters of the
world. Can be drank in any quantity
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Superior Havana

Cigar.

the east.
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CAR LOAD LOTS

Warehouse
!

S
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A

SPECIALTY.

North Second Street.

Automatic Telephone 473.

!

1.

116

The water contains the followinfr in- gredients in quantities of J to 45 grains
of each ingredient per United States
gallon. It is blended in God's Natural
Laboratory in such proportions that the
most scientific chemist cannot produce
such a health giving and thirst quench
ing article:
Iron Carbonate, Magnesium Hi Carbonate, Calcium lii Carbonate, Sodium
Sulphate, Sodium Chloride, Selica, Potassium Salts, Calcium Sulphates, Phosphates and free Carbonic Acid Gas in
quantities.

Albuquerque, - New Mexico.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN, SATURDAY, MAY
nuggets. Lewis estimates the four
nuggets worth at least $175.
The news spread and little knots of
men were soon discussing the matter
all over the town, and old residents
told of other rich finds ma le years ago.
It has long been believed that large
of precious metals exist in
to perform no duty nor to protect no deposits
Arriba county, but this Is the
property with the aid of the weapon. Rio
It contains more condensed good sense "land of poco tiempo," and no active
on the subject than I have ever seen In or thorough search has ever been
made.
print.
Plaeldo Mlrales will be fortunate,
"Neglected colds make fat grave indeed. If he succeeds in getting to
yards." lr. Wood's Norway Pine Syrup the scene of his rich discovery unobhelps men and women to a happy, vig- served and nnfollowed. for many eyes
are watching his every movement, and
orous old age.
already there have been mysterious
(linings of adventurous citizens, and
JOHN PLAYER QUITS.

territorial exchanges without proper
credit, was clipped from the Rocky
Mountain News. It is a communication
written l.y George R. Caldwell, and
rftds as follows:
The immediate and crying need of
Cailnliad and vicinity is a creamery
with an investment of from $10,000 to

415,000.

Carlsliad itself affords a market, per
month for 2.000 pounds of butter, with
a tributary creamery radius leaching,
on the one hand, to Pecos and on the
other hand to Roswell, with a dozen or
more intermediate towns the aggregate sale of butter from a Carlsbad
creamery counting at least 6,oii()
pounds per month, with a year around
average of 25 cents per pound.
The dairy ptock of the Carlsliad region includes Jerseys, Durham, Red
Polled and Holstein. with
alfalfa.
Kamr corn, millet, blue grass, timothy,
etc., as feed and milk producing factors.
Almost the entire market radius of a
Carlsbad creamery is traversed by
Pecos Valley railroad lines thus assuring a daily produce distribution.
The attached ice plant would command a large local patronage aside
from its creamery use, while the refuse milk would return high values in
hog fattening.
The Pecos Valley Irrigation company
has about completed its plans for the
construction of a $40 ,000 masonry
aqueduct across the Pecos river, two
miles above the city of Carlsbad. This
aqueduct replacing the present
plank flume will be 535 feet
feet long, sixteen feet wide, eight feet
deep, and thirty-twfeet above the
river bed.
The present flume has an irrigating
capacity of 20 ,000 acres, of which
The
are now under cultivation.
new aqueduct will add 15,000 acres to
the Irrigation area of the company, or.
In other words, on the completion of
the aqueduct, the Pecos Valley Irrigation company will have .all told, on the
market 25,000 acres of new land with
perpetual water rights attached the
aqueduct itself being probably completed this year.
The Pecos Valley Irrigation company
has also in active contemplation the
early creation at an expenditure of
of an immense system of
$1.000.000
tributary storage reservoirs whose reserve waters will swell the irrigated
area of the company to 100.000 acres.
Tne Carlsliad peach shipment this
season will run from twelve to fifteen
car loads, or from 25 to 30 per cent in
excess of any crop heretofore marketed from the region. The Superb, the
Elberta and the Alexander, all famous
table peaches, will, respectively, be
heavily represented In this Beason's
Carlsbad orchard yield.
The Carlsbad experiment of last year
in the cultivation of irrigated cotton
waa a. nronounced success, the yield
averaging fully one bale per acre. Arrangements with Texan capitalists are
now in progress for the pledging next
year of 800 acres for otton croppage
the Texas moneyed men engaging, on
gin
their part, to put in a local cotton
attachwith exhaustive
ments. The illustrated article appearing last year in the Rocky mountain
News on Carlsbad and Pecos valley irrigated cotton culture attracted wide
outside attention, as well as motfav-orabllocal comment.
It is estimated that the cattle shipments this year from Carlsbad and immediately tributary Pecos Valley railroad points, will reach 30,000 head, the3
cattle themselves comprising 1. 2. an
feeding steers, with'
and
actual net money value of $750,000. ear
t otn rievelonments indicate the
ly materialization of the $250,000 sanion Hagerman
tarium to be erected Carlsbad,
by a
heights, overlooking
local and Chicago syndicate.
residence
La Huerta, the haut-torapidly
suburb of Carlsbad. Is beingby eastern
covered with elegant homes
moneyed people seeking the
Carlsbad and Pecos valley
climate.
ffhe first of the annual four alfaira
cuttings of the Pecos valley Is now in
progress this Initial alfalfa .growth
measuring from thirty to thirty-fivinches.
A notable peculiarity of the Carlsbad
region is the native mesquite growing
area and its agricultural area and
adaptability. The mesquite has a heavy
bushy growth and its wide spread and
lightly buried roots furnish fine fuel
for both kitchen and heating purposes.
to $10
These roots command from $2 town
per wagon load delivered in
the
this fuel sale always paying for freexpense of clearing the land and
quently amounting, in actual cash, to
the agricultural market value of the
land itself.
The ornamental trees of the region
Include the catalpa. the North Carolina
poplar, the silver leaf, the locust, and
the yucca palm, or gigantic Spantsh
dagger.
The chrysanthemum is as ordinary
as ornate; bush and dimming roses are
floral
other
while
everywhere;
growths are as bewildering in enumeration as they are beautiful in blossom.
o
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GEORGE R. CALDWELU

Like a Drowning Man.
"Five years ago a disease the doc
hold of
tors called dyspepsia took such
me that I could scarcely go," writes
Ueorge S. Marsh, well known attorney
of Nocona, Texas. "I took quantities
but
of pepsin and other medicines
nothing helped me. As a drowning
man grabs at a straw I grabbed at
Kodol. I felt an improvement at once
am sound and
and after a few bottles
well " Kodol is the only preparation
which exactly reproduces the natural
is
digestive juices and consequently
digests any good
the onlv one which
food and cures any. form of stomach
trouble. J. H. ORielly & Co.; U. H.
-

Briggs

& Co.

o

It was a Good Article.
the
The Citizen reproduced from Craw-ford's
Capt. Jack
San Marcial
article on pistol carrying In the

N,

territory. Last Saturday this office
a Utter from E. A. Clemens, of
Magdalena. asking for extra copies.
Mr. Clemens says:
"If you have extra copies left please
send me 6ix of issue of Monday, April
28. containing Capt. Jack Crawford's
denunciation of the carrying of
by the irresponsible, who aim
d

He Will

Permanently

Abandon
Railroad Work.

place wnlch he held bo long. His services were so much appreciated that
when he apprised President Ripley last
November of his intention to quit, Mr.
Ripley reached for a pen and pad and
with his own hand wrote the circular
announcing the retention of Mr. Player
in an advisory capacity, and the appointment of George R. Henderson to
succeed him as superintendent of machinery. The title was a little later
changed to superintendent of motive
power.
Don't

Don't Start Wrong.

stort the summer with a

Why

lin-

west.

11

rill not all men Insist tipon havins It. when

ci.-- niivo uy
years dying slow deaths from bowel disease.
u

"Aftrtidcln

lapc-worrn-

Crrt.
uflpctd

two
Oier eama on tha
Trry
Visitor In the ahan of a
right-o- n
feM lng at Inast. whtrh I
ur caused lujr bail hralth for three rparn."
-t- iro. W. Bow let, Balrd, Mill.
'After taktnr Oaiparetn I hare had a natural
rwnef without taking nieiltclne of any port dnrlng
ha past two weeka. Tbia had not occurred for
la jaars."
Chai. K. Pannjr, Ml Tatel At., Brooklyn.
'To threw yaara I hara been afflicted with
Stahasaa. Slnre nultic Caaeareti F bar fen ad
relief and feel that 1 Boat (and you my
Paraonal recommendation."
-- O. H. Lyman. ttu Will At., Buffalo, N. T.
arena

tp-wor-

s,

i

n,i
M tn
uers wander hopelessly 'or

It U

T?
lnt CWareta for atxmae.
trouble
all yrara stati.1n. I am enred
and
recommend them to all
who nued a rnn-lT.Key. K. U. Chaniller.Tllill I'.'o.. Mo.
"Caaearete rnred me of tlie
with whlrh 1
had long suffered."
J. I Wo!leon. Terry. Olilnhoma.
"I used
for insomnia
I
hara been atlllrt' d for twrty vn-- . .HhTh-- whlrh
r
me Immediate relief." Tbo. rtlllard, K.lln. III.
"Caarareta are the only remedy I h- -j erer
eed that can
a line. ear
the
bowela
without Impairing the inoveotni
(unctiunt o'
of the
-fcnmeitti '
Chat. S. Campbell. Sunbury, PennfyWanla,

u

pl,

t

Business as well as social life of today is one of strain and effort, and the
struggle for existence In competition makes life a fight day in day out, in which
care of body, nerves, blood is more or less neglected. Men wonder what's
wrong with them. No man oan stand such unnatural condition tirilcwt
ne counteracts them by using Cascnrets- - Candy Cathartic, caustn t
regularity of body in spite of irregularity of habits. A man vho
teels bad should take Cascarets, find out what's wrona knd
be cured.
Brat for the Bowel. All dniirfflete ej e eo
Never

figures of men looming up ghostly in
All the bright moonlight have been observed riding silently and swiftly to the

The Topeka State Journal says that
John Player, who for four months
has been consulting superintendent of
motive power of the Santa Fe, nnd
nearly twelve years previous to that
held the position of superintendent of
machinery of the road, has resigned,
effective June 1, and will move at once
to Franklin, Ta., where he has exten
sive property interests. No mention
has been made regarding a successor,
and as the title which he last held was
only created the first cf the year It is
probable that it will be allowed to
lapse with the termination of Mr. Play
er's services.
Mr. Player ha3 been In poor health a
number cf years and expects ta re
tire from active work. Eighteen months
ago he was taken to California in a
condition that was regarded as serious
but he rallied and about a year ago
returned to Topeka and assumed the
dut'.es of his position as the head of
the Santa Fe mechanical department.
Since then he has been far from a well
man and it was largely on this account
that he was obliged to give up the

1902

The Health of a Manly Man

Town of Carlsbad
The article in regard to Carlsbad and
which hns l.een published In several

1(

Their bulging saddle pockets

and subdued tinkle of metal against
metal are strongly suggester of bard
rations and prospecting tools.

m

Won't Follow Advice After Paying
For It.
In a recent article a prominent physician says: "It is next to impossible
for the physician to get his patients to
carry out any prescribed course of hy
giene or diet to the smallest extent;
he has but one resort left, namely, the
drug treatment." When medicines are
used for chronic constipation, the most
mild and gentle obtainable, such as
Chamberlain's Stomach & Liver Tab
lets, should be employed. Their use Is
not followed by constipation as they
leave the bowels in a natural and
healthy condition. For sale by all druggists.

old in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guar
nteed to cure or your money back. Sample and booklet

ntx. Aoareaa bterimg Kemedy Co., Chicago or N.
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KIRSTER BROS.,

IF YOU HAVERHEUMATISM
You May Be Glad to Know
1,437 Remedies for It Up

There Are
to Date.
The lateBt computation of the num
ber of distinctly rheumatism cures puts
It at 1.437. It is one of the peculiari
ties of rheumatism that the cures prescribed for it are more numerous even
than the varieties of the ailment itself.
A brief enumeration of remedies in
cludes horse chestnuts, wintergreen
tablets, electric rings, bandages
white flannel is considered of no effi
cacy goats' milk, calisaya, horse hair
poultices, raw onions carried in coat
pockets, and Ice cream soda.
These are only a few of the best
known remedies, and io not Include
several which owe their fame to combinations oi sundry ingredients. One
old fashioned cure Is made tp of a
pint of old ale nnd a small measure of
put in a jar or
grated
demijohn and allowed to stand over
night, after which a glass is drunk
each meal.
In favor of many of the established
whimsical rheumatism remedies. It is
to be Eaid that they are usually palatable, can be bought cheaply and are
generally harmless, recalling in this
particular the case of the patient for
whom rock and rye was prescribed and
who declared that it did him great
benefit even with the rock candy left

gering cough or cold. We all know
what a "summer cold" is. It's the hardest kind to cure. Ofteen it "hangs on"
through the entire season. Take It in
hand right now. A few doses of One
Minute Cough Cure will set you right.
Sure cure for coughs, colds, croup,
grip, bronchitis, all throat and lung
Absolutely safe. Acts at
troubles.
once. Children like it. "One Minute
Cough Cure is the best cough medicine
I ever used," says J. H. Bowles, Grove-ton- ,
N. H.
"I never found anything
else that acted bo safely and quickly."
J. H. O'Rielly & Co.; B. H. Briggs & Co. out.
Rheumatism appears In so many
GOLD NUGGETS.
forms, it affects or afflicts so many
persons, it is bo readily connected with
Like Walnuts Exhibited at Tierra weather conditions and the knowledge
of its causes is ro indefinite and on
Amarilla.
A correspondent at Tierra Amarilla, some points so much disputed, that the
to give remedies for rheuwriting to the Denver News under date provocationreadily
understood, though
matism is
of May 6, says:
moderate the gen:
Placido Mirales, a Mexican, set the this fact does not
from
few intimate friends to whom he exhib- eral conviction of acute sufferers
so freeited his treasures wild with excite- rheumatism that the remedies
aggravament, when he carefui.y unrolled many ly offered them constitute an
folds of a big bandanna handkerchief tion of the disease. New York Sun.
and revealed to their astonished gaze
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
four great nuggets of pure gold, which opiates and can safely be given to chilhe claimed to have obtained from the dren. Alvarado Pharmacy.
bed of a small stream, about twenty
miles west of Tierra Amarilla. Being
HUNT FOR GOLD.
pressed for the particulars of his fortunate discovery, Piacido told the fol- Twe Men Get Directions From Convict
lowing story: '
Where to Find Fabulous Riches.
He was on his way from Durango to
Lon Jenkins, of Socorro, an
Espanola to visit his family. He works miner,
and Barney Scertacini, also a
in Durango, where he has been emleft Socorro for
ployed several years, and makes per- mining man, have
southwestern New Mexico to hunt the
iodical vis.t8 by horseback.
Adams diggings. The location
About twenty miles west of this famous bcuanza
was known to but one
place he camped for the night on a of thiswho
was serving a term in the
smail stream running' out of a little man.
penitentiary at Santa r e. The parents
box canyon. The next morning, lead- of this man were
friends of the parents
ing his horses down to water, he ob- of Lon Jenkins, in
the state of Alaba
shining
object
nearly burled ma.
served a
sent the prisoner papers,
In the sands of the creek. Digging books,These
occasionally. In grati
it out he was astonished and delighted tude fordelicacies
a
which he Bent Lon
to find that it was a large nugget of map and lull description of the Adams
pure gold. He looked for more, natur- diggings. Owing to the fact that so
ally, following the stream up into the many had searched for these diggings
little box canyon, which was surround- without finding them, Jenkins thought
ed by high walls" of rock. The little they were legendary, and filed away
stream gushed out of the cliff at the the map. Three years ago ths convict
head of the canyon.
also gave a map to Scertacini. and de
Placido's search was rewarded by scription as well of the diggings, but
finding three more large nuggets of he. too. gave no further thought to the
the precious metal, about the same matter until last week, when he mensite as tne first. All except one are, tioned accidentally to Jenkins about
apparently solid, pure gold, each this map. The two men compared
weighing over two ounces. In one of tnelr maps and descriptions, and found
the nuggets a small piece of white they tallied exactly, and they at once
quartz is embedded.'
fitted out an expedition to find the digThe lucky Mexican refused to give gings, and set out with it from Soany directions so that the place could corro.
be found by others, saying he had
staked several claims and was going
Traveling is Dangerous.
back there as soon as he could go to
motion jars the kidneys
Constant
Espanola and return. He was very which are kept in place in the lody
reticent about the matter, exhibiting by delicate attachments. This Is the
the nuggets at first only to Manager reason that travelers, tiainmen, street
Lewis of niirns" store, an acquaintance
men, teamsteis and all who drive
of many years, whom he took to the car
very much suffer from kidney disease
rear of the store and with an air of in some
Foley's Kidney Cure
grat mystery carefully unrolled his strengthensfoim.
kidneys and cures all
the
handkerchief and turned out the big forms of kiiney and bladler disease.
George H. Hausan, locomotive engineer, Lima, Ohio, writes: ' Constant vi
bration of the engine caused me a great
deal of trouble with my kidneys, and
CONSUMPTION.
got no relief until I used Foley's Kidney Cure." Alvarado Pharmacy,
o
When Scott's Emulsion
A Pythian Pilgrimage.
makes the consumptive cain One of the big movements of history
that of the Knights of Pythias
flesh it is curing his consump will be United
of the
States in August next,
tion.
when from all directions they will advance on San Francisco and Califor
Exactly what goes on inside nia. The national convention of the
which is held every two years,
to make the consumptive gain order,
will take place in San Francisco, Augweight when taking Scott's ust 10 to 2j, and great times are promised all the Knights and their ladies
Emulsion is still a mystery.
who get there at that time. Not only
members of the order in California,
Scott's Emulsion does some the
but the state and city .officials are up
thing to the lungs too that re- and
doing, and their greeting to the
duces the cough. More weight visitors will be extended with a hosthat will make everyone glad
and less cough always mean pitality
he is a pilgrim. All sorts of side trips
planned, incidentally. Including
that consumption is losing its are
sights of the orange groves and the
mliuence over the system.
olive and prune and almond orchards
the great Pacitc state, and glimpses
Scott's Emulsion is a relia of
of Lake Tahoe, one of the highest
up in the
uiv. HVIJJ.
Scud for Fre. Sample. lakes in the world, way
Sierra; of
Vosemlte;
of
SCOTT 4: EOWNE. Cbtmiau, 409 Pearl St.. X. V
Hotel del Monte; of the Lick Obser- horse-radis-

Manufacturers and Wholesalers of

Fine Havana and

Domestic Cigars

h

be-tor- e

coocococcocoococo

Some of the Famous Brands:
Commercial Club;

Britannica;

Havana Buds;

Kirster's Half Shell.

:xxdcoocxxxxxxxxxxx

KIRSTER BROS.
FACTORY.

old-tim- e

505 S. Second St.,

i

Albuquerque,

N. M.

ICS JXXrCrOOOOOeOMX

vatory, and hundreds of other spots
worth seeing and knowing about. Just
now the nation witu its oriental responsibilities is facing west, and the
Pythians are wise to go as far as they
can. and see and learn about the state
that forms the nation's western front.
The lailroads will make especially
leaonable rates for the Assembly,
anil already prospective excursionists
from this locality are making their
railroad arrangements.

j

KANSAS CITY
TO CHICAGO
The Burlington offers the best of service.
Leaves Kansas City 6:20 p. m.
Arrives Peoria 6:55 a. m.
Arrives Chicago 8:12 a. m.
Dining car, standard sleepers, free reclining chair cars, and best of all a handsome library car with observation

Quick Sale Fruit Store.

Big red apples, $1.30 to $2.25 per
box; bananas, 35 cents; nuts and candles. 109 West Railroad avenue.

Railroad Time Tables

!

CURING

i

1

far-fame-

Ben Franklin;

iliiiiintjnjil

(In Effect November 3, 1901.)
i

AHRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1. California Express. .. .10:10 p.m.
No. 7. Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:40 p.m.

j

to

Ticket Office 1039 17th St.
G. W. VAllERY, General Agent,

1

DENVER.
m

.California Limited ...11:00a.m.

No.

LEAVE GOING NORTH.

No. C.Atlantic
No. I.Chicago
No. S, Chicago
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Express
Limited
Express

8:30a.m.
11:55p.m.

7:10
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
H:'. Atlantic Express .... 7:10
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
I'l, Mexico Express
11:45
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
2. Atlantic Express
8:05
i, Chicago Limited
11:45
S, Chicago Express
6:45
LEAVE GOING WEST.
1. California Express. . . .11:30

a.m.

FOREST RESERVE LANDS

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

p.m.
No.
No. S.California Limited ...llrtOa.m.
No. 7. Mex. & Cal. Express. .11:20 p.m.

trains daily.
will carry mail from the east
and No. 2 from the west.
A

COCOJCOCOCOOCXXXX

p.m.

11

N o. 7

F. L. MYERS. Agent.

FflR

25.00 acres of Forest Reserve Land in
onuts Jieu
of which any surveyed public lands

in Southern California, Arizona or New Mexico may be
selected. Will sell as a whole at a very low price.

FA

HVnP
I VJVy
II

COCXXXXXXXXDOCxOCXDCXXX

415 Montgomery

Street,

San Francisco, California.
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cities, and pradua'ly to organize
branches in other principal cities.
There will seek to le done not only
work similar to that done by the women and ly the children in tne Sunday
schools, hut also a work of leadership
In mission methods which there is a
very general feeling the Episcopal
rhurch needs. Incidentally, the task
of home missions in the middle states

of Ohio. Indiana. Illinois, Michigan.
Missouri and Kentucky will he taken
up, possibly hy tin? education of men to
the law, to medicine, and to trades,

sending them out As missionaries and1
supporting them Only until they can,
with piofession or trade support themselves
Cccth Ccmitig mis Fall.
General William Booth is con. ins to
America thl3 fall, co it is a .7 tiki announced, it will he tememleied that
he projected a tour Ir.st year, hut on
the eve of sailing was prevented in ti'.t,
ambition by certain developments iu
army work in London. It was given
out that the illness of Mrs. Booth-Tucke- r
deterred the general from making the trip, but nobody took that explanation seriously.
Really, there
vere grave dissensions In the army In
England, and they have not yet been
wholly healed. This time, however, it
is aaid the American trip will certainly
le made, beginning in September and
halls in all principal cities to San
Francisco are being engaged. At the
end of May there is to be held in
the anniversary congress to last
seven days, and to bring together Otto
officers, and all American staff council.
At this council the itinerary of General
Booth will be fixed. Mrs. Booth-Tucke- r
urines over news that General Booth
is aging rapidly, his hair In lug now
snow white. He is. Ehe says, in excellent health, and looks forward to the
inauguration of new plans and new
life Into the army in this country this
New-Yor-

autumn.

Lutheran Seminaries.
The Lutheran theological seminary
at Chicago closed a very successful
year last Wednesday evening, when
commencement exercises were held in
Holy Trinity church. The address to
the graduates was delivered by Rev.

Alfred Ramsey, of Minneapolis, who is
the clerical brother of the family of
railroaders of that name. Of the four-teegraduates it is suggestive of the
influence of this seminary to know
that they represent ten states and five
nationalities, and no fewer than eleven
synods from the various general ltodles
All of the
of the Lutheran church.
graduates have charges or have received calls, and every undergraduate
connected with the seminary has ministerial and missionary work for the
summer vacation. An effort is to lie
made to remove the debt which hampers the work of this seminary. U is
tinderatood that an anonymous friend
will contribute a large sum upon condition that the directors and alumni
raise a like amount. The professors
and financial agent are to take up this
work this summer. President Weldner.
Professor Frederick and several graduates resident 011 the Pacific coast will
found a Lutheran summer school of
theology at Berkeley, Cal.. hi July. It
will he affiliated with the Chicago seminary, and is a decided step forward
lor Lutheranism of the coast.
n

Congregational Missions.
At the annual meeting of the Congregational Home Missionary society,
to he held at Syracuse from June 3 to
5. it is expected that the differences
between the central society and the
thirteen state auxiliaries will be definitely settled. According to officials of
the home society, an adjustment of the
differences is likely to lie made in a
manner that will be satisfactory to
that body, in that it will leave to the
society much of the executive power it
formerly held ami which was taken
from it by the agreement of last spring.
Officials of the bociety are hopeful be
cause of its excellent financial condition. The fiscal year has been closed
without deficit and the debt of the society, which amounted to more than
C3,0tio at the time of the last annual
meeting, has been so reduced during
the year that it is now less than $lu.-'WThe annual meeting is to be held
The
in Plymouth church, Syracuse.
nniillal sermon will W preached by
Rev. Dr. Newell Dwight llillis, president ot the society, and it is expected
Some of the
that he will be
speakers will be Rev. Dr. Julian L
oiuitevant. of Illinois, on "The Mingling of Nation!,," Rev. Dr. Dun F. Bradley on "Shall Congregational Churc hes
Again
Become Aggressive?" Rev.
George F. Hull, of Dover, N. H., on
"The New Kngland Problem of Today." and Rev. Dr. A. F. Bradford, of
Montclair. N. J., on "The Forward
The
Movement of Home Missions."
business session will be held Thursday morning, June D.
Who Will Be Moderator?
As the time approaches for the meeting of the Presbyterian general assembly which convenes in New York May
15, the subject of a moderator is being
widely discussed. Many think that because the centennial anniversary of
home mission effort is to be celebrated, the new moderator should be a
man more or less identified with that
movement. This feeling was shared
by the officers of the home board and
they would have been glad to see the
honor fall to Rev. Dr. S. K. Wishard, of
Bait Lake City, one of the pioneer
home missionaries. He was not named
a commissioner to the assembly by his
presbytery, however, and cannot, therefore, be elected. The home board secretaries have now no favorite for the

n

r.npli-catio-

News of the Churches.
OfTirinl action has Just Wen taken
looking to tlic organization of a
missionary league, the momler-sliiof which will le null active In
l'rotcMant ICpisfopal church extension
here and abroad. The purpose Is to le
auxiliary to all Kplsoopal missionary
with
effort, hut especially to
the American Church Missionary society. This socrrty used to represent
only the low church element, hut of
late years these Kpiscopal distinctions
have not heen ciiMinctive. and within
that church lesa and less is heard
al.otit ritualism r.nd the rest. An attempt will Le made to briuu Into the
new auxiliary diocesan organizations
in Detroit, I'ittsliin k. Minneapolis. San
Anncles, Buffalo, PhilaFrancisco.
delphia, New York and a few other

ground asbestos and lime as the principal Ingredients and with the
of water an article for this purpose It is thought can he produced lint
wil bo equal tn t..at which has been
put on heretofore.
A number of trowels have been purchased for the use of the cab carpenters at the shops who have dope this
work, and the new lagging will be
sprend on to a th'ckness of about an
iron and a quarter.
It may he explained for the benefit of
those who haven t been around rail
roads that lagging Is a coat of asbestos
or lumber placed directly over the bell
er of the engine for the purpose of retaining as much of the heat given out
by the fire as possible, this saving the
fuel. Over this covering is the Jacket of
sneet iron. Asbestos, w hich is received
In large blocks, forms the best medium
of reea.ning heat, but ordinary boards,
are sometimts utilized. The new lark-ctinhas been tried by a numb r of
ether roads, the Burlington being
among those and results have been
satisfactory and the outcome of the
Santa Fe experiments with it are to .e
observed witii interest.
The Santa Fe Railway company is
putting in a new well at the mouth of
I nbajada canyon; abo a lot of new
eight and ten Inch pipe. There are
about forty men employed on this
work under the management of Messrs
Murphy, Davis and Garcia. Since the
well was washed out over a year ago
the company has had to raise the water to the pumps by pumping 1t, which
was very expensive. Ttte work will be
completed tn abeJuf a month.
1

mode r ite. rslilp and such influence ns
they may have is net being used for
ftnyone, Hev. Dr. He nry Van Dyke, of
Princet.ou university, formerly pastor
of the Brick Presbyterian church. New
York, ia being talked of. He is a popular man, but some say that his liberal views will prevent his election.
Another New York Iran, nr.d one to
whom this objection does not apply. Is
Rev. Dr. Howard PulTicld, pastor of the
First church. If tin- choice falls to
soMcr man from the middle west, and
r.onie say that It should, one of two
donbtlesr, be elected.
Kev. Dr.
Richard S. Holmes, of Pittsbtirs. anil
Rev. Hr Janus David Moffat, president of Washington and Jefferson college, ate both favorably considered.
-

g

Visa Gould's Benevolence.
The new building for the naval
branch of the Young Men's Christian
association in Brooklyn, given by Miss
Helen Miller Gould, is to be opened on
May 15. Hon. W. H. Moody, secretary
of the navy. Rear Admirals Hlgrginsnn
and Barker and a number of other
naval officers will make nddi esses. The
dedicatory services will be conducted
by Rev. Dr. Newell Dwight llillis and
Rev. Dr. Theodore L. Cnyler. This is
the fiist building that hag bean specially' .erected, for naval branch work.
but it fis.iikelv to be soon followed bj'
buildings' in Norfolk. Ya.. and in San
Francisco. Mrs. McCnlla, wile of the
ucil known ravnl oillccr. has given ADVANTAGE OF HEREDITY
lots k; Pan I'laneisco. near the navy
yard, and is Interesting California people In tiie proj.-t- t of erecting a suita- Birth, Health and Sound Conscience
ble building on them. In Norfolk the
plan is even further along and the
Factors in Worldly Advancement.
work will very soon ba begun in temporary quarters.
INTEGRITY AS A PAYER.
Methodists North and South.
A pronounced change of sentiment
has come over Methodists north this
"Waste and Wealth,' is the topic on
spring in the matter of union with
Methodists south.
Much has been which Rev. R. F. Coyle preached in
church. Denver,
written about such possible union, but Central Presbyterian
other Sunday, from the text John
until now nobody has been found, eith- the
vi.,
12:
up
"Gather
the fragments
er north or south, who would confess
to a real desire for It. The change has that remain, that nothing be lost." He
part:
said
in
been brought about by the desperate
condition of southern Methodism over The question of waste and loss is one
meets us at almost every turn of
the book concern affair, by discussion that
of the heat produced
of comity plans to be presented at Dal-la- life. Nine-tenth- s
by
the consumption'of fuel passes out
when the quadrennial general conference meets there this month, and of the chimney. A large proportion of
by the general sentiment of the coun- the power generated by the dynamo
try, showing first in political matters. goes off into earth and air. A vast
It is acknowledged that there still ex- deal of the ore dug from the mine is
ists the serious obstacle of the colored thrown out upon the dump heap. In
man, hut the historic fact is to be mill and worksnop there are selvage
noted that in the spring of IDOL' there and scraps and remnants that are
refuse and garbage
appeared for the first time a genuine thrown upon the
and widespread feeling in the north pile. Much of . what the bread-winne- r
toward organic union.
This feeling brings in by honest toil, the extravadoes not obtain, it is said, throughout gant cook casts into the waste barrel.
In' many a community several
Methodists
south. Tnis difference
shows tne same tendencies as obtain churches are struggling and wasting
between
Presbyterians north and the Lord's money, where one could do
the work. Let It suffice to consider
south.
Northern Presbjterians are all
willing to unite with the southern some of the sources from which the
ones, but the latter will hear none of wealth of society comes; and by wealth
the proposals. Methodist conditions is not meant money values, or dollars
have now reached the same stage. The and cents, or anything of a material
Reparation took place following the sort, except as this is the product ol
general conference of 1844. and the wealth and character. The wealth of
table employed by the presiding bishop society is in its manhood ond womanat that conference has a marble slab hood; In its thought and hopes and
top which has since split into two un- aspirations; in its righteousness and
equal parts. The split saved the table, love of truth; in its aims and Ideals.
Advantage of Hereoity.
but for it the table would not now be
preserved in a Methodist museum.
There is first the racial element. It
is wonderful how much power of brain
To Promote True Judaism.
and brawn comes into society along
A national movement
to promote the lines of heredity.
To have an
ancestry behind us is
true Judaism is making some head- Anglo-Saxoway, and early this month is to be or- something for which we cannot be too
ganized permanently. For the most thankful. The sons and daughters of
part it. is a lay nndei taking, rabbis be- the tropics are out of the race. Their
ing excluded from its list of officers. brains are sleepy, their muscles flabby,
Its aim is announced to be to found their blood thin; their lives dreamy
schools which shall instruct Hebrew and destitute of conquering ambitions.
youth, and especially young men, in Give them their balmy Bkies; their
groves;
both the elementary principles of Juda- banana and cocoanut
their
ism and In the advanced study of Mish-na- abundance of fish and fruit, and they
are
so
Not
contented.
with those of
and Talmud. The claim is made
that Hebrew youth are ignorant of northern birth and blood. They must
be
going,
out,
reaching
extending their
Jewish history, law and customs, and
that more and more Jewish young peo- borders, making conquests. Send the
Anglo-Saxople are ashamed of their ancestry. The
where you will and he
outcome' is, so it is claimed, that moral goes to the front at a bound.
When the Suez canal was being conand religious obligations are neglected
to such extent as to bring reproach structed it was found that one laborer
upon Hebrews as a race. The inten of Teutonic blooei was worth two and
Kgyptians, and I am told that
tion of the proposed organization is one-hal- f
to take up instruction on the Chautau- as a workman, one Anglo-Saxcis
qua plan, by the holding of summer worth about three Indians. Thus blood
schools and by the founding of schools counts. It makes wealth and it pro
duces poverty. If the oak is strong;
in as many cities as possible.
if out of it come timbers that in a
To Be Settled in Denver.
ship's Bide can bear the shock of the
The saloon question has got Into a waves, it is because it has sprung from
curious place. That place is the inter- a stock that has grappled with the
national Sunday school lesson commit- storms of a thousand winters. Many
tee. The Sunday school interests that children are damned into liio; they
revolve around the international les- enter it as paupers; like the waste barson series are to meet in Denver this rel in the alley, thty are' receptacles
summer, and a proposition to come up into which their ancer.toisl.ave poured
lor settk-mlit there is a reduction of all sorts of low thoughts and groveling
the number of temperance let.sous dur- instincJt;. and it is these that corrupt
ing the year from four te two. Uncle
and Impoverish society. They are to
present arrangements there is such be pilled.
lesson at the end of each quarter. The
Health and Mental Advancement.
proposition Is to have them at the end
Agiiin. perhaps we do not consider,
gains
strength, as much ns we ought, how much soof each half year only
and it is said will probably carry. For ciety is enriched by strength
of body.
some reason temperance agitation is A
without vital force is handicap
at a standstill, aiiu as for aggiessive pedman
of life, and is, us a rule,
temperance work there Is declared to sure intothego race
to the rear. A rev of inbe none. At the same time the liquor
cannot do much to enrich the
interests are (specially active- - all over valids
world with great thoughts, gre:it structhe country. Hard work is being done ture's
and great conquests. Chest and
everywhere. Or rauiziititin is being ef- stomach,
lungs and liver, be n- a very
fected, and the re are being drawn into
relation to high thinkinj; and
l
relations with such inter- direct
high
of ail sorts. History
ests a ir.ss of men neve r before reach- tells tichiovemcnts
us that when the gymnasium was
ed. A blight effort Is to lie made to in its glory
Athens and health and
introduce the Karl Grey plan of reform bodily grace inwere
saloons. These are saloons owned by Greece reached herat their highest,
mark
Christian people that sell beer, but
in art,
and philosophy. Sickthe drinking of non intoxi- ness Is literature
and a teehle constitution
cants, and that turn all profits over to is lost; waste
loss to the individual and a
the public benefit In the founding and loss to society.
Colorado is a great
maintenance of libraries, social halls,
trom imported individualism.
good roads and general charity. It is sufferer
conside r how much is added to
said to be likedy that those who advo- theThen
of society by right thinking.
cate two temperance lessons for the One wealth
the most profitable sources of
12.otK.0u'fcchildrcn who study the in- wasteofand
loss is ignorance. The International lessons each Sunday, in- dian still plows
with a ( rooked stick
yearly,
succeed
in
will
four
of
stead
and drives his oxen through the streets
endeavor.
their
hitched to the rudest kind of a prim-ti.- e
wugou becauao he lacks knowlTRY A NEW "LAGGING.'
edge. Sociul enrichment comes not
from forests and farms and mines, but
Santa Fe It Conducting Series af Ex- from brain capacity and education.
periments at Topeka Shops,
Wealth is the product ot superior skill.
Experiments are to be tried with the Peter Cooper inaeje a fortune by gathuse of a cement to take the vlace of ering up scraps thrown away and conthe asbestos or wood "lagging" for lo- verting them into glue. Millet went to
comotive boilers which always has the store and bought a piece of canvas
been used by the Sana Fe, the belief for 1 franc, and lor 2 francs he pur
being that it can be iiade a success chased a brush and some colors. Then
and in tnat event the advantage to be his patient, plodding, never-tirinbrain
gained is that of economy, says the went to work and spread upon that bit
Topeka state Journal. It will consist of of canvas the immortal picture called
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' The Angelus."
The raw material cost
him no cents. The painting brought
ihim $125,000. ,The difference repre
sents tne wealth that came to him and
to the world through his Intelligence.
The Value of Integrity.
An ordinary bar of Iron la worth $.";
made into springs for watches it Is
said to bo worth 2r0,oon. of course,
it takes a good deal of furnace heat, n
good deal of hammering, grinding and
filing find a good deal of care that
nothing is lost, to make the original
bar of Iron into watch springs, but see
how it pays. Thought is not easy. The
brain does not dream its great products Into existence. The road of education Is rough and steep, but follow
it. brace yourself to climb and day by
day that road will lead you away from
the valley up toward the high lands of

active
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But there Is r.emethinn higher still
c
and more productive. Y7e call It
e. Of all waste is. r.in Is the chief.
No inner fue luirnn up so much treasure. Tho r.iaivcl in that our lawmakers and statesmen do not see It.
They license sin for revuej. They
allow tbenificlvefa to be influenced by
the foolish notion that it will bring
profit, when, as a matter of fact, it
would seem that every sin that is encouraged and bolstered up by legisla- msMWtiimMvmmiii
tion means a decided loss of revenue,
It is integrity that brings the largest
dividends.
con-sefen-

Milwaukee Mowers, Rakes and Harvesters

THE SONG OF THE TOAD.
Have you henrel tho lilinklng toad
Sinn his biiIo liy tlie river
AVhen April nights are soft and warm,
And spring is cell
If there lire jewels 111 bis heme,
Hin wits thejy often milclille.
For his mute will l:iv her eggs
Into 11 dry ins puddle.
I ween.
Th" Jewels In bis throat.
And song In ample- - measure:
For he ran make the welkin ring.
Anil do it at his leisure.
At ease he nlta upon the pool,
And void of fuss, or trouble.
Makes vesper music fit for kings
From out an empty bubble.
A
and tolling cry.
That drifts above the chorus
Of shrilliT voices from the marsh
That April nights send o'er us.
A tender monotone of song.
With vernal longings blending:
Thnt rises from the ponds and pools.
And Beenis at times unending.
A linked chain of bubbling notes,
When birds have ceased their calling;
That lulls the ear with soothing sound
I.lke voire of water falling.
;
Is the knell of winter
JtOood-bvhis lev fetter.
Blessing on the warty head;
No bird could do It better.
John Burroughs, in the Century.
Demtng! Have you been there? If
not, you should get there for the big
sale of lots on the 17th of this month.
e.

Denver, Colo., April 12, 1902 Sealed
proposals In triplicate will be received
here and at office of quartermaster of
each post below named, until 11 o'clock
a. m.. May 12, 1902, for furn'shing fuel
ot Forts Apache, Grant, Huachttcn, A.
T.; Forts Bayard and Wingate, N. M.j
Forts Douglas and DuChesne, Utah;
Forts D. A. Russell, McKenzie and
Washakie, Wyo., and Fort Logan, and
Denver, Colo., during first fiscal year
ending June 30, 1903. Proposals for
quantities less than the whole required
or for delivery other than those named, wil be entertained. Right Is reserved to accept or reject any or all proposals or any part thereof. Informa
tion furnished by application here or at
offices of respective post quartermasters. Envelopes to be marked "Proposals for Fuel." J. W. POPE, Chief
Qaar-termaste- r.

April 12, 14, 15, 16, May

9

and

10.

I The

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

Mexican Central Railway Co., Limited

Calls attention to the fact that:
IronIt !j the only Standard Guage Route from tho United-Stateed tier to Mexico City.
?
It s the only line In Mexico that can offer the traveling public
w the conveniences and comforts of Standard Guage Pullman Drawing
llojm Sleepers, lighted, by nntscn was.
It is the only line by which you can tiavel without change from
Kansas City, Mo., to Mexico City.
It Is the only line by which you can travel without change from
St. Louis, Mo., to Mexico City.
The lines of tho Mexican Central Railway pass through 15 of the
27 states fit the Republic. Eight million of the thl.'teen million Inhabitants of Mexico are settled contiguous to them.
3

s

of

g

The principal mining regions receive their supplies and export
their products over it. Chihuahua, Sierra Mojada, vlaplml, Fresnillo,
Parral, GnanacevI, Duiango, Zacatecas, Guanajuato Sombrerete, Pach-ucetc., etc.
When You Travel for Business, Go Where Business Is Done.
There are only five cities of over 35,000 Inhabitants In the Republic of Mexico that are not reached by the Mexican Central line.
The following ten cities are reached enly by the Mexican Central
Railway:
Chihuahua 30,098 inhabitants; Parral 16,382; Zacatecas 34,438;
101,208;
Queretaro
Gjanajuato 40,580; Leon 63,263;Guadalajara
Zamora 12,533; Aguascalientes 37,816; Irapuato 19,640.
It also reaches the cities of Torreon 12,845; San Luis Potosl
60.S58; Tampico (Mexican Gulf port) 16,513; Celaji 25,565; Pachuca

a,

38,-01-

37,457; City of Mexico 368,777.
Dally Pullman service between St. Louis, Mo., and Mexico City,
also between Kansas City, Mo., and Mexico City, and vice versa.
C. R. HUDSON, G. F. & P. A.
W. D. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A., Mexico City.
W. 8. MEAD, Commjrclal Agent, El Paso, Texas,

I. H. SHOEMAKER,
West Gold avenue,
New &Second Hand Furniture
Stoves and Household Goods.
Re airing a Specialty.
Furniture stored and packed for
shipment. Highest prices paid for
second-hanhousehold goods.
d

&
jo

J. A. SKINNER

205

Next to First National Bank.

jg
to

Do-.Je-

Ic

Staple and

Fancy Groceries
206

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE,
ABUQ.Uk.RQUE, fl. W.

n

Iffow is

the Season for

h

n

n

semi-officia-

high-wate-

e

r

Leave your Orders at

Joseph
317-3-

T.
19

Johnston's
South Second Street.

Tents and Awnings Made to Order.
Picture frames, Cabinet Making and Upholstering.

Outside Orders Requested and Promptly
Attended to.

Joseph T. Johnston,
317-31- 9

South Second Street,

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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and stock In poor condition. If present
conditions of little grass or water on
the ranges last much longer there will
be heavy loss in cattle. Alfalfa doing
well.
Weber
E. H. Biernbaum
The
drought continues. Some corn has
been planted; irrigated lands are dowhich Is 25,080 feet, 0r about four and ing very well. The Mora river
Is filling
one-hal- f
miles long.
rapidly; farmers are utilizing every
The Mont Cents tunnel, through the. drop of water. Forest fires west of this
Alps, connecting railways of France valley have destroyed valuable
and Italy, is 39.840 feet, or about seven and spreading to the prairietimber
have
feet, three and caused stockmen much trouble and exmiles long, twenty-fivone-hal- f
inches at the widest part pense.
one-hal- f
Inches' wide at the base, twenty-Woodbury A. J. Woodbury Highs
Insix
feet, two and
temperature, 81; lowest, 35; no
est
ches at flie widest part, and twenty-fou- r rain.
feet seven inches high, the arch
R. M. HARDINGE.
being nearly
Section Director.
The Mont St. Gothard tunnel, also
through the Alps, connecting the railCROWN IN SHI ELD.
ways of Switzerland and Italy, is
Rear "Admiral Crowninshield has
feet, or nearly ten miles long.
A third tunnel through the Alps the hoisted his flag on the battleship IlliSimplon tunnel has now been com- nois and gone to take command of the
menced, which will be nearly thirteen European squadron. No previous officer assuming flag rank has been so favmiles long.
His is the
By reason of compressed air, im- ored as has Crowninshield.
proved drills and modern methods, the choicest of assignments. He has been
rate at which tunnels can now be driv- given the pick of the ships, and he is
en is twice as great as it formerly was. to take a conspicuous part in the naval
with corresponding saving of time and demonstration in English waters Incident to the coronation of King Edward.
reduced cost.
Business experience has shown that All of his wishes have been respected.
the three great tunnels through the Other officers reaching the rank of
Alps, aggregating thirty miles in rear admiral have been sent wherever
length, are fully justified by the sav- the department saw fit to assign them
ing of distance and time thereby affect- to duty. News Dispatch.
ed.
"Oh. who is Crowninshield. pnpa,
That he shuuUl have the best
Of pverythliiR there In to have
WEEKLY CROP BULLETIN.
And shine o'er all the rest?"
United States Department of Agricul- "Great CrowninshloM. my Bon, hns done
A lot of wondrous things,
ture, Climate and Crop Bulletin of And
now he reaps the proud rewards
the Weather Bureau, New Mexico That virtue always brings."
Section.
"Whnt Were the virtuous deeds he did,
Santa Fe, New Mexico. May 6, 1902. That he should simply name
thing he wants for his rewards
The
The dry weather continues and is beAnd straight annex the same?"
coming very serious in the east central
sections. Some planting is being done "Oh, you can never understand
The wonders he has done:
on '"temporal" land, but as a rule, this
tight they made on Schley he planned,
work is delayed awaiting rain. While The
And that was great, my son."
the drought is most severe In east cenother fights were fought by him
tral and northeastern counties it is be- "What
Whose flag so proudly flies
coming quite serious throughout the High
on our greatest ship, before
territory, especially as regards stock The world s admiring eyes?"
interests. As a rule stock is doing
other sailor ever sat
fairly well, especially cattle, excepting "No
Behind a
and fought
in the sections mentioned but the rang- As glorious desk
a tight as that.
Or planned as grand a plot."
es everywhere are extremely dry and
outside water holes have dried up. As
when and where did Crowninshield
yet irrigation water is sufficient in all "nut
Stand on the bridge and show
but the northwest counties, but the His 'bullies' how to train their guns
streams are very low for the season Against the firing foe?"
and the snow is nearly all gone from "Oh. fie imnn your 'firing foes'
And 'bullies' and surh things!
the headwaters. Lambing is well begun in northeastern sections and re- Orent Crowninshield sat at his desk
ports indicate that hardly 25 per cent ' And deftly pulled the strings."
of the lambs will be saved in many of "And was thnt nil he did. papa.
That he with bulging chest.
the large flocks.
head, the list of heroes now,
Corn planting is about finished in Should
Kcllpsing all the rest?"
southern counties, and well begun in
the pup, my son.
northern. Not much late planting has "f!o out and chase
And bother me no more;
been done as yet on unirrigated lands. Great
v. rownlnshleld's the greatest
tar
Where irrigated, field crops, as wheat Thnt ever stayed ashore."
oats and alfalfa, are doing very well S. E. Klser, In Chicago Record-HeralThroughout
and are well advanced.

STOCK NOTES
'Bryan & Ttadgct shipped 2,00(1 head
of cattle bought from HachtH a, A. T..
frpni the DpniiiiR stock yards, during
tile wee k. The stock goes to pastures

in Montana.

,

There are now only sixty odd cars of
fatted lambs in Weld county, Colo., to
go to market. Some of the feeders are
talking of holding their lambs on feed
until the middle or latter part of May,
in spite of the high price of feed.
All sheep men are aware of the fact
that wool from grain fed sheep will out
weigh that grown on th hack of hay
fed sheep, hut all are not cognizant of
the fact that it will outshrink it as
well. Sell corn fed wool in the dirt.
It is reported that cattle being shipped front Arizona points are dying in
transit on account of their emaciated
condition. The ranges in Arizona are
in had condition, and cattle are being
shipped in order to save as many as
possible.
The lack of snow last winter had the
effect quite naturally of creutlng considerable dust on the range and wool
is not so clean this spring as it might
be.

Betides an alkali sand accumulates

in the wool and thus not only takes
longer to shear a sheep but the shears
are more rapidly worn out. It is said
ilict there is a grt'at shrinkage in some
wool, owing to ihe presence of this al-

kali sand.

Ryan Bros., of Leavenworth, Kansas, who own and control extensive
ranches in the San Simon valley In
southwestern New Mexico and southeastern Arizona, are preparing to make

extensive cattle shipments to Kansas
and Montana. The stock is now being
gathered and it is estimated that between five and sevea hundred carloads
of cattle will be shipped from their
range within the next few weeks. The
shipments will be made over the
railroad to Deming, thence going;
over the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
railway east. This action of Ryan
Bros, ia brought about by the fact that
the range in that section has become
isomewhat overstocked and it is necessary to give it a rest that grass may
again become plentiful.
Mule raising at the present time is
proving more profitable to the farmers
than the production of almost any other kind of stock. The recent wars
have (aken many mules, but the great
immigration and commercial enterprises that follow in the wake of war
reconstruct and develop the devastated territory and always require a much
greater amount of supplies than the
armies themselves. Such will be the
cane in South Africa, the Philippines
and Cuba. Every New Mexico locality
should have a good jack and there is
no better way than for a few men to
get together and invest $1,000 in a
gentleman. Such an animal would
add many thousands of dollars to the
neighborhood each year and will safely pay 75 per cent on the Investment
per annum.
One thing is certain, there will be
plenty of muttons to feed next year.
All this season the country has turned
out but few muttons compared with
the offerings of lambs. The reason for
this state of affairs is that western
feeders prefer net to handle muttons
unless they can get corn cheap. When
corn Is high and lambs cheat) as was
the case list fall, feeders go in almost
exclusively for young sheep and leave
the muttons to remain on the range.
The result of this has been that ewes,
wethers and ased s'heep were kept
hack on the ranges and left to shift for
themselves during the winter. Next
tail these will T.e turned in the market
as feeding sheep, and if there is a good
corn crop many Kansas and Nebraska
farmers ana the old time sheep feed-erwill get back in line to handle muttons.
Some of the Palo Alto brood mares
were Eold at auction Tn San Francisco
noc long ago. Prices in th? main were
not high for the quality of the stock offered. Elsie, by General Banton, out
of Elaine, 2:2?, brought $775 with a
foul at foot by McKinney a few days
old and was called a great bargain.
Bell Bird, yearling record 2:26Vi. by
Electioneer out of Beautiful Bells by
The Moor, fetched $70o. J. B. Haggin
bought the twenty year old stallion
2:2o. by Electioneer, dam
thoroughbred Mamie C. by imp. Hercules, for $210. A two year old colt by
Bis-be- e

mal-tes- e

a

r,

McKinney, 2:1114, dam She. 2:12, went
to Frank W. Covey for $o00. Coralia,
by Boodle, 2:12. dam Coral, 2:18. by
Electioneer, went to Dr. Ham at $4o0,
the same purchaser got the black
mare. Zorilla. by Hexter Prince, out of
I.ily Thorne. by Electioneer, for $45.
animals
The average for twenty-six

ua

$202.

Mexican Cattle Shipment!. '
Collector of Customs P. F. Garrett,
nt El Paso, reports the tollowing cattle
importations from Mexico from
1 to .May 1. 1J02:
January, 1HS: February, 84; March.
13!: April, S.5J t total.
Mexican catilu importation!) by wav
of the El Pas;) custom house are hardJan-ma-

y

;

ly well begun yet.

The Sierra Madrc lino is being kept
bii.y hauling cattle to El Paso to lie
shipped over the different lines running out of Ih.'it city.
This line runs through and into a
magnificent stock couiitty and the
niimbt r oi cattlo being movt d is taxing
the line's capacity just now.
General Terraas is moving the
In ad of c attle for which his fan
l.uis made ariaivemcnts for pasturand Missouri a fdiort
ing in Kan.-a- s
time ago.
2H.-nt-

THE RAILROAD

TUNNELS.

the Alps Continental
Divide Tunnel.
One of the leading features of the
new Denver, Northwestern &, Pacific
railroad will be a tunnel about ll.ouu
feet, or slightly more than two miles
long, through the continental divide,
miles west of Denver,
about
It will pass under Jones' peak.;
To modern engineering a two" mile
tunnel is comparatively a small matter.
In Great Britain there are upwards
of eighty miles of railway tunnels
in constant use for the passage of
trains.
The longest tunnel in America is the
Jlootac tunnel, in Massachusetts,
Longest Are
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We are the People,

.

Plumbing.
the territory fruit at present promises
We have auaeu a plumbing departan excellent yield.
The following remarks are extracted ment and tin shop to our business.
from the reports of correspondents:
When you have anything In this line
Arabela A. M. Richardson Plant- to be done see us about it before placing finished; but little, com up on ac- ing your order. Albuquerque Hardcount of dry weather. There is no sur- ware company.
face water and stock look badly, especially cattle. Highest temperature,
PROFESSIONAL CARD8
84; lowest, 58; no rain.
Dry,
Vegas
.Tihornhlll
MINING ENGINEER.
J.
East Las
windy weather continues, and farmers
V. CLARK.
are doing very little planting, neither Mining andV.metallurgical
engineer, 10
oats nor corn has yet been planted as West Gold avenue, a. juquerque,
N. M.
the ground is too hard and dry to plow. Specialties Reports, surveys and maps:
Is
and
plana
works;
reduction
and
mines
well.
Water
Irrigated alfalla looks
mining investments; second hand mining
getting very scarce.
assaying
machinery;
analysis.
custom
and
Espanola P. H. Leese Dry and
windy. Wheat is being irrigated as it
OSTEOPATHY.
Snow in the
needed water badly.
Dr. Conner.
mountains decreasing very fast and
graduate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
water getting scarce although still suf- ofPost
Osteopathy, Klrkville, Mo. Liung trouficient. The range is very dry and there ble and all chronic diseases a specialty.
Office, Whiting building, rooms 21 and
is no new grass. Fruit is in very good
begin 23; Automatic telephone, 164.
will
condition; orchardists
spraying next week.
DENTISTS
Ft. Stanton E. W. Halstead Fine
weuthe'r for the growth of vegetation,
Alger,
D. D. 3.
E. J.
and planting is well under way. AlfalARMIJO BLOCK, over llfeld Brothers.
hours: 8 a. m. to 12 p. m.; l:Sri p. m.
fa growing well. Water plentiful as Oftlre
5 p. m.
Automatic telephone No. if2.
yet, but a shortage is looked for unless to
Appointments
made by mail.
rains begin early as the snow in the
mountains is practically gone. HighLAWYERS
est temperature, 81; lowest, 25; no
8. Rodey
Bernard
rain.
W, Albuquerque, N
Frisco Clement Hightower With M.ATTOR.S
Prompt attention given to all business
strong south winds during the day and pertaining
profession. Will practo
the
cold nights, vegetation has made tice In all courts of the territory and bescarcely any growth the past week. fore the United States land office.
Corn planting has begun on temporal
i. M. Bond
lands. Weather continues dry and the
42 P street. N.
ATTORN
water In the streams is falling. Stock V.,
Washington, P. C. Pensions, landa,
holding up fairly well.
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patGallinas Springs Jas. E. Whitmore ent, trade marks, claims.
Dry weather continues with wind every day. No temporal planting as yet, ATTORNKY-AT-IjA-William D. Lee
Office, room 1
awaiting rain. Cattle doing very well, N. T. Armijo building.. Will
practice It
l.it lambing turning out very poorly. all the courts of the territory.
Fruit still all right, although some of
R. W. D. Bryan
the blooms wasted by the winds. HighE
Albuquerque. N.
est temperature. 87; lowest, 34; no M.ATTORN
Office, First National Bank building
rain.
Los Alamos Wm. Frank The unFrank W. Clancy
ATTORVET-a.-Urooms i and
favorable droughty weather conditions
N.
Armijo
building, Albuquerque, N.M
dropT.
lambs
all
the
Almost
contiuue.
ped die for lack of nourishment. LambE. W. Dobson
ing will begin in tamest about the 5th
ATTORNEY-AT-I-.AOffice, Crota
about
hope
for
rain
instant, and all
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
being
seeding
more
that lime. No
John H. Stingle,
done. Alfalfa holding its own.
ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell block
Mesilla Park A.M. Sanchez Warm Albuquerque,
N. M.
weather: cloudy but not rain. Rain Is
badly needed, especially for the ranees
PHYSICIANS
Alfalfa is beginning to bloom; wheat
is doing well; nearly all the corn Ih
Dr. J. E. Bronson
planted. There is siill plenty of irrigaHomeopathic Physician,
17,
Room
Whiting Block.
tion water. Highest temperature, SH;
lowest, 3ti: no rain.
Hei'mbeck,
Ka.nerine
Oju Calieute Antonio Joseph The
Voice and Hiy.sii iil culture. Cciramr niil
unprecedented drought continues, to 'I I, liuiMlllK.
tlie threat dismay and discouragement
DR. I. SAYLIN.
of farmers and stockmen.
Added to
Physician and Surgeon.
this liie jra.sshoppei u have appeared
Office. Sant i ' l'mlflc hospital,
i
and are considerably damaging growriM'. N. M. I'rlvnte lio'Ts. to 3 p. rn.
ing crops. There is little grass on the Hospital
'phones: Automatic, 117; old
ranges, but there is still an abundance 'phone, SI.
of water for irrigation. Highest temHomestead Entry No. 4673.
perature. 75: lowest. 40; bo rain.
Notice for Publication.
Champie .,SomcJ
Red Rock Louis
.
.
I.
eui ii ims neeii (iiunieii; spi nig vegeta-.? Department of the Interior, Land Of
nee at oania re, w. m., April 12,
bles are rather backward.
Peaches
1902.
promise a full crop. There is plenty of
Notice is hereby given that the fol
water for irrigation purposes, but the
river is quite low for this time of the lowing named settler has filed notice
year. Out ranges are badly in need of of his Intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
rain.
H mta Fe
pro will be made, before the register
1 S. Weather Bureau
Fruit trees and gardens are well ad- or receiver at Santa Fe. N. M., on July
vanced. Irrigated alfalfa is knee high 26. 1902. viz: Juan Benabldez for the
and growing well. There seems to be SW'4 of NE4. SE
of NW4, NE',4
sufficient irrigation water but the river of bW4 and NW4 Pf SEV4 of Sec. 9,
seasog.
9
Highest
is quite low for the
T. N., R.9K
temperature. 72; lowest, 3S; no rain.
He names the following witnesses to
Teel Hugh A. Teel Warm weather prove his continuous residence upon
with no frost or rain. Fruit prospects and cultivation of said land, viz:
continue promising; crops growing
Andres Romero, of Albuquerque, N.
well. Corn ia planted. Oak brush is M., and Jose Tapia, Juan Romero and
growing and cattle thriving.
Manuel Mestas, of Old Albuquerque.
Watrous M. C. Needhani Drought N. M.
continues. Irrigation water is scarce
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.

The Imperial Laundry Co.
Back of Postdffice
Albuquerque, : : New Mexico.
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J. W. M ALETTE,
Successor to

JOBBERS AND

retailers of

A. B. McGaffey

&

Company,

iPueensware

China, Glassware, Tin and Enamel
Ware, Lamps, Toys and Notions;

BAR GLASSWARE A SPECIALTY
SPECIALS

12

llurnt Chamois Purses, ( . . . 70c each
IJurnt Leather Finder Purses. $1. 5 each
Carved Leather Finger Pur-

12

ses
Carved Purses

2$
12

II
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00
o!,o

A

1

r.o

oooooooocxdooocxxxxxx

12

1

$1.25 each
$1.05 each

Chatelaine Purses, Carved
Leather, combinations. . . $2.85 each

SPECIALS
Purses Carved Leather.. . $2. 15 each
12 Purses, Car veil Leather..
$2.85 each
12 Men's Carved Pill Hooks.
$1.75 each
12 Men's Carved Hill Hooks., $2.95 each
6 Men's Carved Hill Honks.
$3,4 5 yach
0 Carved Leather Card Cases $2.15 each
Men's and Ladies' Carved Helts at cost.
12

.1 .

Indian Curios and Burnt Leather Pilleries, Etc.
AT COST.

J. W. MALETJ E
No. 216 Railroad Avenue,

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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United States that will compare with
Cochitl district In area and richness of
ores.
If you want to see veins of ore seven
feet in width that will give an
average of over $100 per ton come to
the Cochitl district and your desire
will be gratified.
In the case of .11. C. de Baca et al vs.
William Jenks, involving the owner-sh- i
of the Buena Ventura mining property in this district, the Jury found for

Mines and Minerals
Robins, of Hlllsboro, Sierra
In
has purchased
forest In the old American mine near
Hillsboro. Consideration, $2,600.
Hlllsboro, Sierra county, will this
month Rive employment to about 180
men. Two companies and the dalles
outfit wil each give employment to
about sixty men.
The santa Rita district. New Mexico,
Is coming to the front and now attracting special attention. Several rich shipments of ore Iiave recently been made
to the El Paso smelter.
Reports come to l.as Vegas of rich
copper finds at IMntada. Some considerable work Is being done under the
direction of O. Taggart and fine rich
oies have been encountered.
At the Boston Mining Exchange last
week 927 shares of Cochitl stock were
sold at from 23 to 45 cents a share;
and 1.410 shares of the Santa Fe Gold
and Copper company's stock at $3 a
,
share.
The gold and sliver tellurium ores
are found on Trujillo creek, about six
miles south of Kingston. Sierra county.
It is found in small bunches near the
surface; $20,000 to $30,000 has been
sold already.
Extensive work has been done on
the Clearwater group, Santa Rita district. New Mexico. Native copper has
been encountered at a depth of twenty
feet. The value of the ore body is increasing with depth.
It has been definitely decided that
$200,000 will be advanced to buy ore
for the proposed smelter at Silver
City, N. M. This proposition has been
made by eastern capitalists. The first
proposition made was $100,000.
The Kingman Mineral Wealth says:
John Kay has struck a fine body of
copper and gold ore on another of his
mines at Mineral Park. It will make
the smelter men smile when they see
this new feeder to their smelter.
Wm.
county,

M.

one-fourt-

F. C. Baker, A. R. Qnlnly and R. S.
Morrison have recordeu the following
copper claims In the San Miguel county mining district: Copper Chief
claims, Nos. 1 to 6; Copper Queen,
Nob. 1 to 4, and Copper Cent. nos. 1

and 2.
Margarito Romero reports excellent
progress in his coat mine up the
canyon near Las Vegas. In one
inches
of which a vein wenty-four
thick has been found. The coal Is of
fine duality and will be an excellent
coking material.
The splendid developments in the El
Porven'.r coal mines have caused the
stock to take a Jump of several cents.
The Issue is exhausted and there Is no
more stock for Bale. The mining operations there are becoming quite extensive and those interested feel they
have a Utile bonanza.
W. B. Twltchell has returned to Las
Vegas from his Denver and St. Louis
trip and says everything looks rosy for
the immediate construction of several
reduction mills. Two mills will go In
at once, he thinks; one at Fulton and
one at Blake's. The mill at Tecolote
Is being held up a few days for a decision as to the size wanted.
At the Tecolote grant meeting at
Tecolote, San Miguel county, It was
decided to borrow the sum necessary,
$775, to pay the survey, or for running
the lines and getting the boundaries
of the grant determined. It will be
money well spent, for, after the boundaries are determined, a patent from
the government can be secured.
The commissioners on the Tecolote
grant survey In San Miguel county secured the necessary sum of $775 for
the payment of the surveyor from H.
W. Kelly. Mr. Kelly liberally gave the
gentlemen the amount without Interest
for eight months, after that time they
will pay 6 per cent on the balance due,
until paid. The survey will be made a1
once and titles In that district will be
clear soon.
The Timber Peak plant complete
has been sold to a company operating
Gal-lina-

--

s

e

$2.75 In gold,- a trace in silver and In
copper. At a depth of 210 feet another
cut of fine looking quartz
load
which has not yet been assayed but Is
over 50 feet wide. The company will the defendant.
not be troubled with water except surThe money Is up and the Woodbury
face water from the river.
will will be put In shape to run in a few
Sick headache aholutcly and perma- days. V. V. Clark Is expected to arrive
nently cured by using Mokl Tea. A the first of next week, when the work
pleasant herb drink. Cures constipa- will start.
There Is a sufficient amount of ore
tion and indigestion, makes you eat,
sleep, work and happy. Satisfaction In sight In the Cochitl district to keep
guaranteed or money back 25c and a mill in constant operation for ninny
50c. Write to W. II. Hooker & Co., Buf- years, and yet there is not a dozen
falo, N. Y., for free sample.
J. H. mines In the camp below grass roots.
O'Rlelly & Co. and B. H. IJriggs & Bland Herald.
-

s

Co.

o

KINGMAN

DISTRICT.

Few Paragraphs from Oue of the Best
Best Districts in Arizona.
Work on the Great West mine Is
progressing nicely and the Bhaft Is in
good ore. Water is coming in in large
quantit'es in the mine and enough is
now assured to supply the mill.
The King mine, owned by Mrs John
Kay. is said to bo a world beater.
Nearly a carload of very rich gold-si- l
ver ore has been taken from it In sink
ing and as yet the pay streak shows no
diminution.
Mrs. Kay has held on to
this claim for years and her faith in it
is meeting with a golden reward.
G. A. Wagner departed for Dawson.
Northwest Territory, where he is large
ly interested In placer mining. Before
leaving he contracted for the sinking
of the main shatt of the Alexander 100

feet deeper and an upraise to the sur
face from the old works for air. The
work, It is expected, will take about
three months to complete. Mr. Wagner will be gone until about the first of
August.

The Pyramid mill la running on
Catherine ore and the plates are coating up well with gold. Heretofore the
ore worked through the mill gave a
poor amalgamating result, but showed
up well by cyanide treatment. Now the
ore Is amalgamating beautifully on the
plates and it is considered unnecessary to use the cyanide treatment.
There are thousands of tons of ore In
sight in the mine and the mill will be
kept pounding away for months to

come.
We understand that O. F. Kuencer
has resigned the superintendency of
company, and
the German-Americawill at once begin operations on the
Ark and San Antonio mines near Mineral Peak. The Arit has a two compartment shaft several hundred feet
deep, In the bottom of which there is
exposed a large body of ore. In the
drifts on the 200 level there is an ore
chute exposed the full length of both
drifts a distance of about 200 feet.
This ore carries values in gold, silver
and copper.
The San Francisco mining district is
fast Ailing up with prospectors, in fact
so many are there in that country that
water will soon become an Important
question to them for camp purposes
alone.
In the country surroundlne
Boundary Cone there are nearly five
hundred men at work either prospecting or working in the mines. Hundreds of veins have been located and
in fact there is not one available foot
of ground for miles around that is not
covered by a mining location. There
are two saloons in the district and
more are going In. At Gold Road
camp Lovin & Withers have a branch
store and another store is projected fo
the 1 read well camp.
Ihe Caddis & Perry company have
received returns from a shipment of
three sacks of ore recently sent to
the Selby Smelting company frdm the
General Harrison mine, owned by Ole
ingeinretzen, and which netted the
sum of $260, after deducting all expense. The ore gave a return of 78
ounces gold and 75 ounces silver the
ton, a value of $1,604. This ore comes
from a small streak in the vein and Mr.
Ingelbretzen takes it down separately.
The other portions of the vein give
good results and a shipment of high
class ore will soon be made. The mine
13 located in Todd Basin.
Kingman
Miner.
n
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What Thin Folks Need
fs a greater power of digesting and assimilating food. For them Dr. King's
They
New Life Pills work wonders.
tone and regulate the digestive organs,
gently expel all poisons from the system, errlch the blood, improve appetite, make healthy flesh. Only 25c at
all druggists.
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MISS MARGUERITA GARCIA.

She Is a Fortune Teller and Is Holding
Sway in San Marclal.
Albuquerque Is reaching out, with a
new attraction, for the great sacks of
silver dollars stored in the homes of
our people. Miss Marguerita Garcia,
a fortune teller, has been with us from
that city. The boys are in love with
her; the mature man thinks she is the
cutest combination of shape, style and
right. It's the best
medicine ever sold over a druggist's count- winsome smiles on the pike; while the
er." Overworked,
men and old rounder (the only recognized authority in such matters) is growing
weak, sickly women gain splendid cross-eyehealth and vitality from Electric hit- long range.gauging her best points at
.Marguerita Is doing a
ters. Try them. Only oOc. Guaranteed
lively business In. guessing at past and
by all druggists.
luture records, and her pictures of
o
rich husbands and wives, castles in the
WORLD'S COFFEE CROP.
air. and homes cf barbaric splendor
under the sea, must savor of the real
Constantly Increasing and the Surplus thing,
for a few of the boys were roped
Is Growing Every Year.
several
times In one ciav, and others
The world's production of coffee for were found
on the steps leadthe season of 1901, according to the ing to her stationed
rooms before the little
be3t statistical Information at hand, chormer had partaken
of her break-las- t
was 15,460,000 bags of 132 pounds each.
a
light
for
found
the seducOf this Immense product Brazil's share
was 11,500,000 bags. In othei' words. tive cigarette. San Marclal Bee.
Brazil produces nearly four-fifthof
Rheumatism Cured After Fourthe total crop; and in spite of the Sciatic teen
Years of Suffering.
glutted markets, its production is in"I have been afflicted with sciatic
creasing every year.
rheumatism for fourteen years," says
s
Santos Is now exporting about
Edgar, of Germantown, Cal. "I
of the entire crop of Brazil. A- Josh
able to be around but constantly
lthough Rio de Janeiro is next to San- was
I tried everything I could
tos, the greatest coffee port in the suffered.
was told to try
world, it is far surpassed in shipments hear of and at lastBalm,
which I did
by the smaller port south of it. The Chamberlain's Pain
was immediately relieved and in a
Central American states and Mexico and
short time cured, and I am happy to
and the other South American Tepul-llcit has not since returned." Why
Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador and say
use
not
this liniment and get well? It
2,200,.
Peru contributed to the markets
Is for sale by all druggists.
Olio bags. For a little place the repubc
lic of Haytl Is a remarkable contribDemlng
a
magnificent
school
has
utor to the coffee supplies, its product. system.
last year amounting to 4o0,000 bags.
The berry of Haytl Is particularly es
Nasal Catarrh quickly yields to treatteemed in France, which takes
of the exports, very little com- ment by Ely 's Cream l;alm, which is ag..e-nbl- y
aroinfUic. It u recoived through the
ing to our market, as Brazilian coffee
is cheaper and gives larger profit to nostrils, cleanses and heuls the whole surface over which it diiruscs itself. iJrupgis'.s
importers.
Porto Rico and Jamaica supplied sell tho COc. sine; Trir.l r.Ir.o I7 jiilJ, 10
200,000 bags.
Thus Latin American cents. Test it and you u buro to continue
produced 13.900,000 bags, leaving 1.- - the troatructt
560,000 bags to come from the rest of
Vnnounccmcnt.
To accoir.uKx'.nto Uiobo who nro partial
the world. The other producers were
the Dutch East Indies, 480.000 bags; to tha use of utciuiers in ni:plyi:;g liquids
British India. Ceylon and the Philip- iuto the nasal j a.isages for eciarrUal trou-lle- s,
the proprietors preparo Cream Ua!m in
pines. 315.000; Africa and Mocha. 225,- liquid form, which will t o l.nown as Lly'c
000, and Padang and Celebes, 90,000.
The surplus over and above con- Liquid Cream Enlra. Prico including the
This spraying tube ii 75 cents. Druggists or by
sumption was 1,342,380 bags.
Is almost equal mail. The liquid form embodies the medlarge
to the total annual consumption of icinal properties of the solid preparation.
France. As a consequence Ihe price
of the commodity is still low and coffee growers are complaining of hard
times, though those of Brazil stem to
suffer less than the planters of other
countries. This Is probably due to
cheap production, the result of the
plantations equipped with
enormous
Holds Up a Congressman.
"At the end of tne campaign," writes
Champ Clark, Missouri's brilliant congressman, "from overwork, nervous
tension, loss of 6leep and constant
speaking I had about utterly collapsed.
It seemed that all the organs in my
body wero out of order, but three bottles of Electric Bitters made me all
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the very best machinery for preparing
the crop for market and branch railroads running right from the coffee
houses on the large plantations to the
poits. Labor is also very cheap on CTie
Brazil plantations.
It is predicted that the Brazilian
growers, though they, too, are complaining of low prices, can stand the
strain better than the small planters
of other countries, many of whom are
now reaping no profit and are soon
likely to be compelled to give up the
struggle and devote their lands to
other crops.

vyhsoping Cough.
wno has had experience
Mitchell of Spokane, Vash.,has charge
with this disease, tells how to prevent
of the dismantling and shipping of the
any dangerous consequences from it.
plant. Ed Kaeler and Zlm Gibbons
She says: Our three children took
have taken a contract to deliver the
Foley's Money and Tar is peculiarly whooping cough last summer, our baby
dismantled plant on the cars at Water adapted for asthma, bronchitis and boy being only three months old. and
Canyon station. They will begin oper- hoarseness. Alvarado Pharmacy.
owing to our giving. them Chamber
ations at once and expect to complete
Iain's Cough Remedy, they lost none
the work in about three weeks.
of their plumpness and came out in
CONCENTRATION.
much better health than other children
An important deal was made at Trinidad. Colo., by which B. F. Groonar It Works Successfully in the Lords-bur- whose parents did not use this remedy.
Our oldest little girl would call lustily
and W. J. Murray, of 'irinldad, and Dr.
Copper District.
for cough syrup between whoops. JesJ. E. Lowry, of Soprls, Colo., became
A
in the Denver News sie Pinkey Hall, Sprlngville, Ala. This
owners through bond and lease of the from correspondent
Silver City, says
remedy is for sale by all druggists.
Free Gold claim of the Chickasaw Min
The new concentrator, owned by the
ing and Development company, four Lena
company at Lordsburg is
NEW MEXICO SOIL
miles southeast of Red River and sev doing Mining
excellent work. Three carloads
en miles from Ellzabethtown. The con of
concentrates netted the company An Experiment Which Proves That It
slderatlon was $5,000, to be paid in five
annual installments, with 10 per cent $7,500.
s Superior to the Soil of California.
vein of ore has been discoverinterest. The ore on the claim is a edAinnew
R. M. Hardinge, director of the
mine,
the
ten
carbonate
in
feet
brown mass of hematite and assays
weather bureau station at Santa Fe,
and assaying full width at $20 receive!
from $100 to $300 per ton In gold. A 40 width
the following account of a
per
ton.
foot shaft and a tunnel of 175 feet concomparative experiment in New Mex
Michigan-NeThe
of
directors
the
Mr.
stitute the development work.
soil from A. J. Woodbury, postInspected ico
Groomer and associates have also pur Mexico Copper company
master,
of Woodbury, in the Cochitl
at ixrdshurg last week. district, Bernalillo
chased the Emerald mine adjoining the their property
"county:
Those present were Dr. W. A. Dorland,
Free Gold.
"A year ago or more I sent a quan
and C. R. Luton, of Grand Uapids; tity of soil gathered a ptone's throw
A little life may be sacrificed to a Albert Lakens. of Zealand, and A. R. from this station to my family In Los
of Santa Fe.
Angeles. One-hal- f
of a long I .ox was
sudden attack of croup, if you don't Gibson,
The directors of the Last Chance filled with this soil and the other half
have Dr. Thomas' E lectrie Oil on mine
have secured ground in Lordsla na
that nf tha par, ion YL'lti.-lhand for the emergency.
burg for the erection of their concen- good as any In tuat city; without fer-o
trator with a capacity of fifty tons tillzation. Several varieties of seeds
THE ANACONDA BONDED.
daily. There is about 15.000 tons of were planted, each receiving the same
ore In sight ready for treatment.
watering and care. The seeds in the
Important Mine Deal Reported from
Mining Engineer E. S. Daugherty, of New Mexican
soil threw up their
company,
Colorado
Fuel
County.
Iron
the
and
River,
Taos
Red
shoots from one to three days earlier
many
has
deunitely
on
Im
decided
George B. l'axton and a number of
than the other; some seeds being
the handling quicker of action than others; and In
Pittsburg capitalists have bonded and provements to facilitate
company.
ore
of
for
the
that
the vigor and growth the New Mexican
leased the Anaconda mine on Copper
The American Consolidated Copper soil was so far in advance that there
hill, just across the river from the company
now
producing
200
is
tons of was no comparison. The soil from
postottlce. says a correspondent of the
As ore daily, ana will, with their new here was decomposed
lava cliff, of
New Mexican from Red River.
plant,
care for the ore of Michigan which there aie millions of train loads
depth was reached in the mine the cop- New Mexico
people. Their mines are wnich can never be reached by Irriga
per indications disappeared and gold
located in the Shakespeare district. tion."
has taken the place. Three shafts have and
carry well in gold and silver, be
been sunk, one 420 feet deep, which at
Wants Others to Know.
a depth of 235 feet has a lead of quart-zit- e nides their copper values.
used DeWittB Little Early
'I have
and porphyry that averages $3.10 a
You never heard ot any one using Risers
for constipation and torpid liver
ton In gold until the depth of 420 feet Foley's Honey and Tar and not being
and they are all right. I ain glad to
was leached. Mr. Paxton says that this satisfied. Alvarado Pharmacy.
indorse them for I think when we find
large body of low grade ore can be
o
a good thing we ought to let others
Cochiti District.
treated by the cyanide process for 50
.
Mountains of gold and realms of sil know111. it." writes Alfred Hclnze, Quln-cyrents a ton. The second shaft is down
They never gripe or distress.
300 feet. At li5 feet it cut the lead ver. Great is Cochiti!
of tellurium
which is composed
It is ww a certainty that the Nava Sure, sare pills. J. II. O Kielly At Co.;
quartz ten feet wide, averaging $20 ho company will have a big plant lu P. II. Brlggs & Co. o
to the ton in gold, with a trace in sil- operation here about the first of July
The Territorial Fair.
ver and of copper. The third shaft is to we are Informed.
General Fred Funston promised O.
105
feet
depth
of
a
say
At
Bafe
It
is
260
feet.
to
down
that there is not an N. Mkrron he will attend the fair at
the Anaconda lead was cut carrying other particular locality In the whole Albuquerque next fall. Mr. Marron
has

at Velardina, Durango, Mexico. T.

just returned from Denver, where he
went as a special representative of the
fair association to extend the Invitation. He will be accompanied by his
entire BtatT and the troops at Fort
Wingate will be ordered in during the
tuir and it Is expected that four troops
of cavalry will be there. The officers
of the association are greatly pleased
over the hearty acceptance. San
l

FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES A COGNAC
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Beet Imported and DomesticClgars
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painter and glazier. In 1861 he enlist
ed in company B, Second Kansas, and
participated in the battle of Wilson
Creek. After three months he again enlisted, and was made first lieutenant
company E, Second Kansas. He was
mustered out as a captain in the fall
of 1866. having participated In fifty-ondifferent engagements, without being a
day upon the sick list, or asking a
leave 01 ahsence. In flie tail of 1S66
he was elected a representative in the
legislature from Geary county. In lo7
he was appointed Kaw Indian agent.
In 1870 he was elected state senator
from Morris and adjoining counties. In
1872 he was elected lieutenant gov
ernor for two years, and durine that
time he presided over the Joint convention made memorable by the exposure
of Senator Pomeroy by Senator A. M.
York. He received twenty-sevevotes
for United States senator in the legislature of 1874. He now resides in Albuquerque, N. l.f where he has for
many years been a prominent man.

Ranges of New Mexico.

,

The Agricultural Experiment. Station, of the New Mexico College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, has issued the following bulletin on the
ranges of New Mexico:
The annual report of the governor of
New Mexico for 1901, (p. 307) states
that the assessment returns for that
year show a total of 2,705,000 head of
stock cattle, horses, sheep and goats
having a taxation value of $7,594,000.
It is the opinion of the gentleman making the report that this represents
about half the actual number of animals now to he found in the territory
and the valuation is certafnly low. It
is quite safe to say that the capital
Invested In stock raising in New Mexico Is not less than $15,000,000, and the
industry certainly pays 10 per cent on
this capital. To the average New
Mexican It goes without saying that
thi3 Income is practically dependent
upon the native forage crop of the territoryvery little feeding being done,
as yet. A starch after a sensible policy
of management of this industry leads
to the consideration of the details of
our present customs and their effects.
The report, above referred to, (p.
279), gives a short syopsfS of the
more important native grasses of the
territory, which need only be mentioned here.
The gramma grasses belonging to
the genus Routeloua are much the
most important and. of these, two species alone are considerably the most
valuable, simply because of their
abundance and their adaption to our
climate conditions. The "blue gramma" or "white gramma" or simple
"gramma" (Bouteloua Ollgostachya) is
the commonest ano is found on the
plains and in the mountains at elevations ranging from about 5,000 fet to
7.000 feet. At the lower limit of this
altltuciinal range it meets the "black
gramma" (B. eriopoda) which is to be
found upon all our mesas, that are not
too aiKanne, at elevations below 5,000
feet. Overlapping upon a part of the
zones of each of theEe species is another (B. hirsuta) which is very valuable, while the little "six weeks gram)
mas" (B. polystachya) and
and the "tall gramma" (B.
help out very materially,
especially at certain seasons.
There are two species of "galleta
grass" which are quite valuable. One
of them (Hilaria mutlca) seems to be
able to stand great extremes of moisture, as it grows vigorously In standing
water and Just as readily lives for
months without any water at all. It is
not so valuable as the nearly related
species (H. Jamesii) which grows at
higher levels, while the "curly
(H. Cenchroldes) of the Texas
plains bids fair to become important
on our southern ranges.
"Salt grass" (Disttchlls spicata) Is
of considerable value in wet alkaline
locations, though It has been reported
as causing some loss when stock eat it
after it has teen frost bitten. "Bunch
grass" and "sacation" (Sporobolus
airoides, S. cryptandrus and S.
Wrightii) grow quite well upon dry alkaline soil and furnish considerable
pasture and a little hay upon the lower
mesas of the territory.
In the mountains above 7.000 feet
the Important grasses are the "wild
oats" (Bromii3 Ciliatus) "mountain
brome" (B. Porter! var.) "Colorado
bluestem" (Agropyron glaucum) and
on the highest peaks, "Arizona fescue"
(Festuca Arizonica). There are In all
about fifty species of grasses reported
from the territory and all are more or
less valuable. No attempt is here made
to mention c.nythinc but the :r.ost important.
Besides the grasses many of the annual weeds are of almost inestimable
value to the ttorkir.an and many of
the shrubby perennials are of great Importance. Scrubeak. shadscale,
sotol. mountain mahogany,
paradoxa, nopales and numerous
others have each Its separate distribution and value.
Another factor, usually lost sight of,
is the fact that this forage crop grows
upon land which pays no taxes and
costs ihe users nothing. While this Is
a direct gift to the stockman, it does
no one else any harm since the land Is
of no value for any other purpose.
Very few if any of the stockmen consider themselves as the recipients of
any privileges, yet they all unhesitatingly lay claim to the range immediately surrounding the watering places,
which they have patented. This is a
necessity at the present time, and can
certainly not be otherwise, but the fact
that the range is really free gives rise
to endless squabbles for possesion, and
all sorts of schemes are worked in
to drive out rival claimants. Since
no claimant has a legal or Just right in
the rise, there is no court of appeals
in which the disagreements may be
settled. All parties suffer, but what is
worse, me range suffers and the territory in the end is the loser by all
such private disagreements.
It is out of place in this article to
discuss the details of Just how this all
comes about, but it would be easy to
demonstrate that all those selfish contentions for ranges, which really belong to none of the contending parties,
lead to but one thing. The ranee is
moie or less heavily overstocked. All
the contestants admit this as a natural
result, and each one lays the blame oi
the other fellow; they all suffw loss
and sometimes all are forced to take
their cattle entirely off the range. Hut
what is worse the range has in the
meantime suffered almost irreparable
damage; they have killed, or at least,
crippled the goose that laid the golden
egg. And as a result the whole commonwealth teels the consequences.
Already there is hardly a stock
range in New Mexico which does not
show the effects of overstocking. Once
level or gently sloping grass covered
mesas are now cut by arroyos which
are old time cattle trails; flats which
have leen trampled and fed over too
often by sheep are now covered by
weeds, which even sheep will not eat:
is materially afthe run off of streams
indusfected and so the agriculturalwith.
tries are somewhat interfered
And wnat is the remedy to be applied? It is about as patent as is the
damage and its cause. Stop overstocking, and give the range a chance to
The native plants are used to
very unfavorable conditions and. with
favorable ones, develop tolerably rapidly. This is in our favor, and if we
but assist slightly we get great gain.
The ranges must have rest, bare
(aristi-doldes-
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spots must le reseeded. thin spots cultivated, weeds must be killed, arroyos
and washes must be stopped and the
sediments carried down will fill the
open rocky beds. Subterranean water
must be developed in order that stock
need not travel so far from water for
their lood. and hence the damage due
to trails be lessened. Most of these
things have been demonstrated to be
financially worth while. The difficult.
question to answer is to outline tne
method of procecduie, which will induce men to do all this work.
Under our competitive system there
Is but one answer to the problem.
Make it possible for a man to control
his own range, and he will soon find it
necessary to take care of it, or it will
not take care of him. There ore many
The Most Common Ailment
difficulties to overcome before this can
More people suffer from rheumatism
be done, but it is the next step in ad- than from any other ailment. This is
vance of the stock raising Industry in wholly unnecessary, too. for a cure
our territory.
may be effected at a very small cost.
E. O. WOOTON, Botanist.
O. W. Wescott. of Meadowdale, N. Y.,
April 29, 1902.
says: "I have been afflicted with rheusome time and it has
Terrible plagues, those itching, pes- matism metormuch
suffering. I concludtering diseases of the skin. Put an causedtry
to
Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
end to misery. Doan's Ointment cures. ed
am pleased to say that It has cured
At any drug store.
me." For sale by all druggists.
Mexican Central Buys a Line.
There is some talk about the shops
The following circular letter was received at the El Paso office of the that a numoer of the departments will
soon begin shutting down Saturday af
Mexican Central railroad:
"Mexico, April 23. The Mexican ternoon. This was practiced formerly
Central Railway company. Limited, during the summer months, but It was
having purchased the Pachuca. Zacual-tipa- not in vogue last season.
& Tampieo
railway, effective
A Lesson In Health.
this date, the authority of Mexican
Healthy kidneys filter the impurities
Central officials is hereby extended from
the blood, and unless they do this
over same.
good health Is impossible. Foley's
"A. A. ROBINSON. President."
Cure makes Bound kidneys and
This new acquisition of the Mexican
Central :s about 200 miles In length will positively cure all forms of kidney
bladder disease. It strengthens
and extends from Pachuca to Tampieo, and whole
system. Alvarado Pharmacy.
the
touching at Apuco, Zacualtipan,
Chontla and Ozuluama. The
road gives to the Mexican Central an
almost direct line from the City of
Mexico to the seaport at Tan.plco, and
will open up for the road a very fertile
section. The country traversed Is said
to be the finest coffee section in the
republic, and that cattle raising Is also
a flourishing industry there.
n

Grand Special Sale Begining Monday
Morning

At the Banner Store, 222 Railroad Avenue, where you get the
most Good Goods for your money.
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Will Cure Consumption.
Herren, Finch, Ark., writes:
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
preparation for coughs, colds and lung
trouble. I know that it has cured consumption in the first stages." Alvarado

biographicalTketches
Of S, M.

Strickler and E. S. Stover

of Early Days in Kansas.
TWO OLD SETTLERS.
W. S. Strickler, vice president and
cashier of the Bank of Commerce, has
recently received a pamphlet copy of
an address by George W. Martin, secretary of the Kansas State Historical
society, delivered before the Old Settlers' Association of Geary County,
September 21. 1901. The title of the
address is "The Territorial and Military Combine at Fort Riley," and The
Citizen reproduces from the pamphlet
the brief biographical sketches of E. S.
Stover, of this city, and S. M. Strickler, who resided here some years ago,
but whose death occurred later in California:

Strickler.
Samuel M. Strickler was born in Tennessee in 1832, but grew to manhood
in Shelby county, Indiana. He obtained a good common school education,
He
and attended Franklin college.
taught school, and then engaged in
business in Alabama, coming to Kansas in 1860, and locating at Junction
City. The firm of Streeter & Strickler
purchased a merchandise stock from
William Learner, still living at
and one of the most remark-aidbusinesses ever conducted in Kansas began at Junction City. The firm
did a contracting business covering
the entire plains to the Rocky mountains, reaching to every government
post or military camp, and employing
hundreds of the pioneers then scattered over western Kansas. The firm
dissolved and retired from business
about 1870. In 1862 Strickler was
elected to the state senate, and he was
a member of the house of representatives in 1871. He was in the early Ws
a brigadier general of the militia. For
the first three years of its existence,
Strickler and William K. Wartlett
maintained the Junction City Union.
fer
Strickler was a great
low. A. W. Callen was employed to
close out the business of the firm, and
he told the writer that the books
showed as much as $3.oo0 a year of
charity given out and charged to
Strickler's individual account. He removed to Leadville, Colo., in 1879,
where he remained three years;
thYnce to Albuquerque, N. M.; thence
to Magdalena; finally settling on an orange ranch near Azusa. Cal. Here he
died, April 21, 1894. IBs remains were
brought to Junction City the following
December, and laid to rest in Highland
cemetery. He was a strenuous man
wtth a strenuous nerve, and did strenuous things. In the early days of the
railroad he shipped a lot of queens-warfrom Liverpool. England, to Kansas City by water. The railroad wanted more for hauling it from Kansas
City to Junction City than it cost to
Kansas City. Strickler sent his "bull
train" to Kansas City and got the stuff
to Junction City for less than the railroad rate offered.
Samuel

M.

e

e

Elias Sleeper Stover.
Ellas Sleeper Stover was born at
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50 to $2.00 for 95c

for 45c

.$1.00
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Zephyr Dress Ginghams, popular patterns
V
regular 10c value, for
7 CENTS PER YARD.

Dandruff and
Falling Hair vanish

KEMRENIGH,

L.

before the magic touch of
Newbro'sj Herpicide, the
latest scientific discovery.
It kills the dandruff germs.
Destroy'the cause, you remove the effect. Kill the
dandruff germ, 'and your
hair will grow abundantly.
St. Armour. Idaho, Ttoe.t.

Thompson's Glove fitting Corsets in all the
styles, straight front short hip, long hip,
ventilating, in all colors:
All those worth
$2.50 for $1.50
All those worth $1.25 and $1. 50 for $1.00

WALKING HATS.

y

A. A.

Pharmacy.

FEW RARE BITS.

A

THE BANNER STORE.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

-

-

No. 222 Railroad Avenue,

Id

Tlftrplekie dw-- .U that you claim for It. It
tiu clMnind my head from dandruff, and left
mj hair flu and aof U OaaiasH.CBOMaH.
For Sale at all Fint-CiiDruj Stores.
u
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ROCKY FORD.

Wanted, men and boys to thin. weed.
hoe and harvest sugar beets.
Work in the beet fields from the first
of May until the end of July. Then op
portunity lor employment In hay and

C. A. HUD SON.

melon fields.

Harvest time for sugar beet crop
from middle of September until the

end of November.
Farmers pay 15 cents per hour, but

work usually contracted by the acre
as soon as help is experienced. Industrious men can earn more by contract
ing lor work.
Responsible parties wanted to ar
range boarding camps, as farmers are
not In position to board large crews.
Peter Garcia, general contractor,
will be in your locality during this

DEALER IN

V27 ALL Lk

month.
AMERICAN BEET SUGAR COMPANY
Rocky Ford, Colo.

Rocky Ford, Colorado.
SE NECESITAN.
Hombres y muchachos para podara

desyerbar, escardar y cosechar
de azucar.
Se comenzara el trabajo en los
campos de betabeles desde el dia
de Mayo hasta el fin del mes de
Julio. Despucs se sigue la oportunl- dad de poderse eraplear en los campoe
dc sacate y sandias.
Tiempo de cesecha para los campos
de betalele8 desde mediados de
hasta fines de Novierabre.
Los labradores generalmente pagan
a 15 centavos per bora, pero general
mente el trabajo puede coutratarse per
el acre tan pronto como los trabaja-doreesten ya con experlenca en el
trabajo. Personas industriosas y
pueden ganar mas tomando
el trabajo per contrato.
Se necesitan tambien personas
para arregular cocinas de
carapo, por que los labaradores ne
preparados para dar asistencia a
gran numero de hombres.
El seflor Pedro Garcia, contratista
general, estarr en su localidad durante
este' mes para contratar trabajadores.
beta-bele- s

pri-mer-

o

Sep-tlembr- e

s

New Styles
New Designs

es-ta- n

COMPAN1A AMERICANA

DE

BET-ABE-

Rocky Ford, Colo.

Arrival and Departure of Mails.
MAILS ARRIVE.
From the north and east... 11: 00 a.m.
10:40 p.m.
and
12:80 a.m.
Distributed
12:30 p.m.
and
8:05 a.m.
From the west
9:00 a.m.
Distributed
7:10 a.m.
From the south
7:50 a.m.
Distributed
MAILS CLOSE.
11:00 p.m.
For the north and east
7:10 a.m.
and
10:00 p.m.
For the west
10:00 p.m.
For the south
Mail for Las Vegas, East Las Vegas
and Santa Fe closes at 6 p. m.
Carriers collect mail from boxes at
6 p. m.
Carriers leave postofflce at 8 a. m.
and 3:30 p. m.

Rockland, Me., November 22, 1836. He
was educated in the schools of New
England, but his father beir.g a sea
captain, he soon imbibed a love of the
salt water, and a. 15 years of age began as a common sailor. He visited
nearly all the ports on the American
seaboard, and many upon the coasts of
Great Britain, France, South America,
and the West Indies. Upon one of his
Sunday Hours General Delivery
visits at home, about 1858, he heard of
the troubles in Kansas, and soon he and carriers' windows open from 10 to
landed at Junction City.
Stover U 11 a. m.
General delivery window open daily
credited with starting the first Sabbath school in Junction City, Between except Sunday from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.
R. W. HOPKINS, P. M.
ocean trips he learned the trade of
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THIS MEANS:
Right Prices.
Right Styles.
4. 4. 4, 4, 4, 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4 4. if. 4 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4 4. 4. 4. 4- - 4. 4. 4. 4 4. 4 4 4 4 4 4 4.

Send your Orders and they will be promptly
attended to.

j 118 North Second Street,

Albuquerque, N. M.
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From the Snips.
H. Schuster has just received notice
of his appointment as postmaster. We
hope he will adopt some needed reforms in its management. It is true
that this is not a city, lut our
office should be a lwstofflce In the
sense intended by the government.
J. J. Karnes came in from the ranee
returning to camp the next nislit.
While In town he reported that P. T.
Coleman had been the victim of nn
accident cut near Cienega Amarilla.
He was riding after some cattle and
bis horse tell on him. inflicting painful
lint not serious injuries. Mr. Coleman
seems to be in hard luck these days,
for he has been hurt several times recently.
HOLBROOK.

From the Argus.
The exchange of troops at Fort
Apache has been postponed.
Two teamsters' at Fort Apache were
recently detected In stealing grain
They were
from the government.
taken to Globe and turned over to the
civil authorities.
Revs. Decker, of Winslow, and Sloan,
of Gallup, held a conference here Tuesday to arrange so Hoi brook will have
religious services each week. Rev.
Sloan held services in the evening.
Mrs. V. H. Clark was a passenger
on No. 4 which was derailed in Missouri a few days ago. She was on her
way to visit relatives in Illinois, Pennsylvania and Massachusetts, and received slight injuries.
During our absence in Winslow little
Karl Fish had the misfortune to lose
the little finger from the rlpht hand,
while trying to amuse himself with our
paper cutter.
Quite a painful aeel
dent, but he is getting along all right.
WINSLOW.

From the Mall.
Mrs. E. G. Decker has gone to Tempo to visit her parents and friends.
Fred Wetzler, the enterprising merchant of Holbrook, was a visitor here.
The Winslow Social club has chang
ed its night of meeting from Saturday
to Friday.

Mrs. Kendall, who was here for her
health, died soon after reaching her
home in the east.
A. J. Kinney, who went to Phoenix
in hopes of Improving his health, died
Tuesday.
A. O. La Prade, who has been conducting a dairy business in Winslow
for the past year, left for Gainesville,
Ga., to make an extended visit wiin
friends and relatives.
Charles Fllnn returned from Cali
fornia, where he visited the following
cities: Fresno, Lathrop, Netes, San
Jose. Monterey. Pacific Grove, Salinas,
Santa Cruz, Oakland, Alameda and
Port Richmond. While in 'Frisco he
visited the battleship Wisconsin and
transport Logan. Through he courtesy of the officers on the Wisconsin.
Mr. Flinn was shown through the entire ship, Including the engine room.
WILLIAMS.
From the News.
J. B. Jones and G. U. Young returned
from Prescott, where they had been
for several days.
Mrs. McElroy, wife of the popular
bookkeeper for the Perrin Land & Cattle comrauy. left for a vbit with her
parents in Chicago.
Mrs. F. R. Nellis and little Jaughter,
Florence, lelt for a visit of two weeks
with her sister. Mrs. S. M. See, of
. Whittier, Cal.
Under the auspices of the Altar society, a supper will be given at Odd
May
Fellows hall on Satuiday evening.tailor-made
17. A raffle for a lady's or gent's
suit will take place.
, The Indian who so brutally beat up
d woman and dragged her to the coal
chute some time since was given seven
years in the penitentiary by Judge
Sloan.
John Baumgartner met with a mishap up at Challender last week. He
wa9 using an axe, when the blade
The
glanced and entered his foot.
wornd was not serious, but became
sore enough to lay him up for a few

days.

Mra. James Kennedy, who had expected to leave for Los Angeles last
Sunday, did not leave until Tuesday,
when she was Joined here by her sister. Miss Maude Hill, of Albuquerque,
and together the ladles will enjoy
some time on the coast.
Dr. A. Tyroler. after attending the
Foresters' meeting at fnoenix, passeo
through Williams to Albuquerque last
Saturday evening, returning again to
scarcely
the city Wednesday. He had to
8elig-maarrived before he was called who was
to attend Mrs. Payne,
"Doc" says too much travelquite l
and
ing is not good for the complexion, pale.
rather
he has commenced to lookhorse,
"CrickW. L. Harris" favorite
resulted
et," met with a mishap which confined
in his death. "Cricket" was
in a corral with another horse and as
the
the company was not congenial
an escape
former horse tried to makeinstead,
by jumping a fence, but.
empaneled, with the cbove reresult. Mr. and Mrs. Harris greatly
gret the 1ob3 as the horse wa3 a favorite with them.
n

e

KINGMAN.

From the Miner.
rise
The Colorado river is on the lowand it ill booh ovtrspread thebelow
lands on this side of the river
Fort Mohave and make it ImpostiM"
to get freight to the mines from that
direction.
count)
Fred lirosso. known in this Cal..
of
Colton.
as Frenchy," died in was
an old time
cor sumption. Iliosso having
worked
miner of this county,
and Cerbat. He
for years at Chlorideman
and his death
was a good hearted
will be sincerely regretted.
H C. Dariah, a social economist oi
of lectures
Chloride, delivered a series
to good sized audiin the court house is
a novitiate in the
ences Mr. Darrah havintj
been a supranks' of socialism,
more
porter of the republican partya tor
pleasant
is
He
years.
forty
than
an interesting gentleman.
talker and
postmasJ R Livingston is the first
heretofore
Acme,
of
town
the
of
ter
and will enter
known as Gold Road,
h
just
duties
".boou
his
eek
til
A
approved.
bond has len
camp. Within
mail will be run to the

un

month the Tieadwell ramp will have
a poMoffire and will receive ninll by
wnv of Kingman.
The Kingnuin ice plant is now ready
for the summer business. It is doing
an immense business in the bottling of
carbonated waters, of which they are
manufacturing the best ever put on the
market In this county.
Miss Frankie Potts, accompanied by
her cousin. J. C. Potts, departed for
Dtirargo, Colo., near which town she
will enter the service of the Interior
department as a teacher in an Indian
school. Miss Frankie Potts is onr of
the brightest of Kingman young ladles
and we hope that she will soon be
transferrer! to one of the schools
nearer home.
George N. Conard and wife have entered Into an agreement to 3ell their
interests in the cattle, horses and
range interests in this county to John
S. Long, of San Francisco. Mr. Long
is an old cattleman and will probably
make the ranch an ideal one. Mr. and
Mrs. Conard have resided cn the ranch
tor aUiut fourteen years and are deserving of a glimpse of the outside
world and a much needed rest.
a

-
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FLAGSTAFF.
From the Sun.
Mrs. Eva Yost returned from an extended visit to Santa Ana, Cal.
Miss Frazier gave a picnic to the pupils of her department of the public
school. They picnicked at the Woody
ranch, southwest of here, and had an
enjoyable time.
Hank Ward, well known in Flagstaff,
writes to a friend here of a lucky
strike he has made in Death valley. He
says he has sold an Interest In his
claims there for $20,000.
Fred McAtee Is a recent arrival from
Wyoming and expects to be a fixture
here. He has a splendid record be
hind him as a pitcher, and will proba
hi y line up with the local ball team
when they begin limbering up their
Charley horses and salary wings.
Fred Volz, the Canyon Diablo Indian
trader, was In town the first of the
week. Mr. Volz says that the Indian
village Is about completed. The village
will lie a typical one, and one that will
cause the festive tourist great Joy in
finding the noble red man so close to

nature

0

Styles are the Latest
7 Quality proves satisfactory
Ju Prices prove a saving
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We now have a large and complete stock
of all kinds of

Carriages,
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Buggies,

Phaetons,
Bike Wagons,
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Road WagonsI
Harness, Saddles,Lap Robes,Whips, Sun Shades, Umbrellas, English Canopy Tops and Bow Tops.
Mowers, Rakes and Plows,

Carriages from $70.00 to $250.00.

Concord and Driving Wagons from
$50.00 to $120.00.

Huggies from $57.00 to $1 50.

especially the earth.

Mrs. S. Millsap and children left for
Los Angeles, to remain until Mr. Mill-sa- p
has completed the arrangement of
his business affairs here and joins
them. The people of Flagstaff are exceedingly sorry to have them leave, as
they have made a wide circle of
friends here during their stay.

Road Wagons from $40.00 to $145.00.

From the Gem.
Mrs. E. L. Reno, the popular and
efficient observer of the local weather
bureau at this place, who has been
visiting in the east for the past two

months, has returned.
"Old Dad" Kyte, the oldest sheep
herder and sheep shearer in Arizona,
arrived in town. Dad is 72 years old
and is as spry as any young man in
the country.
A few who have been raismated and
joined together legally are here to get
the matrimonial knot legally untied.
The matrimonial sea does not always
run smooth, and it sometimes requires
the aid of the law to calm the waves.
There are so many men in this coun
ty wanting office it would be more satisfactory to all concerned to let them
all run. The decision of the voters at
the polls is satisfactory as well as
final. It is certainly fair, and while
the candidate may conclude that voters are great liars, he can't say he has

D

Deering Mowers.

HARNESS FROM SS.50 TO

$90,00

'

been Jobbed.

LETTER LIST.
Following Is the list of letters re
mainlng uncalled for In the postofflce
at Albuquerque, New Mexico, for the
week ending May 10, 1502:
LADIES' LIST.
Chaves, Delia
Martin. Mrs J T
Michael!, Mrs R A
FJores, Eliza

Hand and Horse Dump Rakes.

We do

Hammond. Mrs R D.Miller, Ella
Ruby
Ingolsbe, Mrs.
Held, Mrs J Sum- tha
Jerls, Mrs Cora
merville
Kelly, Mrs Frank Sherman. Mrs C A
Wiley. Blanche
Lee, Mrs J
MEN'S LIST.
Allen. Prof. Robt. Hedges, D F
Hornberger, Phil
Analla, Porflrlo
Holland, James B
Abalas, Jose
Burns, John
Jones, R 1)
Jones, A P
Blake. Geo O
Billlngsley. Hugh Ixipez. Ramon
Byrne, Eza V
Lamont, L P
MTndoza, Alvino
Beale. C J
Bliss. Dr. Lyman WMedrano, Mlcalla
Brough, Benjamin Morrison, T M
Mason, Cnas G
Camon, J W
Clark, J H
Mitchell. J J
Carter, J W
Olivas. Catalina
Chambers, W E
Pacheco, Linar
Dowelbal, Jno W
I'arkhurst, Geo M
Romero, Candelarla
Donohue, J E
Duran, Tiofilo
Rinbal. C R
Eglinton, Ed
Saluzer, 7r
(Homestead Entry No. 6696.)
Emmanuel, G
St oner, W
Notice of Publication,
Graham, Lewis S Sahcdra, Bitoriano department
of the Interior, Land Office
Trujillo y
Graham. Johns S
at Santa Fe, N. M.. March 19, 19u2.
Greenwood, W A Smith. L B
Notice is herehy given that the fol
Gonzales, Luciano Tasker. L E
lowing
named settler has filed notice
Hart, Joseph
Trinidad. Tivurclo of bis intention
to make final proof in
Hoffman, Adolph
Wilkinson. L T
support of his claim, and that said
Himes, AChas (2) Noting, G W
proof will be made before
Probate
Persons calling for the above named Clerk Iternalillo County, attheAlbuquerletters will please say "Advertised," que, New Mexico, on April 28, 1902.
and give inn date of publication.
viz.: Pablo Raldonado for the lots 1
R. W. HOPKINS. Postmaster.
and 2, 8 of NE4, NE of SE Sec.
1, T 8 N. R 6 E.
Business Opening, $5,000.
He names the following witnesses to
Here Is a chance for some one to prove his continuous residence upon
o
purchase a well established and very and cultivation of said land, viz.:
profitable business in a first class'min-inRomero, of Escobosa, N. M.;
town in Arizona at a bargain. It is Juan Lovato, of Escobosa, N. M.; Mira-mo- n
Lueero, of Escolosa, N. M.; Sanabout a 15.000 proposition. Including
fine up to date stock, three lots, large tiago Garcia, of Escoliosa. N. M.
MANUEL OTERO. Register.
storeroom with cellar, stable
dwelling house, finely furnished, etc.;
monthly sales, 12,750; mostly cash;
terms easy; death of wife and child of
proprietor reason for selling. At a
JACOB SILVA & CO.,
glance It will bp seen that this Is a rare
Dealers In
chance to make an exceptionally good
SAN ANTONIO WHITE STONE.
Investment.
For full particulars and
terms, address or see H. S. Knight at
once, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
THE REST UUILDINO STONE IN
o
NEW MEXICO, USED IN ALL THE
Mra. Albright, tne Artist,
Is again In her studio,
North Third RIG BUILDINGS IN ALBUQUERQUE
street. Parties who wish fine work In AND IN THE SISTERS' HOSPITAL.
artistic photography, should call and YARDS ON RAILROAD AENUE,
leave their orders for the new carbon BETWEEN FOURTH AND FIFTH
photo, the latest In photographic are. STREETS. ORDERS SOLICITED.
Mar-Odel-

Repairing, Paint-

s

ing and Trimming.
Expert Horse Shoeing.

Bain, Fish and Old Hickory Farm Wagons.

l,

First-clas-

n
n7
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o

Corner First Street and Copper Avenue.

Albuquerque,

Dlo-nlcj-

g

five-roo-

lu

New Mexico,

(Homestead Entry No. 6S77.)
Notice of Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Office
at Santa Fe, N. M.. March 17. 1902.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the Register
or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
April 25. 1902, viz.: Pantaleon Nieto
for the S4 NEtt Shi NWVi of Section
6, T 8 N. R 7 E N M P M.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Ortega, of Escobosa, N. M.;
Manuel Mora y Martin, of Escobosa, N.
M.; Jose B. Lebarlo, of Escobosa, N.
M.; Luz Martlnes, of Escobosa, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
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THE OLD GOVERNMENT WHISKEY
FOR FAMILY USE,
CONVALESCENTS
AND INVALIDS.

Used In the Medical Department of the
United States Army and Navy Service,
recognized as the purest stimulant In
the market Recommended by the best
medical authority In the land.

Sold exclusively by
WHOLESALE I.IOl OB DEAI LKS,

MORELLO BROS.,

o

GALL.l

l',

N. M.

0000C0ec

It

SHIP YOUR PELTS TO

Jt.

BEARRUP BROS. & CO.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Wool

Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenue

Horses and Mules bought and exchanged. Livery, Sale, Feed and
Transfer Stables
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Address W. L. TRIMBLE
Albuquerque,

k.

M.

&

CO,

Pullers and Tanners,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF
HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.
2
Z

First-clas-

s

J
X

work done and satisfaction guaranteed ?
Please write us for prices.
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